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Access	Intelligence	LLC.	^	Daniels,	Bill	(July	30,	1986).	Michigan	State	University.	^	a	b	c	Chris	Welch	(March	9,	2015).	^	HBO	Feature	Presentation:	1999	version.	November	8,	1972.	The	Daily	Telegraph.	^	"HBO	SETS	TENNIS	TALENT	LINEUP	FOR	MARCH	2".	"Folha.com	–	Tec	–	RedeTV!	passa	a	transmitir	programas	em	3D	–	23/05/2010".	^
"Confessed	video	pirate	'Captain	Midnight'	given	probation,	fine".	Deadline.com.	"HBO-Cinemax	Experiment	in	Bilingual	TV".	^	"Cablecastings:	All	in	the	Family"	(PDF).	(The	state's	other	major	cable	provider,	Hawaiian	Telcom,	offers	the	Pacific	Time	Zone	feed	of	all	seven	channels.)	Channel	Description	and	programming	HBO	The	flagship	channel;
HBO	airs	first-run	and	blockbuster	feature	films,	original	series	and	made-for-cable	movies,	sports-focused	magazine	and	documentary	series,	comedy	and	occasional	concert	specials,	and	documentaries.	vice	president	J.	^	"Philips	Dimenco	glasses-less	3D	TV	of	the	future,	hopefully	our	future".	Statista.	Proceedings	of	the	Eighth	Indian	Conference
on	Computer	Vision,	Graphics	and	Image	Processing,	ACM	New	York,	NY,	USA.	^	Emily	Steel	(August	13,	2015).	Through	Home	Box	Office,	Inc.,	it	previously	maintained	HBO	Now,	a	similarly	structured	SVOD	streaming	service	(renamed	"HBO"	in	August	2020)	that	did	not	require	a	subscription	to	the	linear	HBO	television	service;	concluding	with
its	replacement	on	Roku	in	December	2020,	it	was	phased	out	and	superseded	by	HBO	Max	on	platforms	that	reached	agreements	to	offer	the	latter	service.[13][14]	Home	Box	Office,	Inc.	^	a	b	Vlessing,	Etan	(March	2,	2021).	^	HBO	on-air	programming	^	YouTube	clip	of	HBO	slogans.	^	"Cable	Briefs:	Pay	for	play"	(PDF).	^	a	b	"Conheça	os	prós	e
contras	das	televisões	3D".	^	a	b	c	Bill	Mesce	(September	2,	2013).	This	change	came	after	the	firing	of	then-HBO	chairman	Frank	Biondi,	reportedly	for	having	"overextended	the	network	in	pre-buy	and	exclusive	movie	deals"	as	subscribership	of	pay-cable	services	declined.	^	"Verizon	Press	Release".	The	special	is	also	believed	to	be	the	largest
financial	deal	for	a	televised	concert	performance	on	television,	with	estimates	from	music	industry	executives	indicating	that	HBO	paid	around	$20	million	for	the	rights.[391][392]	In	recent	years,	concert	specials	have	had	an	increasingly	marginal	role	among	HBO's	television	specials,	limited	to	an	occasional	marquee	event	or	the	annual	induction
ceremony	of	the	Rock	and	Roll	Hall	of	Fame.	Archived	from	the	original	on	12	August	2011.	"HBO	Pay-TV	Customers	Will	Have	Access	to	WarnerMedia	SVOD	Service,	AT&T	Chief	Says".	^	Bill	Mesce	(January	17,	2014).	"Study	of	Three-Dimensional	Image	Brightness	Loss	in	Stereoscopy".	United	Press	International.	Retrieved	15	February	2010.	and
Warner	Bros.	"Eyes-on	with	HBO	GO".	^	a	b	"Before	magic	in	space	comes	mundane	at	FCC"	(PDF).	On	some	remarkable,	and	hitherto	unobserved,	Phenomena	of	Binocular	Vision.	^	"Ateme	3D	tutorial	poster".	Plenoptic	cameras,	which	capture	the	light	field	of	a	scene,	can	also	be	used	to	capture	multiple	views	with	a	single	main	lens.[28]
Depending	on	the	camera	setup,	the	resulting	views	can	either	be	displayed	on	multi-view	displays,	or	passed	along	for	further	image	processing.	HBO	Latin	America	was	launched	in	1991	as	a	partnership	between	Warner	Bros.	^	"Cable	Briefs"	(PDF).	September	1,	1975.	Archived	from	the	original	on	4	October	2017.	^	"Betty	E.	^	Scott	Kirsner
(May	15,	2008).	"AT&T	agrees	to	buy	Time	Warner	for	more	than	$80B".	Alfred	Hitchcock	produced	his	film	Dial	M	for	Murder	in	3D,	but	for	the	purpose	of	maximizing	profits	the	movie	was	released	in	2D	because	not	all	cinemas	were	able	to	display	3D	films.	pp.	42,	80.	"'Vice	News	Tonight'	Lands	At	Viceland	Cable	Network".	Discussions	to	change
the	service's	name	took	place	during	a	later	meeting	of	Dolan	and	the	executive	staff	he	hired	to	assist	in	developing	the	project,	who	ultimately	settled	on	calling	it	"Home	Box	Office",	which	was	meant	to	convey	to	potential	customers	that	the	service	would	be	their	"ticket"	to	movies	and	events	that	they	could	see	in	their	own	home.	^	"Watch	history
in	the	making".	^	Andrew	Webster	(February	17,	2012).	HBO	Signature	HBO	Signature	features	high	quality	films,	HBO	original	series	and	specials.	Retrieved	July	16,	2021.	It	has	since	been	made	available	on	3D	Blu-ray.[96]	Decline	As	early	as	2013,	3D	televisions	were	being	seen	as	a	fad.[97][98]	DirecTV	had	stopped	broadcasting	3D	programs	in
2012,	while	ESPN	stopped	in	2013.[99]	In	the	UK,	Sky	moved	its	content	to	on-demand,	and	the	BBC	ended	airing	3D	shows	in	2013	due	to	"lack	of	public	appetite".[100][101]	Fewer	and	fewer	3D	TVs	were	sold	and	soon	TV	manufacturers	stopped	making	them.	Retrieved	26	January	2012.	^	"HBO	signs	pact	with	Warner"	(PDF).	Retrieved	January
23,	2013.	HBO	Family	Launched	on	December	1,	1996,[184]	HBO	Family	features	movies	and	series	aimed	at	children,	as	well	as	feature	films	intended	for	a	broader	family	audience.	As	of	3	July	2012,	the	only	3D	channels	available	are	3flow	and	HIGH	TV	3D.[73]	In	July	2013	the	BBC	announced	that	it	would	be	indefinitely	suspending	3D
programming	due	to	a	lack	of	uptake.	Retrieved	26	September	2016.	^	"Pay	services	add	value	with	multiplexing"	(PDF).	Red/cyan	3D	glasses	were	sold	exclusively	by	a	hypermarket	chain.[77]	2010s	On	31	January	2010,	BSKYB	became	the	first	broadcaster	in	the	world	to	show	a	live	sports	event	in	3D	when	Sky	Sports	screened	a	football	match
between	Manchester	United	and	Arsenal	to	a	public	audience	in	several	selected	pubs.[80]	On	31	January	2010,	the	52nd	Grammy	Awards	featured	a	Michael	Jackson	Tribute	Sequence	in	3D,	using	anaglyph	format.	^	a	b	Nolan	Marchand	(May	3,	1999).	The	interstitials—particularly	those	aired	as	episodes	of	First	Look—have	also	frequently	been
included	as	bonus	features	on	DVD	and	Blu-ray	releases	of	the	profiled	films.	^	"Understanding	Requirements	for	High-Quality	3D	Video:	A	Test	in	Stereo	Perception".	Developed	by	Comic	Relief	founder	Bob	Zmuda	in	conjunction	with	former	HBO	executive	Chris	Albrecht,	all	eleven	HBO	editions	of	the	fundraisers	aired	between	the	aforementioned
years	(out	of	the	15	produced	by	the	charity	over	its	24-year	existence)	were	hosted	by	Williams,	Crystal	and	Goldberg,	featuring	performances	by	stand-up	comedians,	improvisational	comics	and	impressionists,	and	appearances	by	celebrities	and	politicians	as	well	as	documentary	segments	showing	issues	affecting	the	homeless.	October	3,	2019.
The	experiment	was	repeated	nationally	in	December	1982,	with	red/blue	glasses	allowing	color	3D	to	be	shown	for	the	first	time.	PlayStation.	Verizon	Fios	TV	subscribers	who	set	up	a	My	Verizon	user	name	and	password	will	have	access	to	Fios	TV	Online	partner	channels.	"Apple	unveils	streaming	TV	services".	The	Sopranos	received	111	Emmy
nominations	and	21	wins	over	the	course	of	its	six-season	run,	including	two	honors	for	Outstanding	Drama	Series.	Serial	digital	interface	is	used	to	carry	3D	TV	signals	within	TV	stations.[38][39]	Content	providers,	such	as	Disney,	DreamWorks,	and	other	Hollywood	studios,	and	technology	developers,	such	as	Philips,	asked[when?]	SMPTE	for	the
development	of	a	3DTV	standard	in	order	to	avoid	a	battle	of	formats	and	to	guarantee	consumers	that	they	will	be	able	to	view	the	3D	content	they	purchase	and	to	provide	them	with	3D	home	solutions	for	all	pockets.	^	"Wimbledon	in	3D	2011	–	3Droundabout".	p.	52.	"Flashback:	Hacker	interrupts	HBO's	film	in	1986".	"HBO	is	getting	rid	of	HBO
Go,	renaming	HBO	Now	since	HBO	Max	is	live".	The	very	first	stereoscopic	indie	live	action	comedy	one-hour	show	called	Safety	Geeks	:	SVI	:	3D	specifically	for	3DTV	and	3D	VOD	was	produced	and	released	in	March	2010	through	Digital	Dynamic	Depth	/	Yabazam	and	their	Yabazam	website	portal.[81]	Safety	Geeks:SVI	is	the	comic	adventures	of
an	elite	force	of	safety	experts,	the	P.O.S.H.	(Professional	Occupational	Safety	Hazard)	team.	"HBO	courts	Gen	X	with	laughs".	September	30,	1996.	^	Thomas	Gryta;	Keach	Hagey;	Dana	Cimmiluca	(October	22,	2016).	Archived	from	the	original	on	10	April	2011.	Archived	from	the	original	on	May	8,	2013.	The	sitcom	3rd	Rock	from	the	Sun	showed	a
two-part	episode,	"Nightmare	On	Dick	Street",	where	several	of	the	characters'	dreams	are	shown	in	3D.	The	channel's	slogan	is	"World	No.1	3D	Channel".	In	April	2010,	the	Masters	Tournament	was	broadcast	in	live	3D	on	DirecTV,	Comcast,	and	Cox.	^	AT&T	10-K	for	2018	^	"FCC	Consumer	Facts".	"TriStar	titles	go	to	Showtime".	Retrieved	27	June
2010.	(The	full	name	is	still	used	as	the	legal	corporate	name	of	its	parent	subsidiary	under	WarnerMedia,	and	is	used	on-air	in	copyright	legalese	during	the	end	credits	of	its	original	programs	and	network	IDs	shown	twice	per	day—in	the	morning	and	late	afternoon—at	the	close	of	promotional	breaks;	presenting	credits	shown	at	the	start	of	its
original	specials;	and	a	proprietary	vanity	card—based	on	the	"static	noise"	card	that	has	preceded	HBO's	original	series,	specials	and	documentaries	since	1993—shown	at	the	close	of	the	network's	original	programs.[96])	Subscribership	mostly	doubled	each	year	into	the	early	1980s,	increasing	from	around	four	million	subscribers	(across	1,755
systems)	in	December	1979	to	around	10.4	million	subscribers	(across	3,600+	systems)	by	November	1982.[97][93]	On	June	5,	1981,	HBO	announced	it	would	transition	to	a	24-hour,	seven-day-a-week	programming	schedule	at	the	start	of	1982.[98]	Then-HBO	President	James	Heyworth	said	the	decision	was	effectively	forced	by	rival	Showtime's
announcement	of	its	pending	switch	to	a	24-hour	daily	schedule	effective	July	4	(both	announcements	were	made	at	that	year's	National	Cable	Television	Association	[NCTA]	Convention),[99]	as	well	as	the	prior	switches	of	The	Movie	Channel	(on	December	1,	1979)[100]	and	Cinemax	(on	January	1,	1981)	to	24-hour	programming.[101]	The	first	phase
of	the	switchover	took	place	on	September	4,	1981,	when	HBO	adopted	a	"24-hour"	weekend	schedule	(typically	running	about	58	consecutive	hours,	from	5:00	p.m.	ET/PT	Friday	until	3:00	a.m.	ET/PT	Sunday/early	Monday),	facilitated	through	an	agreement	between	HBO	and	Modern	Talking	Pictures,	then-owner	of	the	Modern	Satellite	Network
(MSN;	now	defunct),	in	which	both	companies	traded	portions	of	the	leased	timeslots	corresponding	to	their	respective	Satcom	I	transponders.[102]	Three	months	later	on	December	25,	1981,[103]	it	began	offering	a	full	168-hour	weekly	schedule	(except	for	occasional	interruptions	for	scheduled	early-morning	technical	maintenance),	adding
programming	full-time	from	3:00	a.m.	to	5:00	p.m.	ET/PT	Monday	through	Friday.[98]	After	having	only	produced	a	limited	amount	of	unscripted	programming	since	the	debut	of	its	first	weekly	series,	Inside	the	NFL,	in	September	1977,	1983	saw	HBO	venture	into	original	scripted	programming.	CNNMoney.	You	can	watch	what's	currently	airing
live,	or	enjoy	award-winning	Original	Series	and	Limited	Series,	groundbreaking	documentaries	and	docu-series,	hit	movies,	SHOWTIME	Sports,	comedy	specials	and	much	more.	Chicago	Sun-Times.	p.	91.	(The	full	49-second	version	is	used	only	for	Saturday	movie	premieres;	an	eight-second	variant—beginning	at	the	reveal	of	the	HBO	metropolis
letterform—has	been	used	for	most	film	presentations	since	September	2018.	The	SMPTE	35PM40	Working	Group	decided	(without	influence	from	the	SMPTE	Board	or	any	other	external	influence)	that	the	good	progress	being	made	on	3D	standards	within	other	SMPTE	groups	(including	the	IMF	Interoperable	Master	Format)	meant	that	its
"overview"	project	would	be	best	published	as	an	Engineering	Report.	^	"Manufacturer	::	HDMI	1.4	::	3D".	(subscription	required)	^	Todd	Spangler	(October	25,	2013).	(An	abbreviated	variant	that	preceded	movies	aired	outside	of	weekend	prime	time	excerpts	the	footage	following	the	skyscraper	leap.)[454]	End	card	from	"HBO	City"	feature
presentation	sequence,	used	since	March	4,	2017.	2D	plus	depth	processing	can	be	used	to	recreate	3D	scenes	even	from	a	single	view	and	convert	legacy	film	and	video	material	to	a	3D	look,	though	a	convincing	effect	is	harder	to	achieve	and	the	resulting	image	will	likely	look	like	a	cardboard	miniature.	June	21,	2001.	How	does	Verizon	Fios	TV
Online	work	with	Verizon	credentials?	3D	Wise.	If	you	are	still	experiencing	the	stutter	when	in	full	screen	mode,	but	not	when	the	video	is	in	small	screen	mode	on	the	web	page,	then	your	computer	does	not	have	enough	memory	to	play	videos	in	the	full	screen	mode.	^	"Classic	Media	&	Tiny	Island	to	Launch	Stereoscopic	3D	Series".	September	12,
1977.	Positive	viewer	response	to	the	special	led	to	the	creation	of	On	Location,	a	monthly	anthology	series	that	presented	a	stand-up	comedian's	nightclub	performance	in	its	entirety	and	uncut;	it	premiered	on	March	20,	1976,	with	a	performance	by	David	Steinberg.[327][387]	HBO's	stand-up	comedy	offerings	would	eventually	expand	with	the	HBO
Comedy	Hour,	which	debuted	on	August	15,	1987,	with	Martin	Mull:	Live	from	North	Ridgeville,	a	variety-comedy	special	headlined	by	Mull	that	featured	a	mix	of	on-stage	and	pre-filmed	sketches.[388]	The	Comedy	Hour	typically	maintained	a	virtually	identical	concept	as	On	Location,	taking	that	program's	place	as	HBO's	flagship	stand-up	series
and	ultimately	resulting	in	On	Location's	phase-out	after	a	13-year	run,	ending	with	the	premiere	of	Billy	Crystal:	Midnight	Train	to	Moscow	on	October	21,	1989.	Stereoscopy.com	Archived	2	December	2018	at	the	Wayback	Machine	^	Welling,	William.	Click	Settings	>	Show	advanced	settings.	Los	Angeles	Times.	"Why	3D	TV	is	such	a	turn-off".
Japan.	A	spin-off,	the	HBO	Comedy	Half-Hour,	airing	from	June	16,	1994	(with	the	inaugural	special	Chris	Rock:	Big	Ass	Jokes)	until	January	23,	1998,	maintained	a	short-form	format	in	which	the	special's	featured	comedian	presented	their	routine—usually	recorded	live	at	The	Fillmore	in	San	Francisco—only	for	30	minutes.	Sterling	also	purchased
additional	stock	and	a	converted	$6.4-million	note	obligation	to	raise	Time's	equity	in	the	company	to	66.4%	in	exchange	for	the	added	HBO	stake.	3D-TV	connected	to	HD	Games	Console,	e.g.	PS3	for	3D	gaming.	^	Donovan	Jackson	(29	September	2014).	On	September	21,	1978,	Home	Box	Office	Inc.	^	a	b	"1970s:	Coming	of	Age	–	HBO	&	Satellites".
18	June	2008.	^	a	b	"Mr.	Levin's	giant	step	for	pay	TV;	Future	seen	now	in	satellite	networking	as	HBO,	UA-Columbia	pact	first	affiliation"	(PDF).	^	Andrew	Bucholtz	(September	10,	2018).	p.	37.	Archived	from	the	original	on	11	April	2012.	Archived	from	the	original	on	13	April	2010.	Ott;	Cara	Louise	Buckley	(March	23,	2009).	Those	providers	that
have	not	yet	made	an	HBO	Max	deal	continue	to	allow	customer	access	to	HBO	Go	(mainly	Altice	USA's	brands,	Mediacom,	smaller	cable	providers,	and	closed-circuit	university	television	systems	which	had	not	had	personnel	available	during	the	COVID-19	pandemic	to	contractually	transfer	their	credentials	to	HBO	Max),	though	only	through	the
HBO	Go	desktop	website.	Retrieved	October	16,	2014.	They	include	the	Side	by	Side	(SbS)	format,	the	Top	and	Bottom	(TaB)	format,	and	others.	(subscription	required)	^	a	b	"HBO	signs	pact	with	Universal"	(PDF).	Retrieved	June	27,	2020	–	via	The	HBO	Guide	Archive.	Awful	Announcing.	Archived	from	the	original	on	14	June	2017.	Retrieved	March
22,	2013.	Retrieved	February	23,	2011	–	via	HighBeam	Research.	On	January	3,	2011,	HBO	became	the	first	pay	television	network	to	offer	VOD	content	in	3D;	initially	available	to	linear	HBO	subscribers	signed	with	Time	Warner	Cable,	Comcast	and	Verizon	FiOS,	3D	content	consisted	of	theatrical	feature	films	available	in	the	format.[238]	In	the
United	Kingdom,	a	domestic	version	of	HBO	on	Demand	was	launched	in	2015	to	subscribers	of	IPTV	provider	TalkTalk	TV,	which	provide	HBO's	program	offerings	through	the	provider's	YouView	set-top	boxes	via	a	standalone	VOD	subscription.[citation	needed]	HBO	Go	(deprecated	in	the	U.S.	only)	Main	article:	HBO	Go	HBO	Go	logo	HBO	Go	is	an
international	TV	Everywhere	streaming	service	for	broadband	subscribers	of	the	linear	HBO	television	service.	Customers	were	given	free	anaglyph	glasses	at	Wendy's	for	the	promotion.	Fort	Lauderdale	Sun-Sentinel.	"On	The	Trail	Of	'Captain	Midnight'".	Brugger,[443]	was	introduced	on	March	1,	1975;	it	consisted	of	bold,	uppercase	"HBO"	text
incorporating	a	bullseye	mark—derived	from	the	tuning	knobs	found	on	then-current	television	set	and	cable	converter	box	models—inside	the	cylindrical	"O".	^	Haskell,	Barry	G.;	Puri,	Atul;	Netravali,	Arun	N.	December	6,	2007.	The	shows	included	Home	Improvement,	Spin	City,	The	Drew	Carey	Show,	Ellen,	Family	Matters,	Step	by	Step,	Sabrina,
The	Teenage	Witch,	and	America's	Funniest	Home	Videos.	^	"Cable	Briefs:	HBO	for	free"	(PDF).	"WarnerMedia	Begins	Massive	Round	of	Layoffs".	February	28,	2000.	A	November	1991	ACNielsen	survey	of	550	TeleCable	subscribers	in	the	three	launch	markets	determined	that	HBO	and	Cinemax's	multiplex	offerings	created	positive	impacts	on
subscriber	usage	and	attitudes	that	factored	into	whether	a	subscriber	elected	to	cancel	their	HBO	and/or	Cinemax	service,	with	declines	in	negative	opinions	on	pricing	(from	30%	to	22%)	and	the	perception	of	too	many	repeat	program	showings	each	month	(from	52%	to	35%),	and	increases	in	overall	usage	(rising	by	11%)	and	favorability	ratings
among	home	media	(from	30%	to	50%).[181][182]	In	February	1996,	in	anticipation	of	the	adoption	of	MPEG-2	digital	compression	codecs	that	would	allow	cable	providers	to	offer	digital	cable	service,	Home	Box	Office,	Inc.	On	29	May	2010,	Sky	broadcasts	Guinness	Premiership	Final	in	3D	in	selected	pubs	and	clubs.[83]	25	matches	in	the	FIFA
World	Cup	2010	were	broadcast	in	3D.	^	Nellie	Andreeva	(July	15,	2021).	^	"Time	absorbing	Sterling"	(PDF).	^	John	Dempsey	(June	23,	1993).	^	"Sony,	NBC	exit	HBO	Asia	alliance".	Retrieved	June	17,	2021.	^	John	Dempsey	(August	8,	2002).	It	was	called	"Dragonflies	&	Astronauts".	February	2,	2009.	announced	it	would	launch	a	family-oriented
companion	"mini-pay"	premium	service	(a	channel	marketed	as	a	lower-priced	pay	add-on	to	cable	operators,	often	sold	in	a	tier	with	co-owned	or	competing	premium	services),	which	would	be	transmitted	via	a	fourth	Satcom	I	transponder	leased	to	HBO.[211]	Originally	planned	to	launch	around	January	1,	Take	2	launched	on	April	1,	1979;
developed	at	the	request	of	HBO's	affiliate	cable	providers	to	meet	consumer	demand	for	an	additional	pay	television	offering,	Take	2	was	designed	to	cater	to	family	audiences	and,	like	HBO's	later	family	programming	services	(Festival	and	HBO	Family),	structured	its	theatrical	inventory	to	exclude	R-rated	films.	^	"BBB	13	terá	canal	24	horas	em
3D"	(in	Portuguese).	^	"Showtime	signs	deal	to	air	DreamWorks	films".	tbivision.com.	Mansi	Sharma;	Santanu	Chaudhury;	Brejesh	Lall	(2013).	From	the	2008	rollout	of	HD	simulcasts	for	the	HBO	multiplex	feeds	until	the	mid-2010s,	the	majority	of	pay	television	providers	that	carried	HBO	HD	generally	offered	only	the	main	channel	in	high
definition,	with	HD	carriage	of	the	multiplex	channels	varying	by	market.	June	15,	2018.	Retrieved	July	17,	2020	–	via	World	Radio	History."FCC	to	question	HBO	on	its	pay-cable	of	Yankees"	(PDF).	^	"HBO	Now	moves	beyond	Apple,	arrives	on	Android	and	Amazon	devices".	Retrieved	16	September	2019.	^
RoxenUserID=ba3743b9fd073a9aab77bb5cb2543b04)/technology/standards/a151_CR_for_DVB-3DTV.pdf	Archived	11	June	2011	at	the	Wayback	Machine	^	"Hyundai	Offers	3D	TV	for	Japan	Market	Only	(2008-06-18)".	(HBO	founder	Charles	Dolan,	through	Cablevision,	would	purchase	the	arena	and	its	headlining	sports	teams	in	a	$1.075-billion	joint
bid	with	the	ITT	Corporation	in	August	1994;	his	son,	James	L.	3D	production	Production	of	events	such	as	live	sports	broadcasts	in	3D	differs	from	the	methods	used	for	2D	broadcasting.	p.	61.	30	on	HBO's	calendar"	(PDF).	3flow	is	a	3D	channel	that	began	broadcasting	on	Freebox	in	France	on	1	April	2011.	Knight	Ridder/Tribune	Business	News.	(At
various	points,	HBO	also	prohibited	showings	of	X-/NC-17-rated	and	foreign	art	films.)[277][278][279]	The	policy—which	extended	to	films	shown	between	6:00	a.m.	and	8:00	p.m.	ET/PT,	when	HBO	began	offering	24-hour	programming	on	weekends	in	September	1981—may	have	once	stemmed	from	HBO's	pre-mid-2000s	availability	on	analog	cable
tiers	(whereas	its	multiplex	channels	generally	require	a	digital	cable	subscription	or	at	least	scrambling),	and,	because	of	controversy	surrounding	daytime	showings	of	R-rated	films	that	began	being	scheduled	on	competing	premium	services	as	early	as	1980,	remained	in	place	well	after	the	V-chip	became	standard	in	newer	television	sets.[98]	From
April	1979	to	April	1986,	rating	bumpers	preceding	HBO	telecasts	of	R-rated	films	included	a	special	disclaimer	indicating	to	viewers	that	the	movie	would	air	exclusively	during	the	designated	watershed	period	(“Home	Box	Office/HBO	will	show	this	feature	only	at	night").	As	a	consequence	of	WarnerMedia	reallocating	its	programming	resources
toward	the	HBO	Max	streaming	service,	Cinemax	eliminated	scripted	programming	altogether	after	the	last	of	its	remaining	slate	of	action	series	ended	in	early	2021,	shifting	the	channel	back	to	its	original	structure	as	a	movie-exclusive	premium	service.[201]	The	linear	Cinemax	multiplex	service,	as	of	2021[update],	consists	of	the	primary	feed	and
seven	thematic	channels:	MoreMax	(launched	in	April	1991	as	Cinemax	2,	in	conjunction	with	HBO2's	rollout);	ActionMax	(originally	launched	as	Cinemax	3	in	1995);	ThrillerMax	(launched	in	1998);[186]	MovieMax	(originally	launched	as	the	female-targeted	WMax	in	May	2001);	Cinemáx	(a	Spanish	language	simulcast	feed,	which	originally	launched
as	the	young	adult-focused	@Max	in	2001),	5StarMax	(launched	in	May	2001)	and	OuterMax	(launched	in	May	2001).[202][203][204]	Magnolia	Network	Main	article:	Magnolia	Network	A	horizontal	version	of	Magnolia	Network	logo.	Grady	College	of	Journalism	and	Mass	Communication.	February	15,	1993.	duPont-Columbia	University	Awards.[441]
Of	note,	the	show's	2004	Sports	Emmy	win	for	"Outstanding	Sports	Journalism"	and	2006	duPont–Columbia	University	Award	win	for	"Outstanding	Broadcast	Journalism"	was	for	a	half-hour	hidden	camera	investigative	report—guided	by	human	rights	activist	Ansar	Burney—into	slavery	and	torture	in	secret	desert	camps	in	the	United	Arab	Emirates
(UAE),	where	boys	younger	than	age	5	were	trained	in	camel	racing.	Axapac.com.	SkyLife.	August	27,	1986.	Ars	Technica.	Retrieved	December	14,	2020	–	via	YouTube.	15	January	2014.	Retrieved	July	7,	2020	–	via	World	Radio	History."The	HBO-Showtime	struggle	for	Hollywood	films"	(PDF).	(subscription	required)	^	Rich	Brown	(February	5,	1996).
Retrieved	July	17,	2020	–	via	World	Radio	History."HBO	begins	to	roll	its	own	entertainment	for	pay	cable"	(PDF).	Archived	from	the	original	on	1	February	2016.	Pga.com.	p.	16.	^	"HBO	Feature	Presentation".	Archived	from	the	original	on	18	June	2010.	^	a	b	John	Dempsey	(February	6,	2001).	p.	26.	Archived	from	the	original	on	6	May	2018.	^
"HBO	Latino	Enters	the	Ring".	Retrieved	July	22,	2020	–	via	World	Radio	History."Hard	times	for	home	dish	industry"	(PDF).	^	a	b	Mark	Robichaux	(September	1,	1996).	^	Richard	Sandomir	(January	19,	2000).	"HBO	and	HBO	Max	are	headed	to	YouTube	TV".	^	Andreeva,	Nellie	(February	11,	2021).	Archived	from	the	original	on	December	17,	2017.
Wilkes-Barre	Times	Leader.	The	"HBO	Plus"	brand—modified	in	2019	to	"HBO+"—remains	in	use[update]	on	a	multiplex	channel	of	HBO	Latin	America	featuring	mainly	theatrical	movies	previously	carried	on	its	parent	feed;	HBO	Latin	America	also	operates	a	separate	channel	sharing	the	"HBO2"	name	with	the	shared	U.S.	namesake	of	both
services.)[186]	On	May	6,	1999,	the	HBO	multiplex	expanded	to	include	two	new	thematic	channels:	HBO	Comedy—featuring	comedic	feature	films,	comedy	series	from	HBO's	original	programming	library,	and	recent	and	archived	HBO	comedy	specials—and	HBO	Zone—aimed	at	young	adults	between	the	ages	of	18	and	34,	offering	theatrical
movies;	comedy	and	alternative	series,	and	documentaries	from	HBO's	original	programming	library;	and	music	videos.[187]	Rounding	out	the	HBO	multiplex	expansion	was	HBO	Latino,	a	Spanish	language	network	launched	on	November	1,	2000,	featuring	a	mix	of	dubbed	simulcasts	of	programming	from	the	primary	HBO	channel	as	well	as
exclusive	Spanish-originated	programs.[188][189]	The	multiplex	tier	continued	to	be	marketed	as	"HBO	The	Works"	until	December	2004;	the	HBO	linear	channel	suite	did	not	have	an	"official"	marketed	name	for	fifteen	years	afterward,	although	HBO	and	Cinemax's	respective	multiplex	packages	were	marketed	collectively	afterward	(and
beforehand)	as	the	"HBO/MAX	Pak".[190]	Since	the	platform	launched	in	May	2020,	providers	that	include	HBO	Max	with	subscriptions	to	the	linear	HBO	channels	and	HBO	On	Demand	have	typically	marketed	the	package	under	the	streaming	service's	branding	(Comcast	Xfinity,	however,	markets	it	as	"HBO	|	HBO	Max"	to	emphasize	the	inclusion
of	HBO	Max	and	HBO's	linear	and	SVOD	services	in	the	package).	(The	Cinemax	tier	was	accordingly	marketed	as	"MultiChannel	Cinemax"	and	then	"MultiMax"	at	the	respective	times.)	Concurrent	with	the	adoption	of	"The	Works"	package	brand,	two	of	the	channels	changed	their	names	and	formats:	HBO2	was	rebranded	as	HBO	Plus,	and	HBO3
was	relaunched	as	HBO	Signature—incorporating	content	catering	toward	a	female	audience,	alongside	theatrical	films	aimed	at	broader	audiences	and	content	from	HBO's	original	made-for-cable	movie	and	documentary	libraries.	Forbes.	p.	D11.	July	18,	1988.	The	format	"Frame	Packing"	(left	and	right	image	packed	into	one	video	frame	with	twice
the	normal	bandwidth)	is	mandatory	for	HDMI	1.4	3D	devices.	Man	Made	Music.	^	"Showtime	announces	deal	with	Paramount".	"HBO:	Digital	to	the	Max".	Retrieved	June	29,	2020	–	via	World	Radio	History.	Game	Machine	(in	Japanese).	Billock	(now	president	of	U.S.	operations	for	the	network),	cited	internal	research	that	indicated	HBO	and
Cinemax	subscribers	were	prone	to	cancelling	their	subscriptions	because	they	either	believed	that	neither	tended	to	have	"anything	on	worth	watching"	or,	when	presented	with	a	full	monthly	schedule,	felt	that	programs	they	wanted	to	watch	did	not	air	at	preferable	times.	Time	Inc.'s	controlling	shares	in	HBO	expanded	to	around	75%	equity	and
Time	committed	a	$3-million	direct	investment	in	the	subsidiary.	Retrieved	September	22,	2018.	(subscription	required)	^	Bill	Mesce	(September	16,	2013).	(HBO	Plus	would	revert	to	the	"HBO2"	moniker	in	September	2002.	absorbing	Sterling"	(PDF).	New	technology	like	WindowWalls	(wall-size	displays)	and	Visible	light	communication	are	being
implemented	into	3D	television	as	the	demand	for	3D	TV	increases.	O'Connor	(July	20,	1986).	^	"HBO	changes	marketing	plan	for	Festival"	(PDF).	p.	42.	Retrieved	7	October	2011.	^	Vincent	Lobrutto	(2018).	^	"All	set	in	Jackson"	(PDF).	Most	of	the	aforementioned	events	ceased	to	be	part	of	HBO's	sports	offerings	in	1978,	citing	much	of	its	sporting
events	generally	had	regional	appeal,	"don't	repeat"	and	were	readily	abundant	on	commercial	television.[44]	The	NCAA	regular	season	and	tournament	events	remained	on	HBO	until	the	1978–79	athletic	season,	shifting	over	to	upstart	basic	cable	network	ESPN	beginning	with	the	1979–80	athletic	season	under	an	exclusive	national	cable	deal	with
the	organization;	USGF,	AAU	and	select	non-NCAA	invitational	events	remained	on	the	network	until	early	1981,	thereafter	limiting	HBO's	sports	rights	to	boxing	and	Wimbledon.[403][414]	Wimbledon	tennis	In	July	1975,	HBO	inaugurated	regional	coverage	of	the	Wimbledon	tennis	tournament	for	its	Mid-Atlantic	U.S.	subscribers.	(It	replaced	a
shorter,	minimalist	intro	based	around	cascading	screenshots	from	theatrical	films	then	in	HBO's	program	library	that	was	introduced	in	April	2014—one	of	two	brief	sequences	by	Viewpoint	Creative	used	between	April	2,	2011,	and	March	3,	2017,	that	were	modeled	on	the	network's	graphical	imaging,	preceded	by	a	2011–14	sequence	designed	by
Viewpoint	contractor	Jesse	Vartanian	that	centered	on	a	4:1	aurora	landscape.)[455][456]	The	live-action/CGI	sequence,	set	inside	a	metropolis	within	the	HBO	letterforms,	features	groups	of	people	(respectively	a	married	couple,	a	pair	of	teenage	siblings	watching	via	tablet	in	their	bedroom,	a	family	with	four	children,	and	a	group	of	adult	friends)
gathering	in	their	homes	to	watch	an	HBO	movie;	the	sequence's	second	and	third	living	room	segments	include	brief	glimpses	of	the	HBO	"space	station"	segment	from	the	1982	intro.	Retrieved	November	21,	2020.	Sports	Media	News.	^	Hannah	Furness	(17	September	2014).	The	following	are	some	of	the	technical	details	and	methodologies
employed	in	some	of	the	more	notable	3D	movie	systems	that	have	been	developed.	(subscription	required)	^	Kenneth	R.	Retrieved	July	9,	2019.	^	Guinness	World	Record	Archived	19	September	2011	at	the	Wayback	Machine,	^	EKTA’s	Ukrainian	produced	3D	Led	TV	makes	The	Guinness	Book	of	World	Records	Archived	18	October	2011	at	the
Wayback	Machine,	Archived	5	August	2011	at	the	Wayback	Machine	^	The	Viasat	company	Press-release	Archived	1	August	2011	at	the	Wayback	Machine,	Archived	21	July	2011	at	the	Wayback	Machine	^	Child,	Ben	(11	August	2011).	^	"HBO	Buys	Rights	To	Kings	Road	Pix".	Premium	Subscription	Television	from	Time-Life."	1975–1976:	"Different
and	First"	1976–1978:	"The	Great	Entertainment	Alternative"	1978–1979:	"HBO	is	Something	Else"/"The	Best	Seat	in	the	House"[462]	1979–1981:	"HBO	People	Don't	Miss	Out"[463]	1981–1983:	"Great	Movies	Are	Just	the	Beginning."[464]	1981–1985:	"America's	Leading	Pay	TV	Network"	1983–1985:	"There's	No	Place	Like	HBO"[465]	May–November
1985:	"Make	the	Magic	Shine"	(image	theme	based	on	"This	Is	My	Night"	by	Chaka	Khan)[466]	1985–1988:	"Nobody	Brings	It	Home	Like	HBO"[467]	1988–1991:	"The	Best	Time	on	TV"	(general	slogan);	"The	Best	Movies"	(promotional	slogan	for	movies)	1988–1993:	"We're	Talkin'	Serious	Comedy	Here"	(promotional	slogan	for	comedy	specials)	1989–
1991:	"Simply	The	Best"	("The	Best"	by	Tina	Turner	was	used	as	the	image	theme)	1991–1993:	"It	Could	Only	Happen	Here"	1993–1995:	"Just	You	Wait"[468]	1994–1996:	"Comedy:	It's	an	HBO	Thing"	(promotional	slogan	for	comedy	specials)	1995–1996:	"Something	Special's	On"[469]	1996–2009:	"It's	Not	TV.	Four	of	the	themed	multiplex	channels—
HBO	Signature,	HBO	Family,	HBO	Comedy	and	HBO	Zone—also	each	carry	archived	HBO	original	series	and	specials	dating	to	the	1990s.	Retrieved	February	12,	2021.	Yabazam.	The	HBO	linear	channels	are	not	presently	accessible	on	HBO	Max,	but	continue	to	be	available	to	existing	subscribers	of	traditional	and	virtual	pay	television	providers
(including	Hulu,	which	also	sells	its	HBO	add-on	independently	of	the	streaming	service's	live	TV	tier)	and	as	live	streams	to	legacy	Roku	customers	through	existing	streaming	partnerships	with	those	companies.	"No	More	'Taxicab	Confessions':	HBO	Removes	All	of	Its	Adult	Entertainment	Programming".	^	"About".	Retrieved	June	28,	2020	–	via
World	Radio	History."Bird	in	the	hand	for	pay	cable"	(PDF).	On	September	30,	1975,	the	"Thrilla	in	Manila"	boxing	match	between	Muhammad	Ali	and	Joe	Frazier	aired	on	HBO	(under	a	licensing	agreement	with	television	program	distributor	Video	Techniques)	and	was	the	first	program	on	the	network	to	be	broadcast	via	satellite.[427]	(HBO	also
provided	the	first	interconnected	satellite	demonstration	broadcast	on	June	18,	1973,	in	which	a	heavyweight	championship	match	between	Jimmy	Ellis	and	Earnie	Shavers	was	relayed	via	Anik	A	to	a	closed-circuit	system	at	the	Anaheim	Convention	Center	in	Anaheim,	California	and	to	a	Teleprompter	Cable	system	in	San	Bernardino.)[428]	Boxing
telecasts	aired	on	various	scheduled	nights	through	1979,	and	mainly	aired	thereafter	on	Fridays;	boxing	telecasts	moved	to	Saturdays	full-time	in	1987.	(The	DigiCipher	system,	developed	in	1992	by	General	Instrument	to	replace	the	Videocipher	II	system	that	was	standard	among	satellite-delivered	cable	channels,	was	designed	with	an	advanced
encryption	algorithm	co-developed	by	AT&T	that	was	structured	to	prevent	the	signal	piracy	issues	that	were	apparent	with	the	Videocipher	II.)[132][133][134][135]	The	adoption	of	the	DigiCipher	allowed	Home	Box	Office,	Inc.	^	"Cable	programing	status	report"	(PDF).	"HBO	To	Launch	Stand-Alone	Online	Service,	Without	Cable,	In	2015:	Time
Warner	Investor	Day".	p.	8.	Outside	of	high-profile	matches	held	at	exotic	locales,	most	of	the	boxing	events	shown	during	HBO's	early	existence	as	a	regional	service	were	bouts	held	at	Madison	Square	Garden;	once	HBO	became	a	national	service,	boxing	coverage	began	to	regularly	cover	fights	held	at	The	Forum	(as	part	of	its	television	contract
with	the	Los	Angeles	Lakers	and	Kings[397])	and	other	arenas.	^	"Guinness	Premiership	Final	to	be	shown	in	3D	TV".	^	a	b	Kelly	P.	^	Anick	Jesdanun	(April	26,	2015).	^	"F.C.C.	Authorizes	Cable	Firm	in	City	To	Operate	Pay	TV".	March	19,	1973.	Billock	(President,	HBO	U.S.	Group)	Casey	Bloys	(President,	Programming)	Amy	Gravitt	(Co-EVP,
Programming)	Francesca	Orsi	(Co-EVP,	Programming)	Nina	Rosenstein	(Co-EVP,	Programming)	Amy	Hodge	(VP,	Original	Programming)	HistoryLaunchedNovember	8,	1972;	49	years	ago	(1972-11-08)FounderCharles	DolanLinksWebsitehbo.comAvailabilityStreaming	mediaHBO	Max	hbomax.com	(subscription	required	to	access	content)	hulu.com
(Hulu+HBO	Max	Addon	or	Hulu+	Live	TV.	Retrieved	July	22,	2020	–	via	World	Radio	History."Cablecastings:	HBO:	point	man	for	an	industry	makes	it	into	the	clear"	(PDF).	December	15,	1975.	Retrieved	May	16,	2020.	The	BBC	broadcast	the	2011	finals	of	the	Wimbledon	Lawn	Tennis	Championships	in	3D.[90]	In	February	2012	Telecable	de	Tricom,
a	major	Dominican	cable	TV	provider,	announced	the	launch	of	the	first	3D	TV	programming	package	in	Latin	America.	It	currently[when?]	sells	for	approximately	$20,000.[32][33]	Onida,	LG,	Samsung,	Sony,	and	Philips	intended	to	increase	their	3D	TV	offering	with	plans	to	make	3D	TV	sales	account	for	over	50%	of	their	respective	TV	distribution
offering	in	2012.	p.	74.	Fuchs,	structured	some	of	the	subsequent	deals	as	non-exclusive	to	allow	HBO	to	divert	more	funding	toward	co-producing	made-for-cable	movies,	other	original	programming	and	theatrical	joint	ventures	(via	Tri-Star	and	Silver	Screen	Partners).[337][338][213]	In	July	1986,	the	network	had	signed	a	three-year	output	deal
with	New	World	Pictures,	whereas	HBO	would	receive	up	to	75	New	World	films	Showtime	won't,	which	cost	$50	million	to	sign	a	deal.[339]	On	August	8,	1986,	HBO	had	inked	a	non-exclusive	agreement	with	Lorimar-Telepictures	in	order	to	enable	a	package	of	various	Lorimar-Telepictures	theatrical	films	up	to	1989,	and	Lorimar-Telepictures	would
be	involved	as	a	production	partner	on	several	made-for-HBO	television	movies,	in	exchange	for	worldwide	distribution	rights,	excluding	pay	television,	and	the	current	plans	for	the	agreement	enables	five	to	six	films	per	year	from	Lorimar-Telepictures.[340]	In	September	1986,	the	network	signed	a	five-year	agreement	with	MGM/UA
Communications	Co.	for	a	package	of	up	to	72	Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer	and	United	Artists	films.[341]	Also	that	month,	HBO	signed	a	pay	cable	and	home	video	agreement	with	film	producer	Kings	Road	Entertainment,	which	will	serve	eight	films,	with	the	home	video	rights	being	assigned	to	subsidiary	HBO/Cannon	Video,	and	the	first	film	under	the
eight-picture	agreement	between	HBO	and	Kings	Road	would	be	Touch	&	Go,	and	will	cost	$65-$70	million.[342]	In	November	1986,	HBO	signed	an	agreement	with	De	Laurentiis	Entertainment	Group	for	films	that	ran	between	1987	and	1990,	along	with	a	three-year	home	video	rights	contract	for	sister	label	HBO/Cannon	Video.[343]	In	December
1986,	HBO	signed	a	pact	with	Soviet	Union	producer	Poseidon	Films,	in	order	to	cover	Soviet-based	films	that	covered	a	non-specific	timespan,	with	the	network	controlling	US	and	Canada	rights.[344]	In	July	1987,	HBO	signed	a	five-year,	$500-million	deal	for	exclusive	rights	to	85	Paramount	Pictures	films	to	have	been	tentatively	released	between
May	1988	and	May	1993.	The	broadcast	was	available	on	DirecTV,	Comcast,	Time	Warner	Cable,	Bright	House	Networks,	Cox	Communications,	and	Cablevision.[84]	In	September	2010,	the	Canadian	Broadcasting	Corporation's	first	3D	broadcast	was	a	special	about	the	Canadian	monarch,	Elizabeth	II,	and	included	3-D	film	footage	of	the	Queen's
1953	coronation	as	well	as	3D	video	of	her	2010	tour	of	Canada.	acquires	most	of	Home	Box	Office"	(PDF).	Retrieved	July	27,	2015.	"HBO	Max	will	be	available	on	Xbox	One	and	PlayStation	4	at	launch".	Retrieved	July	17,	2020.	13	February	2009.	^	Meg	James	(October	18,	2017).	Retrieved	3	October	2011.	Archived	from	the	original	on	8	March
2012.	April	2,	1986.	"HBO	Now	launches	on	Apple	TV".	CableVision.	"Time	Warner	shareholders	vote	to	approve	AT&T	merger".	Click	the	Options	tab	Select	Cookies	on	the	left	list	Make	sure	Accept	cookies	is	selected	and	uncheck	Delete	new	cookies	when	exiting	Opera	Click	OK	Youtube	tv	channels	abc,	CBS,	Fox,	NBC,	abc	NEWS,	ACCN	ESPN,
adult	swim,	AMC,	animal	planet,	BBC	america,	BBC	world	news,	BET,	BTN	big	ten	network,	bravo,	sports	network,	CNBC,	CNBC	world,	CNN,	Cartoon	network,	Cheddar,	CMT,	comedy	central,	comet,	court	tv,	cozi	tv,	discovery,	Disney	channel,	Disney	junior,	Disney	xd,	E,	ESPN,	ESPN	2,	ESPN	U,	ESPN	news,	fox	business,	fox	news,	FS1,	FS2,	FX,
FXM,	FXX,	food	network,	Fox	sports,	Freeform,	NBC	golf,	HG	TV,	HLN,	IFC,	ID,	los	angeles	football	club,	MBL	game	of	the	week,	MLB	network,	Motortrend	,MTV	,	my	network	tv,	NBA	TV,	NBC	sports,	NBC	universo,	NBC	sports	network,	NECN	new	england	cable	news,	NESN,	National	Geographic	Wild,	National	Geographic,	newsy,	nickelodeon,
Olympic	channel,	OWN,	OXYGEN,	paramount	network,	PBS,	PBS	kids,	Pop,	SEC	ESPN	network,	SNY,	Smithsonian	channel,	start	tv,	sundance	tv,	SYFY,	TBS,	TCM	Turner	Classic	Movies,	TLC,	TNT,	TYT,	TASTEMADE,	Telemundo,	Tennis	channel	the	CW,	TrvL	channel,	tru	tv,	tv	land,	USA,	universal	kids,	VH1,	WE	tv,	Youtube	Originals	Additional
channels	available	for	an	extra	charge	HBO	max,	Showtime,	Starz,	Epix,	Cinemax,	AMC	Premiere,	Curiosity	Stream,	Acorn	tv	SHOWTIME®	is	a	premium	television	network	and	streaming	service	featuring	award-winning	Original	Series	and	Original	Limited	Series	like	Dexter:	New	Blood,	Yellowjackets,	Billions,	The	Chi,	The	L	Word	Generation	Q	&
more.	Brugger,	86".	"AT&T's	$85B	Time	Warner	deal	gets	Mexico's	approval".	^	Greg	Thom.	"European	Commission	Approves	AT&T	Acquisition	of	Time	Warner".	It	explored	the	standards	that	need	to	be	set	for	3D	content	distributed	via	broadcast,	cable,	satellite,	packaged	media,	and	the	Internet	to	be	played-out	on	televisions,	computer	screens
and	other	tethered	displays.	Time.	^	"CBS,	Showtime	go	'Inside	the	NFL'".	^	"Smaller	Cox	systems	to	use	HBO	for	pay"	(PDF).	HBO	Family.	August	5,	1991.	Retrieved	17	June	2021.	Retrieved	11	August	2010.	The	unit—which	would	be	rechristened	HBO	Pictures	in	1985—expanded	beyond	its	telefilm	slate,	which	was	scaled	back	to	focus	on
independent	film	production	in	1984.[306][307]	The	current	HBO	Films	unit	was	formed	in	October	1999	through	the	consolidation	of	HBO	Pictures	and	HBO	NYC	Productions	(originally	created	as	HBO	Showcase	in	1986,	and	following	its	June	1996	restructuring,	had	also	occasionally	produced	drama	series	for	the	network).[308][309][310][311]
Since	1984,	HBO	Films	has	also	maintained	an	exclusive	licensing	agreement	with	HBO	(later	expanded	to	include	Cinemax)	for	theatrical	productions	produced	by	the	unit	and,	since	HBO	became	co-owned	with	the	film	division	through	the	1989	Time-Warner	merger,	distributed	through	Warner	Bros.	July	9,	2008.	MacDougall—an	Ocala,	Florida
satellite	dish	retailer	calling	himself	"Captain	Midnight"—committed	an	act	of	broadcast	signal	intrusion	by	redirecting	a	receiver	dish	towards	HBO's	Galaxy	1	transponder	and	intercept	the	network's	signal.	The	inaugural	launch	on	Italy's	Sky	platform	sees	the	channel's	entrance	into	the	HD	market	and	from	there	it	will	begin	rolling	out	to
operators	across	the	EMEA	region.	p.	50.	April	12,	1976.	Retrieved	May	10,	2020.	"HBO	Launching	Service	To	Attract	Older	Audience".	^	"Program	Briefs:	Partners"	(PDF).	Only	half	of	the	estimated	1.5	million	households	in	the	UK	with	a	3D-enabled	television	watched	the	2012	summer's	Olympics	opening	ceremony	in	3D.[74]	In	2013,	in	the	US,
ESPN	3D	was	shut	down	due	to	lack	of	demand,	followed	by	Xfinity	3D	and	all	DirecTV	3D	programming	in	2014.	^	"Acceptance"	(PDF).	Archived	from	the	original	on	19	December	2008.	Magnolia	Network	is	an	American	multinational	basic	cable	network	owned	by	Warner	Bros.	^	"Disney	fare	to	cable"	(PDF).	After	capture,	stereo	or	multi-view
image	data	can	be	processed	to	extract	2D	plus	depth	information	for	each	view,	effectively	creating	a	device-independent	representation	of	the	original	3D	scene.	Pictures	Group	that	Warner	Bros.	Television	Studios,	Warner	Bros.	Tampa	Bay	Times.	The	main	HBO	channel	mainly	airs	R-rated	films	after	5:00	p.m.	(or	sometimes	as	early	as	2:30	pm)
Eastern	and	Pacific,	and	TV-MA-rated	programs	(usually	edited	for	daytime	airings	to	limit	scenes	of	graphic	violence,	and	omit	sexual	content	and	nudity	included	in	original	versions	that	are	shown	on	the	main	channel	only	at	night)	after	1:00	p.m.	ET/PT.	^	Rob	Sheffield	(September	21,	2016).	^	Mike	Hale	(August	4,	2008).	August	18,	1975.
Archived	from	the	original	on	August	3,	2016.	(Manhattan	Cable	Television	would	be	integrated	into	Time	Warner	Cable,	formed	through	a	consolidation	of	the	cable	system	assets	of	Time-owned	American	Television	and	Communications	[ATC]	and	Warner	Cable	Communications;	its	successor	entity,	Time	Warner	Cable,	would	be	spun-off	by	Time
Warner	as	an	independent	company	in	2009,	and	was	later	merged	into	Charter	Communications	in	May	2016.)[126][127][128][129][130]	By	the	start	of	1990,	HBO	served	17.3	million	subscribers	out	of	a	cumulative	23.7	million	subscribers	covered	between	it	and	sister	network	Cinemax.[131]	On	January	1,	1993,	HBO	and	Cinemax—accompanied
by	Showtime	and	The	Movie	Channel—became	the	first	television	services	in	the	world	to	transmit	their	signals	using	digital	compression	technology.	Retrieved	September	28,	2020	–	via	Scribd.	^	Rich	Brown	(March	13,	1995).	^	Ryan	Faughnder;	Wendy	Lee	(October	10,	2018).	Discovery	ownership	(2022–present)	On	May	17,	2021,	AT&T	and
Discovery,	Inc.	"HBO	trumpets	Saturday	night	at	the	movies"	(PDF).	p.	57.	As	the	HBO	"space	station"	rotates	toward	the	"O",	rainbow-hued	light	rays	(created	using	a	fiber	optic	lighting	rig)	encircle	that	letter's	top	side—sparkling	to	reveal	its	interior	wall	and	a	center	axis	in	the	bullseye	mark	area—and	streak	counter-clockwise	inside	the	"O"'s
inner	wall,	fading	in	a	slide	displaying	the	program	presentation	type	in	three-dimensional,	partially	underlined	block	text—usually	the	"HBO	Feature	Presentation"	card	for	theatrical	movies,	though	varied	title	cards	set	mainly	to	custom	end	signatures	of	the	accompanying	theme	music	(including,	among	others,	"Standing	Room	Only",	"HBO
Premiere	Presentation",	"HBO	Special",	"On	Location"	and	"HBO	Family	Showcase")	were	used	for	original	programs	and	weekend	prime	time	films—before	more	light	streaks	sweep	and	shine	across	the	text	and	create	a	sparkling	fadeout.	For	the	two	broadcast	scenarios	above,	initial	requirements	are	for	Pay-TV	broadcasters	to	deliver	3D-TV
services	over	existing	HD	broadcasting	infrastructures,	and	to	use	existing	receivers	(with	firmware	upgrade,	as	required)	to	deliver	3D	content	to	3D-TV	sets,	via	an	HDMI	or	equivalent	connection,	if	needed.	Yomiuri	Shimbun.	Retrieved	21	June	2018.	(The	regionalized	sports	focus	was	soon	copied	by	other	local	subscription	television	services
launched	during	the	1970s	and	early	1980s,	most	notably	PRISM,	ONTV	and	Wometco	Home	Theater.)	NCAA	Division	I	college	basketball	games	held	at	Madison	Square	Garden	and,	after	becoming	a	national	service,	other	venues	(including	the	National	Invitational	Tournament	and	the	Holiday	Basketball	Festival)	were	also	carried	by	the	network
until	the	1978–79	season.[403][404]	HBO	also	provided	regional	coverage	of	New	York	Yankees	Major	League	Baseball	games	for	the	1974	season.	February	8,	2017.	G-	and	PG-rated	movies	shown	on	Take	2	usually	made	their	debut	on	the	service	no	less	than	60	days	after	their	initial	telecast	on	HBO.[212][211]	Slow	subscriber	growth	and
difficulties	leveraging	HBO's	increasingly	wide	cable	carriage	to	ensure	supportable	distribution	forced	the	shutdown	of	Take	2	on	January	31,	1981.[212]	At	the	time	of	its	shutdown,	HBO	was	already	placing	resources	to	grow	its	secondary,	lower-cost	"maxi-pay"	service,	Cinemax,	which	launched	in	August	1980	and,	in	its	first	four	years	of
operation,	experienced	comparatively	greater	success	than	Take	2	did	in	its	briefer	existence	with	its	mix	of	recent	and	older	movies	(including	unedited,	commercial-free	broadcasts	of	movies	released	during	the	"Golden	Age"	of	Hollywood	film).	^	"Why	Avatar's	big	screen	success	couldn't	save	3D	TV".	September	2,	1974.	Retrieved	October	22,
2016.	"Nielsen	coverage	estimates	for	September	see	gains	at	ESPN	networks,	NBCSN,	and	NBA	TV,	drops	at	MLBN	and	NFLN	(Cable	Network	Coverage	Area	Household	Universe	Estimates:	September	2018)".	In	April	2019,	Discovery	officially	announced	their	new	venture,	and	that	its	linear	television	component	would	launch	some	time	in	2020,
replacing	DIY	Network,	though	it	was	delayed	until	2022	due	to	the	COVID-19	pandemic	impacting	the	ability	to	produce	the	network's	launch	programming	and	ending	up	launching	several	months	before	the	closing	of	the	Warner	Bros.	^	"WarnerMedia	preps	for	HBO	Max's	Latin	American	roll-out	after	completing	Ole	deal".	TheWrap.	(Because	of
this,	HBO	Family	subsequently	removed	programs	from	the	studio	in	November	2020,	shifting	the	HBO	Kids	block	exclusively	towards	archived	original	children's	programs	originating	on	both	channels.)	Even	though	it	is	a	premium	service,	HBO	Family	has	occasionally	been	offered	on	the	basic	tiers	of	select	cable	providers	to	temporarily	replace
local	television	stations	removed	as	a	consequence	of	carriage	disputes;	such	instances	include	during	Hearst	Television's	2012	dispute	with	Time	Warner	Cable	that	resulted	in	TWC's	associated	Bright	House	Networks	system	in	Tampa,	Florida,	substituting	independent	station	WMOR-TV	with	HBO	Family,[195]	and	a	dispute	between	Cox
Communications	and	LIN	TV	in	which	the	channel	was	used	as	a	placeholder	for	Fox	affiliate	WVBT	on	Cox's	Hampton	Roads,	Virginia	system	from	January	to	February	2000.[196]	HBO	Latino	Launched	on	November	1,	2000	(although	originally	slated	to	debut	on	September	18	of	that	year),[188][197]	HBO	Latino	offers	programming	catering	to
Hispanic	and	Latino	American	audiences,	including	HBO	original	productions,	Spanish	and	Portuguese	series	sourced	from	HBO	Latin	America,	dubbed	versions	of	American	theatrical	releases,	and	domestic	and	imported	Spanish-language	films.	April	24,	2006.	Broadcasts	A	diagram	of	the	3D	TV	scheme.	"WarnerMedia	reorganizes	its	leadership
team	after	AT&T	acquisition".	^	"The	100	Best	TV	Shows	of	All-TIME:	Six	Feet	Under".	^	Michael	Jones	(November	6,	2008).	Retrieved	October	24,	2011.	^	"SENSIO-	The	worldwide	3D	home	video	standard".	p.	30.	"With	consent	from	Brazil,	AT&T	has	only	one	regulatory	hurdle	left	before	it	can	gobble	Time	Warner".	Retrieved	July	22,	2020	–	via
World	Radio	History."HBO	and	Orion	group	buy	into	Filmways"	(PDF).	^	Kim	Mitchell	(May	31,	1993).	SHOWTIME	Anytime	is	free	with	your	SHOWTIME	subscription	through	participating	TV	providers	and	streaming	services.	^	Langdon	Brockinton	(November	27,	2000).	28	December	2009.	April	7,	1986.	Cablefax.	and	Warner	to	Merge,	Creating
Largest	Media	Company".	However,	the	telecast	was	only	available	in	select	places.	Rolling	Stone.	Whether	it	premiered	5	minutes	or	5	seasons	ago,	just	find	what	you	want	and	start	watching	–	it's	that	simple.	The	Wrap.	^	"域名管家	|	DDD.COM".	This	nullifies	or	greatly	decreases	immersion	effects	of	digital	stereo	to	them.[113]	See	also	Wikimedia
Commons	has	media	related	to	3D	Television.	p.	17.	TechCrunch.	Archived	from	the	original	on	7	May	2017.	Retrieved	19	June	2010.	Professional	and	tournament	sports	As	HBO	was	being	developed,	the	Time	Inc./Sterling	Communications	partnership	elected	for	a	local	origination	channel	operated	by	Sterling	Manhattan	Cable	Television	(which
served	as	the	progenitor	of	the	MSG	Network)	to	handle	production	responsibilities	for	home	game	broadcasts	involving	the	New	York	Knicks	and	New	York	Islanders—both	based	at	Madison	Square	Garden—that	would	be	televised	on	HBO	throughout	its	initial	Mid-Atlantic	U.S.	service	area.	However	the	BBC	abandoned	3D	broadcasting	following
the	2013	Wimbledon	tennis	championships.[76]	3D	episodes	and	shows	There	have	been	several	notable	examples	in	television	where	3D	episodes	have	been	produced,	typically	as	one-hour	specials	or	special	events.	forms	HBO	En	Espanol".	Retrieved	30	November	2010.	"HBO	restocks	Fox	flicks	with	6-year,	$1	bil	deal".	Customers	were	given	free
glasses	courtesy	of	a	joint	venture	between	Little	Caesars	pizza	and	Barq's	Root	Beer.	^	"HBO:	off	the	ground,	but	flying	low"	(PDF).	^	Hadas	Gold;	Brian	Stelter	(June	12,	2018).	"TV	VIEW;	HBO'S	NEW	'SHOWCASE'	DISPLAYS	PROMISE".	Consumer	Reports.	Retrieved	June	26,	2020.	S2CID	62196864.	announced	plans	to	launch	a	high	definition
simulcast	feed	on	June	12,	1997,	with	initial	plans	for	a	rollout	to	television	providers	as	early	as	the	Summer	of	1998,	when	electronics	manufacturers	planned	to	begin	retailing	their	initial	line	of	HD-capable	television	sets.[230]	HBO	began	transmitting	a	high	definition	simulcast	feed	on	March	6,	1999,	becoming	the	first	American	cable	television
network	to	begin	simulcast	their	programming	in	the	format.	Until	Home	Box	Office,	Inc.	HBO	estimated	that	eleven	cable	systems	received	its	signal	via	satellite	by	the	end	of	1975.[87]	HBO	achieved	coast-to-coast	distribution	in	December	1975,	when	TelePrompTer	added	the	network	to	its	Seattle–Tacoma,	Washington,	systems,	extending	its	reach
to	the	West	Coast.[82]	By	1977,	two	fledgling	cable	networks	had	joined	HBO	in	pioneering	satellite	delivery	for	the	cable	television	industry,	along	with	conceiving	the	concept	of	modern	basic	cable	service,	becoming	the	first	of	many	to	adopt	satellite	transmission	over	the	coming	years:	Atlanta-based	independent	station	WTCG-TV	(soon	to	become
WTBS),	which,	through	then-owner	Ted	Turner,	became	the	first	independent	station	to	become	a	national	superstation	in	December	1976;	and	the	upstart	CBN	Satellite	Service	(and	later	to	become	the	present-day	Freeform),	started	by	Pat	Robertson	as	the	first	satellite-delivered	religious	network	in	April	1977.[42][88]	By	April	1976,	Home	Box
Office	reached	386,000	subscribers	(306,000	through	its	terrestrial	microwave-landline	network,	75,000	through	satellite	distribution,	and	5,000	through	MDS-served	apartment	complexes),[89]	increasing	to	500,000	subscribers	by	August	1976	(including	180,000	added	through	the	July	27	closure	of	its	purchase	of	pay-television	programming
services	company	Telemation	Program	Services,	which	Time/HBO	acquired	to	provide	content	mediation	with	program	distributors	and,	with	initial	intent,	to	use	Telemation	to	develop	"customized"	programing	schedules	for	HBO's	cable	affiliates).[90][91]	By	the	end	of	1977,	the	network	had	around	one	million	subscribers	across	435	cable	and	MDS
systems	serving	45	states.[92][93]	Time's	third-quarter	fiscal	report	that	year	disclosed	that	HBO	had	turned	its	first	profit	in	nearly	five	years	of	operation.[44]	The	network	achieved	full	nationwide	distribution	in	December	1978,	having	garnered	750	cable	affiliates	in	all	50	U.S.	states	with	around	two	million	subscribers.[40][93][94]	Programming
gradually	expanded	over	time;	by	January	1979,	HBO's	programming	day	lasted	between	nine	and	eleven	hours	per	day	(usually	from	5:00	p.m.	to	2:00	a.m.	ET/PT)	on	weekdays	and	around	12½	hours	(usually	from	2:30	p.m.	to	3:00	a.m.	ET/PT)	on	weekends.[95]	By	April	1980,	when	the	current	version	of	its	1975	logo	was	first	introduced,	the	full
"Home	Box	Office"	name	had	been	de-emphasized	in	most	on-air	and	other	promotional	parlance,	in	favor	of	identifying	under	the	"HBO"	initialism.	^	a	b	"HBO	makes	deals	for	movies,	cable	system"	(PDF).	^	Karen	Anderson	Prikios	(March	19,	2001).	"3D	no	better	than	2D	and	gives	filmgoers	headaches,	claims	study".	p.	63.	^	"Pay	cable	on	stage
and	in	the	wings"	(PDF).	These	data	can	be	used	to	aid	inter-view	image	compression	or	to	generate	stereoscopic	pairs	for	multiple	different	view	angles	and	screen	sizes.	"The	Insider;	HBO's	bleeping	little	secret;	bleeped	profanity	in	an	airing	of	the	retrospective	"Six	Feet	Under:	2001–2005:	In	Memoriam".	p.	93.	International	Business	Times	UK.	^
HBO	Ad	–	Make	The	Magic	Shine	(1985).	Make	sure	that	your	computer	speakers	are	turned	on	and	that	the	volume	is	set	to	the	appropriate	level.	June	2,	1975.	Retrieved	July	7,	2020	–	via	World	Radio	History."HBO	and	Showtime	Climb	Into	the	PPV	Ring"	(PDF).	(An	extended	pop	rock	version	of	the	theme,	alternately	titled	"Fantasy,"	was	released
as	both	instrumental	and	lyrical	tracks	on	Smith's	1985	album	"Music	Made	for	Television".[448])	Another	well-known	HBO	program	opener,	designed	by	Pacific	Data	Images	in	conjunction	with	the	network	and	commonly	nicknamed	"Neon	Lights",	began	non-prime-time	movie	presentations	from	November	1,	1986,	to	October	31,	1997.	"AT&T
Agrees	to	Merge	Media	Business	With	Discovery".	^	"Emmys	2015:	winners	and	performances	–	as	it	happened".	Cable	Television	and	Sports	(PDF).	(The	Yankees	telecasts	ran	only	for	that	season.)[400][406][407][408][409][410]	From	1973	to	1976,	HBO	carried	Professional	Bowlers	Association	(PBA)	tournament	events;	beginning	with	the	Winston-
Salem	Open	on	June	10,	1973,	the	network	aired	around	25	PBA	tournaments,	including	eight	which	HBO	co-sponsored	over	those	three	years.	American	pay	television	network	This	article	is	about	the	U.S.	pay	television	channel.	Running	for	six	seasons	from	April	2013	to	December	2018,	the	show	won	an	Emmy	Award	for	"Outstanding	Informational
Series	or	Special"	in	2014.[380]	Vice	was	cancelled	on	February	1,	2019,	as	part	of	a	broader	corporate	reorganization	at	Vice	Media;	a	companion	daily	news	show,	Vice	News	Tonight,	was	cancelled	on	June	10,	2019,	when	HBO	announced	it	would	be	terminating	its	seven-year	partnership	with	the	company.	Archived	from	the	original	on	June	9,
2019.	^	"41st	Annual	Peabody	Awards".	Retrieved	12	February	2010.	^	a	b	c	d	e	f	g	Bill	Mesce	(August	17,	2013).	It's	Not	TV:	Watching	HBO	in	the	Post-Television	Era.	July	20,	1973.	September	6,	2018.	Channel	4	in	the	UK	ran	a	short	season	of	3D	programming	in	November	2009	including	Derren	Brown	and	The	Queen	in	3D.	BBC.	"HBO's	C.E.O.,
an	Emmy	Magnet,	Steps	Down".	June	28,	1983.	^	"HOME	BOX	OFFICE	MOVES	INTO	HOLLYWOOD".	announced	Wonder	Woman	1984	would	deviate	from	the	traditional	release	window	and	be	distributed	simultaneously	on	HBO	Max	at	no	extra	charge	to	subscribers	for	one	month	following	its	December	25	theatrical	release;[275]	furthermore	on
December	4,	the	studio	announced	that	it	would	simultaneously	release	its	17-film	slate	of	2021	releases	(including	Dune,	In	the	Heights,	The	Matrix	Resurrections,	Space	Jam:	A	New	Legacy	and	The	Suicide	Squad)	on	HBO	Max	for	the	first	month	of	their	theatrical	windows.	October	11,	2011.	The	episode	cued	its	viewers	to	put	on	their	3D	glasses
(which	used	the	Pulfrich	effect)	by	including	"3D	on"	and	"3D	off"	icons	in	the	corner	of	the	screen	as	a	way	to	alert	them	as	to	when	the	3D	sequences	would	start	and	finish.	^	"Walbridge	damns	Yankees	on	pay	cable"	(PDF).	^	"Cablecastings:	HBO	scrambling	(cont.)"	(PDF).	February	10,	2009.	Investor.directv.com.	Retrieved	17	November	2019.	"Is
3-D	Dead	in	the	Water?".	Archived	from	the	original	on	3	October	2011.	^	Lauren	Feiner	(March	4,	2019).	^	Festival	program	guide,	Home	Box	Office	Inc.,	January	1988,	p.	Front	cover	^	Thomas	Morgan	(February	17,	1986).	^	The	Yomiuri	Shimbun	(25	August	2010).	(Internal	research	stated	that	males	aged	18–34	accounted	for	3%	of	boxing
viewership,	while	men	50	and	older	made	up	60%	of	the	sport's	audience.)[430][431][432]	KO	Nation	drew	low	ratings	throughout	its	run,	even	after	it	was	moved	from	Saturday	afternoons	to	Saturday	late	nights	in	January	2001.	In	June	1998,	Sex	and	the	City	made	its	debut	on	the	network.	Retrieved	July	22,	2020	–	via	World	Radio
History."Cablecastings:	HBO's	scrambling	to	scramble"	(PDF).	At	the	same	time,	a	Russian	company	Platform	HD	and	its	partners	–	General	Satellite	and	Samsung	Electronics	–	announced	about	their	3D	television	project,	which	would	be	the	first	similar	project	in	Russia.	November	26,	1986.	Retrieved	19	June	2010.[dead	link]	^	Rogerio	Jovaneli;	de
INFO	Online.	^	"Iowa	beckons	HBO"	(PDF).	^	"HBO,	Cinemax	to	Split	Services	into	Three	Channels	Each"	(PDF).	The	service	is	a	predecessor	to	HBO	Latino,	which	replaced	HBO	en	Español	in	November	2000.	For	the	first	23	months	of	its	existence,	the	HD	feed	only	transmitted	theatrical	films	from	the	network's	programming	suppliers	(initially
accounting	for	about	45%	of	its	available	feature	film	output,	expanding	to	around	60%	by	early	2001)	and	HBO's	in-house	original	movies	in	the	format,	as	existing	widescreen	prints	of	those	films	were	already	scalable	in	the	16:9	widescreen	aspect	ratio	and	could	readily	be	upconverted	to	HD	resolution.[230][231]	Original	programming	began	to	be
made	available	in	HD	on	January	14,	2001,	when	the	network	commenced	a	13-week	Sunday	"encore"	presentation	of	the	second	season	of	The	Sopranos	in	remastered	1080i	HD.	^	Geraldine	Fabrikant	(July	15,	1987).	Slate.	Philips	was	developing	a	3D	television	set	that	would	be	available	for	the	consumer	market	by	about	2011	without	the	need	for
special	glasses	(autostereoscopy).[30]	However	it	was	canceled	because	of	the	slow	adoption	of	customers	going	from	2D	to	3D.[citation	needed]	In	August	2010,	Toshiba	announced	plans	to	bring	a	range	of	autosteroscopic	TVs	to	market	by	the	end	of	the	year.[31]	The	Chinese	manufacturer	TCL	Corporation	has	developed	a	42-inch	(110	cm)	LCD	3D
TV	called	the	TD-42F,	which	is	currently	available	in	China.	PCWorld.	Time	Warner	Cable.	Retrieved	July	14,	2021.	^	Brian	Stelter	(February	18,	2008).	"Delta,	Satcom,	and	the	Cable	Boom".	^	name	=	Donald	Allan	Mitchell,	original	unpublished	work.	October	15,	2020.	1	April	1982.	May	23,	2013.	April	7,	1975.	Selecciones	en	Español	de	HBO	y
Cinemax—replaced	by	two	dedicated	channel	feeds,	HBO	en	Español	and	Cinemax	en	Español,	on	September	27,	1993,	effectively	acting	as	part-time	simulcast	feeds	with	added	first-run	Spanish-language	movies	(mostly	from	Mexico,	Argentina	and	Spain),	and	Spanish	dubs	of	HBO's	non-sports-event	original	programming—quickly	gained	interest
from	providers,	expanding	to	an	additional	35	cable	systems	in	various	U.S.	markets	in	the	weeks	following	its	debut.[219][225][226][227]	Other	services	HBO	HD	HBO	HD	(originally	called	HBO	HDTV	from	March	1999	until	April	2006)	is	a	high	definition	simulcast	feed	of	HBO	that	broadcasts	in	the	1080i	resolution	format.[228]	HBO	maintains	high
definition	simulcast	feeds	of	its	main	channel	and	all	six	multiplex	channels.	^	Meg	James;	Ryan	Faughnder	(October	16,	2014).	was	reassigned	to	WarnerMedia	Entertainment	(although	it	continues	to	operate	as	an	autonomous	subsidiary),	placing	it	under	the	same	umbrella	as	sister	basic	cable	networks	TBS,	TNT	and	TruTV	(which	were	formerly
part	of	the	dissolved	Turner	Broadcasting	System	subsidiary),	and	under	the	leadership	of	former	NBC	and	Showtime	executive	Bob	Greenblatt.[167][168]	On	August	7,	2020,	WarnerMedia	announced	a	major	corporate	reorganization	in	which	Home	Box	Office,	Inc.	Everett	Koop	and	provided	factual	information	on	the	AIDS	and	HIV	viruses.[105]
[370]	In	2006,	film	director	Spike	Lee	made	a	two-part	four-hour	documentary	on	Hurricane	Katrina,	When	the	Levees	Broke:	A	Requiem	in	Four	Acts.	"The	Future	of	TV:	3D,	WindowWalls,	Visible	Light	Communication,	and	More".	Retrieved	April	1,	2018.	(HBO's	broadcast	schedule	was	reduced	by	20	hours	per	week—reverting	to	sign-on	times	of
5:30	p.m.	ET/PT	weekdays	and,	with	adjustments	for	sports	events,	3:00	p.m.	ET/PT	on	weekends—on	October	11,	1976,	citing	low	afternoon	viewership	and	a	lack	of	G-	and	PG-rated	films	in	its	inventory	to	fill	the	schedule.)[83]	Through	the	use	of	satellite,	the	network	began	transmitting	separate	programming	feeds	for	the	Eastern	and	Pacific	Time
Zones,	allowing	the	same	programs	that	are	first	broadcast	in	the	eastern	half	of	the	United	States	to	air	at	accordant	times	in	the	western	part	of	the	country.[84]	Within	the	month	following	the	satellite	launch,	preliminary	estimates	showed	that	around	8,250	of	approximately	25,630	subscribers	between	the	three	charter	systems	had	signed	up	for
receive	HBO,	increasing	to	58,000	customers	(or	approximately	32%	of	their	combined	penetration)	among	six	of	the	eleven	cable	systems	that	added	HBO—in	Jackson,	Mississippi;	Fort	Pierce	and	Vero	Beach,	Florida;	Tulsa,	Oklahoma;	Fort	Smith,	Arkansas;	and	Laredo,	Texas,	joining	230,000	subscribers	in	the	Northeastern	U.S.—by	December
1975.[85][86]	First	version	of	HBO's	current[update]	logo,	used	from	May	1,	1975,	to	January	31,	1981;	after	the	revised	logo	(as	shown	in	the	Infobox)	was	introduced	on	April	1,	1980,	HBO	continued	to	include	some	promotions	and	on-air	identifications	using	the	original	1975	incarnation	for	ten	months	as	it	transitioned	to	the	newer	design.	15
April	2016.	The	Wall	Street	Journal.	September	20,	2015.	^	Cecilia	Kang;	Michael	J.	"'Sesame	Street'	is	heading	to	HBO".	^	"Charter	Communications	completes	purchase	of	Time	Warner	Cable".	Archived	from	the	original	on	24	July	2013.	"Wimbledon	gets	big	TV	deal".	"HBO	Max	Programming:	The	TV	&	Film	Titles	That	Will	Stream	On
WarnerMedia's	Service".	Also	in	May	1997,	ABC	had	a	special	line-up	of	shows	that	showcased	specific	scenes	in	3D.	^	"The	100	Greatest	TV	Shows	Of	All	Time".	August	25,	1975.	^	a	b	"Fox-Time	Venture".	While	fewer	camera	locations	are	required,	the	overall	number	of	cameras	is	similar	to	a	2D	broadcast	because	each	position	needs	two
cameras.	The	segment	uncovered	a	carefully	hidden	child	slavery	ring	that	bought	or	kidnapped	hundreds	of	young	boys	in	Pakistan	and	Bangladesh,	who	were	then	forced	to	become	camel	jockeys	in	the	UAE,	and	questioned	the	sincerity	of	U.S.	diplomatic	pressure	on	the	UAE,	an	ally	to	the	United	States,	to	comply	with	the	country's	ban	on
children	under	age	15	from	participating	in	camel	racing.	Various	other	display	techniques	have	been	described,	such	as	holography,	volumetric	display,	and	the	Pulfrich	effect,	which	was	used	in	Doctor	Who	Dimensions	in	Time,	in	1993,	by	3rd	Rock	From	The	Sun	in	1997,	and	by	the	Discovery	Channel's	Shark	Week	in	2000.	^	"Growth	Slows	for	Pay
Cable	Services"	(PDF).	"It's	Not	TV:	HBO,	The	Company	That	Changed	Television:	Fall	and	Rise".	^	Jim	O'Neill	(November	22,	2013).	^	"HBO	and	Showtime	Climb	Into	the	PPV	Ring"	(PDF).	(It	replaced	a	series	of	six	film-based	animated	"HBO	Feature	Movie"	intros	used	since	April	1979,	which	Canadian	pay	service	First	Choice	Superchannel	later
reused	for	its	1984–87	movie	intros.)[445]	The	original	70-second	version	begins	inside	an	apartment,	where	a	man	tunes	a	television	set's	converter	box	and	sits	down	with	his	wife	to	watch	HBO.	The	majority	of	audio	issues	can	be	resolved	by	trying	these	steps:	Check	to	be	sure	that	the	volume	level	on	the	video	player	is	properly	set	and	that	the
movie	has	not	been	muted.	BBC	News.	"HBO	Picks	Up	'Sesame	Street'	As	Kids'	Viewing	Habits	Change".	"HBO	and	the	Story	of	HIV/AIDS".	"HBO	Family"	and	"HBO	Signature"	redirect	here.	AnandTech.	^	"HBO	Hard	Knocks".	Obsessed	with	making	the	world	safer,	the	CSI-like	team	investigates	accidents	to	find	out	what	went	wrong	and	who	is	to
blame.	Archived	from	the	original	on	19	February	2010.	In	2010,	HBO	has	bought	the	shares	of	Sony	and	Disney.[472]	HBO	programs	are	available	as	well	through	the	HBO	Max	OTT	service.	^	Wallace	Matthews	(September	27,	2018).	HBO	also	does	not	typically	allow	most	NC-17	rated	films	to	be	aired	on	the	primary	channel	or	its	multiplex
channels.[citation	needed]	HBO	pioneered	the	free	preview	concept—now	a	standard	promotional	tool	in	the	pay	television	industry—in	1973,	as	a	marketing	strategy	allowing	participating	television	providers	to	offer	a	sampling	of	HBO's	programming	for	potential	subscribers	of	the	service.[282]	Cable	providers	were	given	permission	to	offer	the
unscrambled	HBO	content—aired	for	a	single	evening	or,	beginning	in	1981	at	the	network	level	(as	early	as	1978	on	some	providers),	over	a	two-day	weekend	(later	extended	to	three	days	in	1997,	then	to	a	Friday-to-Monday	"four-day	weekend"	format	by	2008)—over	a	local	origination	channel,	though	satellite	and	digital	cable	providers	elected
instead	to	unencrypt	the	channels	corresponding	to	each	HBO	feed	for	the	preview	period.[283]	Until	2002,	interstitials	hosted	by	on-air	presenters	(notably	including,	among	others,	Norm	Crosby,	Greg	Kinnear,	Sinbad	and	Ellen	DeGeneres)	promoting	the	service	and	its	upcoming	programs	to	prospective	subscribers	aired	alongside	on-air
promotions	between	programs	during	the	preview	weekend,	although	interstitials	produced	in-house	or	by	third-party	producers	were	inserted	by	some	providers	over	the	HBO	feed	during	promo	breaks	for	their	local	or	regional	audience;	from	September	1988	to	September	1994,	the	network	also	aired	a	15-minute-long	promotional	"free	preview
show"	each	night	of	the	preview	event—usually	following	the	headlining	prime	time	film—that	previewed	upcoming	HBO	programming	for	prospective	and	existing	subscribers.	New	York-Group.	Also	the	Spanish	Canal+	has	started	the	first	broadcastings	on	18	May	2010	and	included	2010	FIFA	World	Cup	matches	in	the	new	Canal+	3D	channel.[67]
Satellite	operator	SES	started	a	free-to-air	3D	demonstration	channel	on	the	Astra	satellite	at	23.5°	east	on	4	May	2010	for	the	opening	of	the	2010	ANGA	Cable	international	trade	fair[68]	using	3D	programming	supplied	by	3D	Ready	TV	manufacturer	Samsung	under	an	agreement	between	Astra	and	Samsung	to	co-promote	3D	TV.[69]	By	November
2010,	there	were	eight	3D	channels	broadcasting	to	Europe	from	three	Astra	satellite	positions,	including	demonstrations	provided	by	Astra,	pay-TV	from	BSkyB,	Canal+	and	others,	and	the	Dutch	Brava3D	cultural	channel,	which	provides	a	mix	of	classical	music,	opera	and	ballet	free-to-air	across	Europe	from	Astra	23.5°E.[70]	In	April	2011,	HIGH
TV	(a	3D	family	entertainment	channel)	launched.	The	Philadelphia	Inquirer.	List	of	channels	Depending	on	the	service	provider,	HBO	provides	up	to	seven	24-hour	multiplex	channels—all	of	which	are	simulcast	in	both	standard	definition	and	high	definition,	and	available	as	time	zone-based	regional	feeds—as	well	as	a	subscription	video-on-demand
service	(HBO	on	Demand).	October	4,	1971.	to	Apple	TV	and	iOS	devices	for	a	three-month	exclusivity	period	following	its	formal	launch,	before	becoming	available	for	subscription	through	other	participating	Internet	service	providers.[14][250]	Available	for	$15	per	month,	HBO	Now	was	identical	to	the	former	HBO	Go	in	terms	of	content	and
features.	^	Archived	22	October	2010	at	the	Wayback	Machine	^	"SES	ASTRA	TO	LAUNCH	3D	DEMO	CHANNEL"	(Press	release).	"HBO	Go,	Twitter,	Vine	Coming	to	Xbox	One	By	End	of	2014".	Retrieved	April	5,	2021.	"Technology:	Compression	Photo	Finish:	GI,	AT&T"	(PDF).	That	episode,	The	Day	of	the	Doctor,	was	filmed	and	produced	in	3D,	and
broadcast	in	2D	and	3D	in	the	UK,	with	simultaneous	showings	in	3D	in	cinemas	around	the	world.	^	"Cablecastings:	Pleased	with	'Fox'"	(PDF).	^	"Cable	Brief:	Million	mark"	(PDF).	and	Omnivisión	(Ole),	which	was	later	joined	by	Sony	and	Disney.	Avon	Books.	Clark	(May	9,	1991).	Broadcasting	Magazine.	Since	June	6,	1992,	HBO	has	offered	weekly
pay	television	premieres	of	recent	theatrical	and	original	made-for-cable	movies	on	Saturdays	at	8:00	p.m.	ET/PT.	Over	the	course	of	its	six-season	run,	the	comedy	series	received	54	Emmy	nominations	and	won	seven,	including	one	win	for	Outstanding	Comedy	Series,	and	in	2004,	the	first	wins	for	Outstanding	Lead	Actress	in	a	Comedy	Series	(for
Sarah	Jessica	Parker)	and	Outstanding	Supporting	Actress	in	a	Comedy	Series	(for	Cynthia	Nixon)	for	HBO	since	the	network	first	gained	Emmy	eligibility.	February	24,	1986.	March	23,	1973.	Under	Nevins,	HBO's	documentaries	have	won	35	News	and	Documentary	Emmy	Awards,	42	Peabody	Awards,	and	26	Academy	Awards	as	well	as	31
individual	Primetime	Emmy	Awards	honored	to	Nevins.[365][366]	The	network's	first	successful	documentary	was	the	six-part	1979	miniseries	Time	Was,	a	Dick	Cavett-hosted	retrospective	that	took	a	historical	look	at	an	individual	decade	in	the	20th	century—from	the	1920s	up	to	the	1970s—over	the	course	of	each	episode.	Mansi	Sharma;	Santanu
Chaudhury;	Brejesh	Lall	(2012).	p.	15.	3D	images	are	most	effective	if	the	cameras	are	at	a	low	angle	of	view,	simulating	presence	of	the	viewer	at	the	event;	this	can	present	problems	with	people	or	structures	blocking	the	view	of	the	event.	^	"CTA	–	home".	August	22,	1983.	"100	Greatest	TV	Shows	of	All	Time".	The	stereoscope	was	improved	by
Louis	Jules	Duboscq,	and	a	famous	picture	of	Queen	Victoria	was	displayed	at	The	Great	Exhibition	in	1851.	The	miniseries	gained	broader	exposure	after	Durst	was	arrested	on	first-degree	murder	charges	in	relation	to	Berman's	death	on	March	14,	2015	(one	day	prior	to	the	docuseries's	finale).	The	watershed	policy	was	extended	to	cover	TV-MA-
rated	programs	when	the	TV	Parental	Guidelines	were	implemented	industry-wide	on	January	1,	1997,	although	HBO	had	already	been	withholding	airing	original	programs	incorporating	mature	content	that	would	now	qualify	for	a	TV-MA	rating	outside	the	watershed	period.[280]	As	of	2021[update],	HBO	employs	a	fairly	fluid	enforcement	of	the



watershed	policy,	varying	based	on	the	content	scheduled	to	air	on	its	main	channel	during	each	individual	programming	day.	^	Richard	Sandomir	(June	26,	1999).	November	15,	1982.	24	August	2009.	^	a	b	c	Bill	Mesce	(November	6,	2013).	Vendors	that	presented	their	respective	technologies	at	the	task	force	meeting	included	SENSIO
Technologies,[40]	Philips,	Dynamic	Digital	Depth	(DDD),[41]	TDVision,[42]	and	Real	D,	all	of	which	had	3D	distribution	technologies.	^	Walker,	James	(24	January	2017).	^	Brian	Fung	(August	14,	2015).	"Mario	Puzo's	novel	"The	Fortunate	Pilgrim"	is."	Los	Angeles	Times.	Following	two	failed	attempts	by	Paramount	Communications	to	legally	block
the	merger,	as	Paramount	was	seeking	to	acquire	Time	in	a	hostile	takeover	bid,	the	merger	was	completed	on	January	10,	1990,	resulting	in	the	consolidated	entity	creating	Time	Warner	(now	known	as	WarnerMedia),	which	as	of	2020[update],	remains	the	parent	company	of	the	network.	Amusement	Press,	Inc.	March	28,	1977.	Archived	from	the
original	on	24	June	2010.	Vol.	76,	no.	219.	In	November	2008,	HBO	paid	low	seven	figures	for	the	U.S.	television	rights	to	the	Amy	Rice–Alicia	Sams	documentary	By	the	People:	The	Election	of	Barack	Obama.	Retrieved	28	May	2019.	extremetech.com.	Retrieved	July	7,	2020	–	via	World	Radio	History."CATV	gets	five-year	TV	sports	contract"	(PDF).
ReadWrite.	Archived	from	the	original	on	January	9,	2013.	Wiley.	To	download	a	PDF	of	the	following	materials	in	large	print,	just	click	the	link	below:	Large-print	Fios	TV	channel	lineup	(PDF)	Large-print	Fios	TV	quick	start	guide	(PDF)	How	does	Fios	TV	Online	work?	Retrieved	June	28,	2020	–	via	World	Radio	History."Mr.	Levin's	giant	step	for	pay
TV"	(PDF).	Retrieved	March	23,	2015.	One	of	America	Undercover's	most	notable	specials	was	1985's	Soldiers	in	Hiding,	focusing	on	homeless	veterans	of	the	Vietnam	War	living	in	the	wilderness,	which	was	the	first	Academy	Award	nomination	for	a	cable	television	service	in	the	Best	Documentary	category	(although	HBO	has	had	some	of	its
documentaries	enter	limited	theatrical	release	to	qualify	for	Oscar	nominations	in	later	years).[105]	HBO	is	also	noted	for	its	Sports	of	the	20th	Century	documentary	brand.	On	April	7,	2022,	it	was	reported	that	after	the	completion	of	the	merger,	Magnolia	Network	leadership	would	report	to	HBO	and	HBO	Max's	chief	content	officer	Casey	Bloys
rather	than	directly	to	Zaslav,	nor	Kathleen	Finch	(who	previously	oversaw	Discovery's	lifestyle	brands,	and	now	oversees	most	of	Warner	Bros.	Since	HBO's	more	successful	series	(including	among	others	Game	of	Thrones,	Sex	and	the	City,	The	Sopranos,	The	Wire,	Entourage,	Six	Feet	Under,	Oz,	Boardwalk	Empire	and	True	Blood)	have	been	shown
on	terrestrial	broadcasters	in	other	countries	(such	as	in	Canada,	Australia	and	much	of	Europe—including	the	United	Kingdom),	HBO's	programming	has	the	potential	of	being	exposed	to	a	higher	percentage	of	the	population	in	foreign	nations	in	comparison	to	the	United	States.	^	"iO	TV	–	Get	the	very	best	in	digital	television".	November	8,	1974.
Journal	of	Broadcasting	&	Electronic	Media.	Other	standard	groups	such	as	DVB,	BDA,	ARIB,	ATSC,	DVD	Forum,	IEC	and	others	were	involved	in	the	process.[citation	needed]	MPEG	has	been	researching	multi-view,	stereoscopic,	and	2D	plus	depth	3D	video	coding	since	the	mid-1990s;[47]	the	first	result	of	this	research	is	the	Multiview	Video
Coding	extension	for	MPEG-4	AVC	that	is	currently	undergoing	standardization.	"TVLine	Items:	Chip	&	Joanna's	Network	Delayed,	NOS4A2's	New	Date	and	More".	^	Full	HBO	Rebrand	made	by	Telezign	–	1997.	p.	62.	Retrieved	July	7,	2020	–	via	American	Radio	History."Showtime	expands	to	24	hours"	(PDF).	Retrieved	July	22,	2020	–	via	World	Radio
History."Sterling	opts	for	pay	cable	in	Manhattan"	(PDF).	announced	plans	to	launch	two	additional	channels	of	HBO	and	Cinemax,	becoming	the	first	subscription	television	services	to	launch	"multiplexed"	companion	channels	(a	term	coined	by	then-CEO	Michael	Fuchs	to	equate	the	programming	choices	that	would	be	provided	to	subscribers	of	the
channel	tier	to	that	offered	by	multi-screen	movie	theaters),	each	available	at	no	extra	charge	to	subscribers	of	one	or	both	networks.	Retrieved	July	22,	2020	–	via	American	Radio	History.	Archived	from	the	original	on	5	November	2016.	Archived	from	the	original	on	December	26,	2015.	3DTV	view	generation	with	virtual	pan/tilt/zoom	functionality.
"It's	Not	TV:	HBO,	The	Company	That	Changed	Television:	Expanding	The	Brand	(Part	1)".	3D-TV	connected	to	HD	STB	for	broadcast	3D-TV.	April	28,	1986.	^	Jeff	Baumgartner	(April	7,	2015).	"HBO	is	coming	to	Sling	TV	this	month".	Confirm	that	your	computer	volume	is	not	muted.	MVC	has	been	chosen	by	the	Blu-ray	disc	association	for	3D
distribution.	^	Keach	Hagey	(February	1,	2019).	^	"Cablecastings:	Festival	expansion"	(PDF).	SES	Astra.	"Starz	Inks	Post	Pay-One	Licensing	Deal	For	Universal	Movies".	Retrieved	October	1,	2010.	July	17,	1978.	Retrieved	June	29,	2020.	"'Tokyo	Control'	paves	way	for	3D	TV	series".	"State	Dish	Dealers	Scramble	for	Sales".	"HBO	reaches	out	to
Hispanics;	Home	Box	Office,	Inc.	"Chip	and	Joanna	Gaines'	Magnolia	Network	to	Move	Under	HBO	at	Warner	Bros.	^	John	Lippman	(June	16,	1992).	phased	out	in	an	October	2020	corporate	restructuring.[272][273]	The	service	launched	on	May	27,	2020,	with	WarnerMedia	concurrently	beginning	to	phase	out	HBO	Go	and	HBO	Now;	existing
subscribers	of	the	two	legacy	services	were	converted	to	HBO	Max	on	that	date	as	it	replaced	HBO	Go	and	HBO	Now's	respective	apps	on	all	initial	partner	platforms.[274]	Availability	on	other	major	devices	was	delayed	for	several	months	due	to	disagreements	over	contractual	distribution	terms:	Amazon	Fire	OS	and	Fire	TV	devices	began	offering
HBO	Max	on	November	16,[268]	while	Roku	began	offering	the	service	through	supported	devices	on	December	17.[264]	Due	to	impacts	on	U.S.	movie	theaters	by	the	COVID-19	pandemic,	on	November	18,	2020,	Warner	Bros.	^	a	b	Larry	Satkowiak	(October	5,	2012).	Retrieved	17	June	2010.	^	"HBO	and	Summit	Entertainment	Enter	into	Exclusive
Output	Agreement"	(Press	release).	Other	live	sport	events	have	additional	factors	that	affect	production;	for	example,	an	ice	rink	presents	few	cues	for	depth	due	to	its	uniform	appearance.[29]	TV	sets	These	TV	sets	were	high-end	and	generally	included	Ethernet,	USB	player	and	recorder,	Bluetooth	and	USB	Wi-Fi.	3D-ready	TV	sets	3D-ready	TV	sets
are	those	that	can	operate	in	3D	mode	(in	addition	to	regular	2D	mode)	using	one	of	several	display	technologies	to	recreate	a	stereoscopic	image.	May	16,	1988.	^	"ESPN,	Wimbledon	come	to	terms".	The	Brazilian	channel	was	launched	in	1994.	^	"Movie	makers	complain	of	HBO	'monopoly'"	(PDF).	^	"Cablecastings:	Face-lift"	(PDF).	(subscription
required)	^	"The	Sopranos	Hit	Hi-Def".	^	Anthony	D'Alessandro	(November	18,	2020).	Retrieved	1	January	2017.	By	1984,	the	short	segments	had	mainly	been	limited	to	comedic	film	shorts	(originally	branded	as	HBO	Comedy	Shorts	and	then	as	HBO	Short	Takes,	which	used	a	set	of	differing	animated	intros)	and	youth-targeted	live	action	and
animated	short	films	seen	largely	before	and	during	family-oriented	programming	(branded	as	HBO	Shorts	for	Kids).	In	September	1974,	citing	the	games	were	unavailable	on	broadcast	television,	the	FCC	gave	temporary	authorization	for	HBO	to	carry	no	more	than	three	of	the	team's	remaining	regular	season	games.	For	HBO	in	other	countries,
see	List	of	HBO	international	channels.	Kennedy	McKinney)	and	junior	bantamweight	(Johnny	Tapia	vs.	Archived	from	the	original	on	14	March	2012.	"HBO	Has	High	Hopes	For	New	KO	Nation".	Vizio	stopped	production	in	2014	and	was	followed	by	others.[102]	In	January	2017,	the	last	two	major	television	manufacturers	still	producing	3D
televisions,	Sony	and	LG,	announced	they	would	stop	all	3D	support.[99]	World	record	The	2011	UEFA	Champions	League	Final	match	between	Manchester	United	and	Barcelona	was	broadcast	live	in	3D	format	on	a	Ukrainian-produced	EKTA	screen	in	Gothenburg,	Sweden.	(The	HBO	Go	website	and	mobile	apps,	including	its	apps	for	streaming
devices	such	as	Roku	and	Apple	TV,	and	some	video	game	consoles,	required	a	password	accompanying	a	linear	HBO	subscription	by	a	participating	television	provider	to	access	content	on	the	service.)	On	June	12,	2020,	WarnerMedia	announced	that	HBO	Go's	mobile	and	digital	media	player	apps	would	be	discontinued	in	the	U.S.	on	July	31,	as
most	traditional	and	virtual	MVPDs	have	secured	distribution	deals	for	HBO	Max.	Retrieved	6	January	2010.	"Chip	&	Joanna	Gaines'	Road	From	HGTV	To	HBO	As	'Fixer	Upper'	Stars	Switch	Sides	Post-WB/Discovery	Merger".	^	Nellie	Andreeva	(August	16,	2019).	^	a	b	Louis	Calta	(November	2,	1972).	The	week's	programming	concluded	with	a
screening	of	the	3D	Doctor	Who	special	"Dimensions	In	Time"	as	well	as	specially	shot	segments	of	Noel's	House	Party	and	the	annual	Children	In	Need	charity	appeal.	"HBO	divides	to	conquer"	(PDF).	3droundabout.com.	^	David	Katzmaier	(May	23,	2019).	External	links	Media	related	to	3D	Television	at	Wikimedia	Commons	Retrieved	from	"	^
"Cablecastings:	HBO-MGM	deal"	(PDF).	Home	Box	Office	launched	at	7:30	p.m.	Eastern	Time	on	November	8,	1972.[31][32][33]	The	service's	inaugural	program	and	event	telecast,	a	National	Hockey	League	(NHL)	game	between	the	New	York	Rangers	and	the	Vancouver	Canucks	from	Madison	Square	Garden	(part	of	a	long-term	agreement	to
broadcast	sports	events	based	at	the	Manhattan	arena),[34]	was	transmitted	that	evening	over	channel	21—its	original	assigned	channel	on	the	Teleservice	system—to	its	initial	base	of	365	subscribers	in	Wilkes-Barre.	"Amazon	Prime	Video	Channels:	Everything	you	need	to	know".	Further	complicating	preparations	for	the	inaugural	telecast,	in
Midtown	Manhattan,	strong	winds—produced	by	a	storm	system	that	brought	areas	of	freezing	rain	over	portions	of	the	New	York	City	area	that	evening—toppled	the	Pan	Am	Building	reception	dish	being	used	to	relay	the	Home	Box	Office	signal	to	microwave	towers	linked	to	Teleservice's	Wilkes-Barre	headend.	^	Brent	Lang	(July	6,	2021).	Initially
the	focus	was	mostly	safari	and	has	now	widened	to	include	underwater,	extreme	sports	and	other	3D	content	from	around	the	world.	Archived	from	the	original	on	December	30,	2013.	Archived	from	the	original	on	7	December	2010.	Even	early	in	its	existence,	Cinemax	tried	to	diversify	its	programming	beyond	movies.	^	John	J.	Archived	from	the
original	on	29	June	2016.	Due	to	user	data	terms	included	in	distribution	agreements	for	HBO	Max,	WarnerMedia	grandfathered	the	hubbed	"channels"	sold	through	streaming	platforms	without	an	existing	vMVPD	offering	to	customers	who	subscribed	prior	to	HBO	Max's	launch	on	the	respective	platforms,	requiring	the	marketplaces	to	end
grandfathered	support	for	the	dedicated	HBO	channels	following	an	extended	contractual	sunset	window.	Retrieved	March	29,	2009.	"WarnerMedia-Discovery	Deal	To	Forge	Deeper	Ties	Between	OWN,	Warner	Bros.	Astro	broadcast	the	2010	FIFA	World	Cup	Final	on	11	July	2010	in	3-D	on	their	B.yond	service.	^	"HBO	extends	Universal	deal,
keeping	films	from	Netflix".	Retrieved	June	27,	2020	–	via	World	Radio	History."Time	absorbing	Sterling"	(PDF).	What	should	I	do?	Insidetech.monster.com.	Retrieved	June	3,	2008.	AT&T	shareholders	will	own	71%	of	the	company's	stock	and	Discovery	shareholders	will	own	the	remaining	29%	share;	Discovery	President/CEO	David	Zaslav	will	be
appointed	to	head	the	new	company,	replacing	WarnerMedia	CEO	Jason	Kilar.[172][173][174][175]	Channels	Background	In	an	effort	to	reduce	subscriber	churn	by	offering	extra	programming	choices	to	subscribers,	on	May	8,	1991,	Home	Box	Office	Inc.	December	26,	1976.	DirecTV	and	Panasonic	launched	2	broadcast	channels	and	1	Video	on
demand	channel	with	3D	content[63]	in	June	2010.	Archived	from	the	original	on	24	November	2015.	"HBO,	Uni	ink	licensing	deal".	December	17,	1986.	Archived	from	the	original	on	4	March	2015.	SHOWTIME	Anytime®	allows	you	to	stream	SHOWTIME®	wherever	and	whenever	you	want	on	your	favorite	device.	Thomas	Umstead	(February	27,
2000).	Broadcasting	&	Cable.	HBO	Now	(formally	named	HBO	from	August	to	December	2020)	is	a	defunct	over-the-top	(OTT)	subscription	streaming	service	that	provided	on-demand	access	to	HBO's	library	of	original	programming	and	theatrical	films,	and	was	marketed	independent	of	a	pay	television	subscription	to	the	linear	HBO	service	as	a
standalone	platform	targeting	cord	cutters.[250]	HBO	Now	was	available	online	and	as	apps	for	Apple	iOS	and	Apple	TV	devices;[14]	Android	tablets,	phones	and	Android	TV	devices;	Amazon	Fire	TV;[251]	Roku	devices;[252]	Xbox	consoles	(Xbox	360	and	Xbox	One);[253]	PlayStation	consoles	(PlayStation	3	and	later);[254]	and	select	TiVo	devices;
[255]	and	as	a	premium	add-on	through	Amazon	Prime	Video,	Sling	TV,[256]	AT&T	TV	and	Hulu.[252]	On	October	15,	2014,	HBO	announced	plans	to	launch	an	OTT	subscription	streaming	service	in	2015,	which	would	be	distributed	as	a	standalone	offering	that	does	not	require	an	existing	television	subscription	to	access	content.[257][258][259]
The	service,	HBO	Now,	was	unveiled	on	March	9,	2015,	and	officially	launched	one	month	later	on	April	7.[14][250][260][261]	The	service	was	initially	available	via	Apple	Inc.	Archived	from	the	original	on	17	February	2011.	HDMI.	(subscription	required)	^	"HBO	Latino	set	to	debut	on	Monday".	"HBO	Max	launches	today;	here's	what	you	need	to
know".	"HBO	Films	taps	exex".	Retrieved	27	August	2010.	(A	plaque	commemorating	the	launch	event	is	located	at	Public	Square	in	downtown	Wilkes-Barre,	established	in	honor	of	Service	Electric's	April	1984	addition	of	HBO	sister	channel	Cinemax	to	its	lineup.)[35]	The	first	movie	presentation	shown	on	the	service	aired	immediately	after	the
sports	event:	the	1971	film	Sometimes	a	Great	Notion,	starring	Paul	Newman	and	Henry	Fonda.[32][36][27][37]	Initially	airing	nightly	on	an	open-ended	schedule	dependent	on	the	length	of	the	evening's	programs	(usually	from	7:00	p.m.	to	12:00	a.m.	ET),	Home	Box	Office's	programming	initially	consisted	solely	of	theatrical	films—including	four	or
five	recent	titles	per	month—and	event	programming.	Development	and	early	expansion	as	a	regional	service	(1971–1975)	Cable	television	executive	Charles	Dolan—through	his	company,	Sterling	Information	Services—founded	Manhattan	Cable	TV	Services	(renamed	Sterling	Manhattan	Cable	Television	in	January	1971),	a	cable	system	franchise
serving	the	Lower	Manhattan	section	of	New	York	City	(covering	an	area	extending	southward	from	79th	Street	on	the	Upper	East	Side	to	86th	Street	on	the	Upper	West	Side),	which	began	limited	service	in	September	1966.	Addition	of	graphical	elements	(such	as	a	scoreboard,	timers,	or	logos)	to	a	3D	picture	must	place	the	synthesized	elements	at
a	suitable	depth	within	the	frame,	so	that	viewers	can	comfortably	view	the	added	elements	as	well	as	the	main	picture.	Retrieved	July	22,	2020	–	via	World	Radio	History."Manhattan	Cable	shows	a	profit"	(PDF).	^	"Profile:	A	young	Philadelphian	puts	a	big	circle	around	Sept.	Outside	of	breakaways	for	exclusive	original	and	acquired	programs,	and
separate	promotional	advertising	between	programs,	HBO	Latino	largely	acts	as	a	de	facto	Spanish	language	simulcast	of	the	primary	HBO	channel.	^	"How	does	your	garden	grow?"	(PDF).	The	unit's	longtime	chief	was	Sheila	Nevins,	who	initially	served	as	Director	of	Documentary	Programming	from	1979	to	1982;	upon	returning	in	1986,	she
headed	HBO's	documentary	unit	under	various	executive	capacities	(as	Vice	President	of	Documentary	Programming,	as	Senior	[later,	Executive]	Vice	President	of	Original	Programming	and,	beginning	in	2004,	as	President	of	HBO	Documentary	Films)	and	served	as	executive	producer	of	most	of	its	documentary	productions	until	she	left	the	network
in	March	2018.	Cnet.com.au.	^	"Eyes-on	with	DirecTV	3D".	hollywoodreporter.com.	–	Our	History".	^	"Monitor:	CU	on	HBO"	(PDF).	HBOTypePremium	television	networkCountryUnited	StatesBroadcast	areaNationalHeadquartersNew	York	CityProgrammingLanguage(s)EnglishSpanish	(HBO	Latino;	also	as	SAP	option	on	all	other	channels)Picture
format1080i	(HDTV)(downscaled	to	letterboxed	480i	for	the	network's	SDTV	channel	feeds)Timeshift	service	HBO	(East	/	West	/	Hawaii)	HBO2	(East	/	West)	HBO	Comedy	(East	/	West)	HBO	Family	(East	/	West)	HBO	Latino	(East	/	West)	HBO	Signature	(East	/	West)	HBO	Zone	(East	/	West)	OwnershipOwnerWarner	Bros.	This	24/7	channel	uses	the
Side	by	Side	technology	at	a	resolution	of	1920x1080i.	Subscribers	of	UA-Columbia's	Fort	Pierce	and	Vero	Beach,	Florida	systems	and	American	Television	and	Communications's	Jackson,	Mississippi	system	joined	HBO's	existing	cable	and	MDS	affiliates	in	the	Mid-Atlantic	U.S.—some	of	which	were	beginning	to	transition	from	microwave	to	satellite
delivery	of	the	network—in	receiving	the	heavyweight	championship	boxing	match	that	saw	Muhammad	Ali	defeat	Joe	Frazier	by	technical	knockout.[77][78][79]	HBO	temporarily	fed	its	domestic	Eastern	and	Pacific	feeds	to	Westar	1	for	the	first	four	months	of	satellite	transmissions;	the	network's	transmissions	shifted	to	Satcom	1	when	full-time
commercial	service	began	on	February	28,	1976.[40][42][80][81][82]	The	network's	programming	expanded	with	the	switch	to	satellite	transmission,	operating	daily	from	1:30	p.m.	to	1:30	a.m.	ET/PT	in	an	extension	of	its	weekend	schedule	to	weekdays.	April	16,	1990.	"3D	TV	is	finally	officially	dead".	^	"HBO	Guides:	November	1974".	July	28,	1986.
In	1983,	HBO	entered	into	three	exclusive	licensing	agreements	tied	to	production	financing	arrangements	involving	Tri-Star	Pictures	(formed	as	a	co-production	venture	between	Time,	Inc./HBO,	Columbia	and	CBS	Inc.),	Columbia	Pictures	(an	exclusivity-based	contract	extension	initially	covering	50%	of	the	studio's	pre-June	1986	releases	with	a
non-compete	option	to	purchase	additional	Columbia	titles)	and	Orion	Pictures	(encompassing	a	package	of	30	films,	in	return	for	financial	participation	and	a	$10-million	securities	investment;	the	deal	was	indirectly	associated	with	Orion's	buyout	of	Filmways	the	year	prior,	in	which	HBO	bought	pay	television	rights	to	the	studio's	films).	(An
abbreviated	version—shown	during	most	non-prime-time	programming	until	October	31,	1986,	and	thereafter	for	early-prime-time	movie	telecasts,	aside	from	premieres	and	most	weekend	presentations—commenced	from	the	starburst	and	the	flight	of	the	HBO	"space	station".)[446]	Most	variants	of	this	sequence—except	for	the	feature	presentation,
"Saturday	Night	Movie"	and	"Sunday	Night	Movie"	versions—were	discontinued	on	November	1,	1986.	While	earning	few	major	television	awards	throughout	its	run,	True	Blood's	average	viewership	often	rivaled	that	of	The	Sopranos,	peaking	at	an	average	of	12.4	million	per	week	(counting	repeat	and	on-demand	viewership)	during	its	second
season.[147]	The	network	saw	three	more	hit	series	premiere	in	the	2010s:	Game	of	Thrones,	which	earned	both	critical	and	viewer	praise,	and	set	a	single-year	record	for	Emmy	wins	by	an	individual	program	in	2015	with	12	awards;[148]	Girls;	and	True	Detective.[149]	AT&T	ownership;	proposed	spin-out	of	WarnerMedia	(2016–2022)	On	October
22,	2016,	AT&T	announced	an	offer	to	acquire	Time	Warner	for	$108.7	billion.[150][151][152][153]	Time	Warner	shareholders	approved	the	merger	on	February	15,	2017.[154]	On	November	20,	2017,	the	U.S.	Department	of	Justice	filed	a	lawsuit	against	AT&T	and	Time	Warner	in	an	attempt	to	block	the	merger,	citing	antitrust	concerns	surrounding
the	transaction.[155][156][157]	U.S.	clearance	of	the	proposed	merger	was	affirmed	by	court	ruling	on	June	12,	2018.	^	"Manhattan	Cable	shows	a	profit"	(PDF).	"Justice	Department	Sues	to	Block	AT&T-Time	WarnerMerger".	^	Beaumont,	Claudine	(13	July	2010).	^	"Sky	3D	website".	^	Ben	Munson	(September	5,	2017).	If	the	steps	above	fail	to
resolve	your	issue,	you	may	need	to	reinstall	Flash	.			Software/Hardware	Requirements	PC	Processor	(Intel	Pentium	43GHz	or	faster)		At	least	1GB	RAM	(2GB	RAM	recommended	for	best	performance)	1GHz	Intel	or	AMD	processor	or	better	500	MB	free	hard	drive	space	Windows	XP	or	later	Internet	Explorer	7.0	or	above,	Firefox	2.0	or	above,	or
Safari	3.0,	or	Chrome	4.0	or	above	Flash	10.0.22	or	above	JavaScript	and	Cookies	must	be	enabled	Mac	Processor	(Intel	Pentium	Core	Duo	1.83	GHz	or	faster)	At	least	1GB	RAM	(2GB	RAM	recommended	for	best	performance	Mac	OS	X	v10.X	or	later	Internet	Explorer	7.0	or	above,	Firefox	2.0	or	above,	or	Safari	3.0,	or	Chrome	4.0	or	above	Flash
10.0.22	JavaScript	and	Cookies	must	be	enabled	If	you	still	have	questions	or	need	additional	help,	please	contact	Verizon.			Fios	TV	&	On	Demand	Schedules	You	can	view	both	FIOS	TV	and	On	Demand	schedules	online.		You	can	also	manage	your	DVR	and	view	previews	of	current	On	Demand	content.	Sports	programming	HBO	broadcasts	sports-
related	magazine	and	documentary	series	produced	by	HBO	Sports,	an	in-house	production	division	managed	by	WarnerMedia	News	&	Sports	(previously	through	Time	Warner	Sports	from	1990	to	2018)	that	also	produced	selected	sports	event	telecasts	for	the	channel	from	its	November	1972	launch	until	December	2018.	September	7,	2000.
Archived	from	the	original	on	3	June	2013.	March	19,	1984.	Archived	from	the	original	on	August	21,	2012.	p.	48.	businessinsider.com.	^	"Toshiba	55ZL2".	^	"3D	TV	Information	and	Help".	March	8,	1976.	^	a	b	As	calculated	by	the	US	Bureau	of	Statistics'	CPI	Inflation	Calculator	^	"In	Brief"	(PDF).	^	HBO	2002	Bumper	It's	not	TV,	It's	HBO.
Retrieved	30	March	2009.	^	"Cablecastings:	Second	language"	(PDF).	p.	118.	Retrieved	October	10,	2013.	p.	35.	^	"1975:	Ashe's	Wimbledon	win	makes	history".	Retrieved	March	14,	2017.	p.	110.	^	"Cable	show	producers	shoot	tamer	versions.	June	7,	1982.	p.	54.	^	HBO	Intro	–	Behind	the	Scenes.	^	Rod	Granger	(November	2,	1992).	"CONSUMER
SATURDAY".	Archived	from	the	original	on	May	11,	2011.	began	with	a	five-year	distribution	agreement	signed	in	June	1986,	encompassing	films	released	between	January	1987	and	December	1992;	the	estimated	cost	of	the	initial	pay-cable	rights	were	between	$300	million	and	$600	million,	depending	on	the	overall	performance	of	Warner's	films
and	HBO/Cinemax's	respective	subscriber	counts.	"HBO	Sports	plans	to	take	boxing	series	'KO	Nation'	into	the	night".	Gigaom.	Worrall;	Erhan	Ekmekcioǧlu	(2013).	Retrieved	May	11,	2020	–	via	NewspaperArchives.com.	Retrieved	18	September	2010.	.folha.uol.com.br.	September	23,	1974.	The	channel	was	rebranded	as	HBO	Plus	on	October	1,
1998,	concurrently	adopting	a	distinct	on-air	look	from	the	primary	channel.[191]	Since	the	reversion	to	the	"HBO2"	brand	in	September	2002,	the	channel	has	used	minor	variations	of	the	main	HBO	channel's	on-air	identity.	Retrieved	June	28,	2020	–	via	The	HBO	Guide	Archive.	^	Patrick	Parsons	(2003).	p.	224.	How	do	I	sign	in	with	services	such	as
HBO	Go?	(HBO	Family's	launch	coincided	with	the	launch	of	Mountain	Time	Zone	feeds	of	HBO,	HBO2,	Cinemax	and	Cinemax	2,	which	were	the	first	subfeeds	ever	offered	by	a	subscription	television	service	to	specifically	serve	that	time	zone.)[184][185]	Home	Box	Office,	Inc.	p.	27.	"All	the	Ways	You	Can	Watch	HBO".	February	4,	1980.	Archived
from	the	original	on	19	February	2014.	^	"Satellite	Footprints:	Fine,	no	time"	(PDF).	Notes	^	While	The	Bette	Midler	Show	is	the	program's	official	title,	the	June	1976	edition	of	the	HBO	Guide	also	refers	to	the	special	as	The	Fabulous	Bette	Midler	Show,	using	both	titles	interchangeably.	Originally	developed	as	a	companion	service	to	HBO,	the
channel's	programming	consists	of	recent	and	some	older	theatrically	released	feature	films,	original	action	drama	series,	documentaries	and	special	behind-the-scenes	featurettes.	"Tech	Test:	There	are	plenty	of	options	for	HBO	online,	not	enough	time".	^	"The	History	of	3D	TV".	Films	to	which	HBO	maintains	traditional	telecast	and	streaming
rights	will	usually	also	be	shown	on	the	Cinemax	television	and	streaming	platforms	during	their	licensing	agreement	period	(either	after	a	film	title	completes	its	HBO	window	or	transfers	between	services	over	certain	months	during	the	contractual	period).	^	a	b	c	"Special	Report:	The	HBO	Story"	(PDF).	The	Sunday	Oklahoman.	^	"Panasonic
Introduces	World's	First	3D	Consumer	Camcorder	|	Headquarters	News	|	Panasonic	Newsroom	Global".	NO	WAY	!	[SHOWTIME/MOVIE	CHANNEL	BEWARE!]").[117][118][119]	The	Federal	Communications	Commission	subsequently	charged	MacDougall	for	"illegally	operating	a	satellite	uplink	transmitter"	in	violation	of	the	Communications	Act	of
1934,	for	which	he	pleaded	guilty	after	deciding	to	cooperate	with	the	FCC's	investigation	into	the	incident;	under	a	plea	bargain	deal,	MacDougall	was	fined	$5,000,	was	put	on	unsupervised	probation	for	one	year,	and	had	his	amateur	radio	license	suspended	for	one	year.[120][121][122][123][124]	By	May	1987,	HBO's	programming	was	received	by
approximately	15	million	subscribers	across	about	6,700	cable	systems	nationwide.[125]	On	March	4,	1989,	Warner	Communications—which,	ironically,	was	part-owner	of	rival	pay-cable	service	The	Movie	Channel	from	1973	until	Warner-Amex	Satellite	Entertainment's	sale	of	it	and	sister	pay	service	Showtime	to	majority	partner	Viacom	in	1986—
announced	its	intent	to	merge	with	HBO	parent	Time	Inc.	The	screen	made	it	to	The	Guinness	Book	of	World	Records	as	the	world's	biggest	screen.[103][104]	The	live	3D	broadcast	was	provided	by	the	company	Viasat.[105]	Health	effects	Some	viewers	have	complained	of	headaches,	seizures	and	eyestrain	after	watching	3D	films.[106][107]	There
have	been	several	warnings,	especially	for	the	elderly.[108]	Motion	sickness,	in	addition	to	other	health	concerns,[109]	is	more	easily	induced	by	3D	presentations.	"Netflix	Secures	Streaming	Deal	With	DreamWorks".	References	^	"Time	Warner	Inc.	^	"3D	TV?	merged	with	WarnerMedia	to	form	Warner	Bros.	Retrieved	April	10,	2019.
doi:10.1207/s15506878jobem4701_1.	Please	help	update	this	article	to	reflect	recent	events	or	newly	available	information.	^	Drew	FitzGerald;	Cara	Lombardo;	Joe	Flint	(May	17,	2021).	3D	National	Football	League	broadcasts	cut	between	cameras	about	one-fifth	as	often	as	in	2D	broadcasting.	p.	36.	"Director".	The	first	Japanese	television	series	in
3D,	Tokyo	Control,	premiered	on	19	January	2011.[87]	In	May	2011,	3net	released	the	first	docu-reality	TV	series	entitled	Bullproof	filmed	in	native	3D	made	by	Digital	Revolution	Studios.	"L-T,	HBO	Enter	Into	A	Two-Way	Cable	Film	Deal".	New	York	independent	station	WPIX	(now	a	CW	affiliate)	provided	microwave	signal	pickup	assistance	to	HBO
for	the	telecasts;	through	its	right	of	first	refusal	on	game	selection	in	its	local	television	contract	with	the	team,	covering	the	team's	away	games,	WPIX	preempted	planned	coverage	of	four	Yankees	games	that	HBO	was	scheduled	to	carry	that	season.	^	Rick	Lyman;	Neill	Borowski	(April	29,	1986).	(Newer	episodes	of	the	channel's	original	series	are
mainly	shown	on	Sunday	and	Monday	evenings	as	well	as	on	Fridays	during	the	late	prime	time	and	late	access	periods.)	The	channel	also	airs	weekly	premieres	of	recent	theatrical	or	new	HBO	original	movies,	marketed	as	the	"HBO	Movie	Premiere",	on	most	Saturday	nights	(usually	at	8:00	p.m.	Eastern	Time).	However,	for	scenes	in	the	greater
portion	of	the	field	of	view,	a	realistic	image	is	readily	achieved	by	superposition	of	the	left	and	right	images	(using	the	polarization	method	or	synchronized	shutter-lens	method)	provided	the	viewer	is	not	too	near	the	screen	and	the	left	and	right	images	are	correctly	positioned	on	the	screen.	19	December	2011.	pro.jvc.com.	digitaltveurope.com.
Pictures	Group	(since	January	1987);[294]	Subsidiaries:	New	Line	Cinema	(since	January	2005),[295]	Warner	Animation	Group	(since	January	2014),	DC	Films	(since	May	2017),	and	Castle	Rock	Entertainment	(since	January	2003);	Library	content:	Warner	Independent	Pictures	(2003–2008	releases);	20th	Century	Studios	(exclusive	since	January
1989	(select	titles	since	November	2021);	non-exclusive,	1986–1988	(select	titles	since	November	2021));[296][297][298]	Subsidiaries:	20th	Century	Animation	(since	May	1998),	20th	Century	Family	(since	January	2018),	New	Regency	Productions	(since	January	1995,	as	an	independent	studio)	and	Searchlight	Pictures	(since	January	1995);[299]
Library	content:	Fox	Atomic	(2007–2009	releases),	Blue	Sky	Studios	(2003–2020	releases)	and	Fox	2000	Pictures	(1998–2020	releases);	Universal	Pictures	(exclusive	since	January	2003;	non-exclusive,	1984–1990);[300][295][301]	Subsidiaries:	Universal	Animation	Studios	(since	January	2007),	DreamWorks	Animation	(co-productions;	since	January
2011),	Working	Title	Films	(since	January	2003),	Illumination	(since	January	2011)	and	Focus	Features	(since	May	2003);	Library	content:	Savoy	Pictures	(1993–1997	releases)	and	Gramercy	Pictures	(1992–2001	and	2015–2016	releases);	Summit	Entertainment	(since	January	2013)[302][303][304]	Library	content:	Lions	Gate	Entertainment	(parent
company;	releases	dating	to	1997),[305]	Grindstone	Entertainment	Group	(releases	dating	to	2005),	Pantelion	Films	(releases	dating	to	2010),	Mandate	Pictures	(2001–2013	releases),	Artisan	Entertainment	(1992–2004	releases),	Codeblack	Films	(releases	dating	to	2005),	Mandalay	Pictures	(releases	dating	to	1995),	Anchor	Bay	Entertainment	(2006–
2017	releases),	Maple	Pictures	(2005–2011	releases),	Prism	Pictures	(1984–1996	releases)	and	Trimark	Pictures	(1989–2001	releases)	HBO	also	maintains	sub-run	agreements—covering	television	and	streaming	licensing	of	films	that	have	previously	received	broadcast	or	syndicated	television	airings—for	theatrical	films	distributed	by	Paramount
Pictures	(including	content	from	subsidiaries	and/or	acquired	library	partners	The	Cannon	Group,	Carolco	Pictures,	Nickelodeon	Movies	and	Republic	Pictures,	all	for	films	released	prior	to	2013),	Walt	Disney	Studios	Motion	Pictures	(including	content	from	Walt	Disney	Pictures,	and	former	subsidiaries	Touchstone	Pictures,	Hollywood	Pictures	and
Miramax),	Sony	Pictures	Entertainment	(including	content	from	subsidiaries/library	partners	Columbia	Pictures,	Sony	Pictures	Classics,	ELP	Communications,	Morgan	Creek	Entertainment,	Screen	Gems,	Revolution	Studios,	and	former	HBO	sister	company	TriStar	Pictures,	all	for	films	released	prior	to	2007),	and	Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer	(including
content	from	subsidiaries	United	Artists,	Orion	Pictures	and	The	Samuel	Goldwyn	Company).	the	35.8	million	subscribers	that	HBO	had	at	the	time.)[3][4]	In	addition	to	its	U.S.	subscriber	base,	HBO	distributes	its	programming	content	in	at	least	151	countries	worldwide	to,	as	of	2018[update],	an	estimated	140	million	cumulative	subscribers.[5][6]
HBO	subscribers	through	wireline,	satellite	and	virtual	pay	television	providers	generally	pay	for	the	network	as	an	a	la	carte	service	(though	its	seven-channel	multiplex	is	usually	priced	as	a	single	package)	atop	a	basic	programming	tier	that	includes	other	cable-	and	satellite-originated	channels.	September	17,	2000.	The	merger	of	the	two
professional	basketball	leagues	resulted	in	an	early	termination	of	HBO's	ABA	contract,	which	was	originally	set	to	expire	on	July	1,	1977,	following	the	conclusion	of	the	1975–76	season.[402]	Through	1977,	HBO	carried	other	sporting	events	originating	on	the	Sterling	Manhattan/Manhattan	Cable	sports	channel,	including	World	Hockey	Association
regular	season	and	playoff	games;	Eastern	College	Athletic	Conference	(ECAC)	tournaments	(including	the	Men's	Ice	Hockey	Tournament	and	the	ECAC	Holiday	Festival	basketball	tournament);	World	TeamTennis;	international	high	school	basketball	invitationals;	the	National	Horse	Show;	harness	racing	events	from	Yonkers	Raceway;	equestrian,
roller	derby	and	ice	skating	events;	the	World	Professional	Karate	Championships;	the	Millrose	Games	track	and	field	invitational;	the	Westchester	Kennel	Club	Dog	Show;	and	World	Wide	Wrestling	Federation	matches.	(Outside	of	HBO	Family,	which	regularly	airs	archived	family-oriented	series	and	specials,	airings	of	older	original	programs	may
vary	based	on	the	channel's	daily	schedule.)	Beginning	with	its	programming	expansion	to	afternoons	in	1974,	the	primary	HBO	channel	had	imposed	a	longstanding	watershed	policy	prohibiting	films	assigned	an	"R“	rating	from	being	broadcast	before	8:00	p.m.	ET/PT.	June	28,	1976.	Digital	Trends.	For	the	Warner	Bros.	^	"FCC	to	question	HBO	on
its	pay-cable	of	Yankees"	(PDF).	Inventing	the	Movies:	Hollywood's	Epic	Battle	Between	Innovation	and	the	Status	Quo,	From	Thomas	Edison	to	Steve	Jobs.	December	1,	1986.	^	"More	choices	for	cable	subscribers"	(PDF).	Archived	from	the	original	on	July	24,	2015.	Internet	Movie	Database.	As	of	2020[update],	most	providers	transmit	all	seven	HBO
multiplex	channels	in	HD,	either	on	a	dedicated	HD	channel	tier	separate	from	their	SD	assignments	or	as	hybrid	SD/HD	feeds.	doi:10.1145/2425333.2425374.	Archived	from	the	original	on	10	April	2015.	CreateSpace	Publishing.	^	Ed	Pilkington	in	New	York	(6	January	2010).	–	DIRECTV	and	Panasonic	Bring	3D	Home".	There	was	another	attempt	in
the	1970s	and	1980s	to	make	3D	movies	more	mainstream	with	the	releases	of	Friday	the	13th	Part	III	(1982)	and	Jaws	3-D	(1983).[6]	Matsushita	Electric	(now	Panasonic)	developed	a	3D	television	that	employed	an	active	shutter	3D	system	in	the	late	1970s.	October	24,	2011.	Retrieved	September	20,	2018.	^	a	b	"HBO	to	Launch	New	Spanish-
Language	Channel".	A	second	boxing	series	for	HBO	Latino,	Generación	Boxeo,	premiered	on	the	multiplex	channel	in	April	2006.[435][436]	On	September	27,	2018,	HBO	announced	it	would	discontinue	its	boxing	telecasts	after	45	years,	following	its	last	televised	match	on	October	27,	marking	the	end	of	live	sports	on	the	network.	The	U.S.	Court	of
Appeals	in	Washington	unanimously	upheld	the	lower	court's	ruling	in	favor	of	AT&T	on	February	26,	2019.[158][159][160][161][162][163][164][165]	On	February	28,	2019,	Richard	Plepler	stepped	down	from	his	position	as	CEO	of	Home	Box	Office,	Inc.,	after	a	collective	27-year	tenure	at	HBO	and	twelve	years	as	head	of	the	network	and	its	parent
unit.[166]	On	March	4	of	that	year,	AT&T	announced	a	major	reorganization	of	WarnerMedia's	assets,	dividing	WarnerMedia's	television	properties	among	three	corporate	divisions.	One	of	the	scripted	comedy	programs	that	premiered	early	in	the	decade,	The	Larry	Sanders	Show,	arguably	became	HBO's	flagship	series	of	the	1990s;	the	show
enjoyed	a	cult	status	and	critical	acclaim,	and	received	multiple	nominations	and	wins	for	many	major	television	awards,	including	three	Primetime	Emmy	Awards,	three	Golden	Globe	Awards	and	two	Peabody	Awards.[137]	The	original	programs	that	HBO	has	developed	since	the	early	1990s	have	earned	the	channel	numerous	Emmy	and	Golden
Globe	Award	nominations	and	wins.[138][failed	verification]	HBO	has	been	nominated	in	at	least	one	category	at	the	Emmys	and	Golden	Globes	since	1988	(when	the	network	earned	its	first	Emmy	nomination	for	Danny	Glover's	performance	as	Nelson	Mandela	in	the	1987	original	movie	Mandela),	and	set	a	record	for	the	most	Primetime	Emmy
nominations	for	a	television	network	in	a	single	year	(137)	in	2019.[139]	In	July	1997,	HBO	premiered	its	first	one-hour	dramatic	narrative	series	Oz.	While	Oz	was	critically	acclaimed	throughout	its	six-season	run,	it	was	not	until	The	Sopranos	premiered	in	January	1999	that	the	network	achieved	widespread	critical	success	with	an	hour-long	drama
series.	"HBO	Go	Launches	on	Chromecast	as	Mobile	Video	Mainstreams".	^	"HBO	drops	20	hours	from	program	slate"	(PDF).	ISBN	9780412084119.	"AT&T	in	advanced	talks	to	merge	WarnerMedia	with	Discovery,	deal	expected	as	soon	as	tomorrow".	^	a	b	c	d	Bill	Mesce	(August	11,	2013).	TV	by	the	Numbers.	20	February	2010.	Empire.	April	29,
1974.	Although	the	Warner	deal	was	initially	non-exclusive,	a	preemptive	strategy	in	the	event	that	its	co-owned	rivals	Showtime	and	The	Movie	Channel	(which	elected	not	to	pick	up	any	spare	Warner	titles)	sought	full	exclusivity	over	movie	rights,	the	terms	gave	Warner	an	option	to	require	HBO	to	acquire	exclusive	rights	to	titles	covered	under	the
remainder	of	the	deal	for	$60	million	per	year	(in	addition	to	a	guaranteed	$65-million	fee	for	each	year	of	the	contract).[294][312]	As	a	result	of	the	1989	Time-Warner	merger,	HBO	and	Cinemax	hold	pay-cable	exclusivity	over	all	newer	Warner	Bros.	^	Scott	Andera	(April	8,	2005).	p.	76.	Upon	completion,	Home	Box	Office	Inc.	Most	of	these
programs	cater	to	adult	viewers	(and,	with	limited	exceptions,	are	typically	assigned	TV-MA	ratings),	often	featuring—with	such	content	varying	by	program—high	amounts	of	profanity,	violence,	sexual	themes	and/or	nudity	that	basic	cable	or	over-the-air	broadcast	channels	would	be	reticent	to	air,	because	of	objections	from	sponsors	and	the	risk	of
them	pulling	or	refusing	to	sell	their	advertising,	depending	on	the	objectionable	material	that	a	sponsor	is	comfortable	placing	their	advertising.	The	$43-billion	cash/securities/stock	transaction,	which	will	include	the	retention	of	certain	existing	WarnerMedia	debt,	is	expected	to	be	finalized	by	mid-April	2022.	Retrieved	December	12,	2008.
Retrieved	29	August	2017.	Retrieved	December	4,	2020.	p.	25.	(GI)	awarded	contract	for	digital	compression	equipment	by	Home	Box	Office".	^	"'Inside	the	NFL'	ending	31-year	run	on	HBO".	June	3,	2008.	The	Roland	Garros	tennis	tournament	in	Paris,	from	23	May	to	6	June	2010,	was	filmed	in	3D	(center	court	only)	and	broadcast	live	via	ADSL	and
fiber	to	Orange	subscribers	throughout	France	in	a	dedicated	Orange	TV	channel.[82]	Fox	Sports	broadcasts	the	first	program	in	3D	in	Australia	when	the	Socceroos	played	The	New	Zealand	All	Whites	at	the	MCG	on	24	May	2010.	^	"Big	Brother	Brasil	13	terá	exibição	em	HD	e	3D	na	Globo"	(in	Portuguese).	Retrieved	March	11,	2013	–	via	EBSCO.	^
"Lorimar-Telepictures	and	HBO	reached	agreement".	^	"N.Y.	CATV,	Garden	make	sports	deal"	(PDF).	5	(4):	926–941.	^	"United	States:	Cable	Television".	^	Lyngsat	Archived	3	January	2011	at	the	Wayback	Machine	lists	of	3D	channels	in	Europe.	p.	98.	May	13,	1991.	^	a	b	"3D	TV	is	dead".	Retrieved	April	20,	2015.	^	Dade	Hayes	(April	27,	2020).
"HBO	to	offer	its	programming	over	the	Internet".	Computer	Problems?	^	Michele	Greppi	(August	22,	2005).	Bob	Zitter,	then	the	network's	Senior	Vice	President	of	Technology	Operations,	disclosed	to	Multichannel	News	in	January	2001	that	HBO	elected	to	delay	offering	its	original	series	in	high	definition	until	there	was	both	sustainable	consumer
penetration	of	high-definition	television	sets	and	wide	accessibility	of	HDTV	equipment	on	the	retail	market.[232][233]	Sports	telecasts	were	upgraded	to	HD	on	September	25,	2004,	with	an	HBO	World	Championship	Boxing	fight	card	headlined	by	Roy	Jones	Jr.	and	Glen	Johnson.[234]	HD	programming	can	also	be	broadcast	in	Dolby	Digital	5.1.	The
network	began	transmitting	its	six	multiplex	channels	in	high	definition	on	September	1,	2008,	when	DirecTV	began	offering	HD	simulcast	feeds	of	HBO2,	HBO	Family,	HBO	Signature	and	HBO	Latino.[235]	HBO	on	Demand	HBO	on	Demand	is	HBO's	companion	subscription	video-on-demand	(SVOD)	service	that	is	available	at	no	additional	cost	to
subscribers	of	the	linear	television	service,	who	regularly	pay	a	premium	fee	to	pay	television	providers	to	receive	access	to	the	channel.	Archived	from	the	original	on	1	January	2017.	^	Vicki	Salemi	(September	16,	2017).	^	"Charles	Dolan	profile	page".	CNN	Business.	p.	56.	Multi-view	displays	either	use	head	tracking	to	change	the	view	depending
on	the	viewing	angle,	or	simultaneous	projection	of	multiple	independent	views	of	a	scene	for	multiple	viewers	(automultiscopic).	^	"Trivia	for	Robinson	Crusoe	(1946)".	"Advertising".	"Lionsgate,	Summit	Label	Films	Headed	to	Starz	for	Exclusive	First	Window".	p.	81.	^	"Broadcast	Bureau	granted	mod.	Retrieved	July	21,	2020.	(Columbia	and
TriStar's	respective	output	deals	with	HBO	ended	on	December	31,	2004,	when	Sony	Pictures	transferred	exclusive	pay-cable	rights	for	their	films	to	Starz—which	as	of	May	2020[update],	holds	rights	to	televise	all	recent	releases	from	either	studio	through	December	2021,	after	which	in	January	2022,	under	a	five-year	agreement	signed	in	April
2021,	Netflix	will	assume	pay	television	rights	to	its	newer	Sony	films—after	HBO	declined	a	request	by	Columbia	during	contract	negotiations	to	allow	the	studio	to	experimentally	distribute	its	theatrical	films	via	streaming	video	during	its	contract	window.)[331][332][333][334][317][335]	In	February	1983,	HBO	signed	an	agreement	with	Silver
Screen	Partners	(a	now-defunct	joint	venture	between	HBO,	Silver	Screen	Management,	Thorn	EMI	and	The	Cannon	Group),	in	which	HBO	had	right	of	first	refusal	in	the	film	selection	and	received	5%	of	all	profits	derived	from	non-pay-cable	distribution	of	the	studio's	films;	the	Silver	Screen	agreement	concluded	upon	the	studio's	cessation	in	1998.
[336]	In	early	1984,	HBO	abandoned	the	exclusivity	practice,	citing	internal	research	that	concluded	that	subscribers	showed	indifference	to	efforts	by	premium	channels	to	secure	rights	to	studios'	full	slate	of	recently	released	films	from	to	distinguish	their	programming	due	to	VHS	availability	preceding	pay-cable	distribution	in	the	release	window.
p.	69.	^	Jonathan	Sherman-Presser	(September	5,	2012).	April	29,	1985.	^	"Time	commits	more	to	pay-cable	future"	(PDF).	^	"Cablecastings:	Coming	next	year"	(PDF).	Since	HBO	was	planning	to	carry	National	Basketball	Association	(NBA)	regular-season	and	playoff	games,	any	76ers	games	that	the	service	aired	would	have	been	prohibited	from
being	shown	within	Allentown.	^	The	Pennsylvania	Polka	Festival.	The	2010	Coke	Zero	400	was	broadcast	in	3D	on	3	July	on	NASCAR.com	and	DirecTV	along	with	Comcast,	TWC,	and	Bright	House	cable	systems.	The	East	Hampton	Star.	The	mob	drama's	first	wins	for	Outstanding	Drama	and	Outstanding	Supporting	Actress	in	a	Drama	Series	(for
Drea	de	Matteo)	in	2004,	two	of	the	four	Emmys	it	won	that	year,	marked	the	first	time	that	a	cable	program	won	in	either	category	over	a	program	on	one	of	the	major	broadcast	networks.	(HBO	Bulk	licenses	the	network's	logo	to	hotel	coupon	guide	publishers,	which,	in	most	instances,	use	the	lettermark	instead	of	text-only	references	in	amenities
summaries.)	Although	Home	Box	Office,	Inc.	Archived	from	the	original	on	12	November	2011.	^	Jane	Greenstein	(November	25,	1991).	In	the	Privacy	section,	click	Content	settings.	Retrieved	June	22,	2020.	On	January	3,	1983,	the	network	premiered	Not	Necessarily	the	News,	a	news	satire	lampooning	the	week	in	politics	that	originally	aired	as	a
comedy	special	in	September	1982.	Television/Radio	Age.	^	"And	the	winner	is"	(PDF).	25	(4):	599–621.	CTA.	December	24,	1990.	The	reviewers	also	note	that	the	3D	resolution	for	a	1080p	signal	looks	more	like	720p	and	lacks	parallax,	which	reduces	immersion.	The	service's	rotating	program	selection	incorporates	newer	film	titles	and	episodes
that	are	added	to	the	platform	following	their	debut	on	the	linear	feed,	as	well	as	library	content	(including	complete	seasons	of	the	network's	past	and	present	original	programs).[236]	HBO	on	Demand,	the	first	SVOD	service	to	be	offered	by	an	American	premium	service,	launched	on	July	1,	2001,	over	then	sister	company	Time	Warner	Cable's
Columbia,	South	Carolina,	system.[237]	The	service	was	developed	to	allow	HBO	subscribers	access	to	the	channel's	programming	at	their	choosing,	thereby	reducing	the	frequency	in	which	viewers	were	unable	to	find	a	program	they	prefer	to	watch	and	limiting	cancellations	to	the	service	because	of	that	issue.	The	merger	closed	two	days	later	on
June	14,	2018,	with	Time	Warner	becoming	a	wholly	owned	subsidiary	of	AT&T,	which	renamed	the	unit	WarnerMedia.	1981's	She's	Nobody's	Baby—produced	in	conjunction	with	Ms.	magazine—traced	the	evolution	of	the	societal	role	of	American	women	during	the	20th	Century;	the	special	earned	HBO	its	first	Peabody	Award,	the	first	to	be	won	by
a	pay	television	service	and	the	first	of	many	HBO	documentaries	to	receive	the	prestigious	award.[367][368]	HBO	also	produced	a	series	of	informational	documentaries	in	partnership	with	Consumer	Reports	starting	in	1980,	detailing	information	on	subjects	encompassing	product	safety,	personal	finance	and	health.[105][369]	One	such
documentary,	AIDS:	Everything	You	and	Your	Family	Need	to	Know..But	Were	Afraid	to	Ask,	which	aired	in	1987	at	the	height	of	the	AIDS	epidemic	in	the	U.S.,	was	hosted	by	then-Surgeon	General	C.	CNET.	"RedeTV!	terá	primeira	transmissão	3D	ao	vivo	–	Mercado	–	Notícias	–	INFO	Online".	Archived	from	the	original	on	16	March	2015.	September
12,	1966.	Google	Chrome	on	Windows	(older	versions)	Select	the	Wrench	(spanner)	icon	at	the	top	right	Select	Options	Select	the	Under	the	Hood	tab	Select	Allow	all	cookies	under	Cookie	Settings	and	click	Close	Internet	Explorer	6	on	Windows	Click	the	Tools	menu	Click	Internet	Options	Select	the	Privacy	tab	Move	the	settings	slider
to	Low	or	Accept	all	cookies	Click	OK	Opera	9	on	Windows	Click	the	Tools	menu	Click	Preferences...	It	was	expected	that	the	screens	would	use	a	mixture	of	technologies	until	there	is	standardization	across	the	industry.[34]	Samsung	offers	the	LED	7000,	LCD	750,	PDP	7000	TV	sets	and	the	Blu-ray	6900.[35]	Full	3D	TV	sets	Full	3D	TV	sets	included
Samsung	Full	HD	3D	(1920×1080p,	60	Hz)	and	Panasonic	Full	HD	3D	(1920×1080p,	60	Hz).[36]	A	September	2011	Cnet	review	touted	Toshiba's	55ZL2	as	"the	future	of	television".	^	Adriana	Lee	(December	16,	2014).	doi:10.1055/s-0032-1307175.	Because	of	the	cost	of	HBO	(which	is	the	most	expensive	of	the	U.S.	premium	services,	costing	a
monthly	fee	as	of	2015[update]	between	$15	and	$20,	depending	on	the	provider	and	packaging	with	sister	network	Cinemax),	many	Americans	only	view	HBO	programs	through	DVDs	or	in	basic	cable	or	broadcast	syndication—months	or	even	years	after	these	programs	have	first	aired	on	the	network—and	with	editing	for	both	content	and	to	allow
advertising,	although	several	series	have	filmed	alternate	"clean"	scenes	intended	for	syndication	runs.[20]	History	For	a	detailed	history	of	the	network,	see	History	of	HBO.	One	might	be	able	to	obtain	information	directly	onto	their	television	due	to	new	technologies	like	the	Visible	Light	Communication	that	allows	for	this	to	happen	because	the
LED	lights	transmit	information	by	flickering	at	high	frequencies.[22]	Displaying	technologies	Functional	principle	of	active	shutter	3D	systems.	Dick	Stockton,	Marty	Glickman	and	Spencer	Ross	served	as	play-by-play	announcers,	and	Skee	Foremsky	acted	as	the	color	commentator	for	the	bowling	telecasts.[411][412]	With	the	assistance	of
programming	consultation	and	acquisition	firm	Trans	World	International,[413]	the	expansion	into	a	national	service	resulted	in	HBO	expanding	its	sports	coverage	to	include	a	broader	array	of	events	from	the	United	States	and	Canada,	including	the	North	American	Soccer	League	(1976–1978),	select	Amateur	Athletic	Union	tournaments	(1976–
1981),	select	LPGA	golf	tournaments	(1976–1978),	championship	rodeo	(1976–1978),	the	USGF	National	Gymnastics	Championships	(1976–1981),	Skate	Canada	International	(1976–1978),	the	Canadian	Football	League	(1976–1978),	non-basketball	NCAA	tournaments	including	the	Men's	Gymnastics	Championships	(1976–1978)	and	the	Division	I
Baseball	Championships	(1977–1978).	^	"Sony	Unveils	3D	Camcorders,	Big	and	Small	|	TechHive".	^	Austen	Goslin	(May	20,	2020).	^	Luke	Bouma	(April	19,	2018).	The	company	announced	a	$7.5-million	agreement	with	RCA	Americom	Communications	to	lease	a	transponder	on	the	then-under	construction	Satcom	I—which	was	expected	to	be
launched	at	the	end	of	1975—for	a	five-year	term.	(The	Philadelphia	Phillies	reportedly	rejected	an	offer	for	HBO	to	televise	regular	season	games	not	shown	locally	on	independent	WPHL-TV	[now	a	MyNetworkTV	affiliate].[405])	HBO's	Yankees	telecasts	spurred	a	complaint	filed	in	June	1974	by	National	Association	of	Broadcasters	Special
Committee	on	Pay	TV	chairman	Willard	Walbridge,	who	alleged	they	violated	antisiphoning	rules	barring	pay	television	services	from	carrying	live	sports	televised	regularly	on	broadcast	stations	within	a	two-year	period.	(HBO	Family	continued	to	maintain	a	limited	slate	of	original	children's	programming	until	2003.)	HBO	ventured	back	into
children's	programming	with	its	acquisition	of	first-run	broadcast	and	streaming	rights	to	Sesame	Street,	a	long-running	children's	television	series	that	had	previously	aired	on	the	program's	longtime	broadcaster,	PBS,	for	the	vast	majority	of	its	run,	in	a	five-year	programming	and	development	deal	with	Sesame	Workshop	that	was	announced	in
August	2015.	"Summit,	HBO	Sign	Five-Year	Output	Deal".	On	16	July	2011	–	The	Parlotones	(South	African	Rock	Act)	became	the	first	band	to	broadcast	a	Live	Rock	Opera	to	Terrestrial	CInema	in	3D,	a	Live	3D	feed	to	DIRECT	TV	in	the	US	and	Facebook	pay	per	view.	^	"3D	Sports:	a	look	behind	the	scenes	–	DVD	&	PVR".	MSG.com.	Archived	from
the	original	on	13	February	2010.	^	Cynthia	Littleton	(October	22,	2016).	Retrieved	December	22,	2020.	Use	the	Cookies	section	to	change	your	settings:					To	allow	both	first-party	and	third-party	cookies,	click	Allow	local	data	to	be	set.	p.	53.	^	"Look	Out!	3D	TVs	Could	Be	Poised	to	Make	a	Surprising	Comeback".	"THE	GARDEN	SALE:	THE	DEAL;
Madison	Sq.	Garden	Deal	Is	a	Victory	for	Viacom".	"NATIONAL	PAY	TV	PLANNED	FOR	1976".	Archived	from	the	original	on	3	November	2008.	Archived	from	the	original	on	9	June	2017.	Macworld.co.uk.	Retrieved	March	4,	2019.	Medium.	Retrieved	September	1,	2019	–	via	YouTube.	subscription	required	to	access	content)	tv.youtube.com
(subscription	to	HBO	Max	addon	required	to	access	content)	Home	Box	Office	(HBO)	is	an	American	pay	television	network,	which	is	the	flagship	property	of	namesake	parent	subsidiary	Home	Box	Office,	Inc.;	itself	a	unit	owned	by	Warner	Bros.	"AT&T	Reaches	Deal	to	Buy	Time	Warner	for	$86	Billion".	^	"Blu-ray	Disc	Association	Announces	Final	3D
Specification"	(PDF)	(Press	release).	On	Macintosh:	the	volume	controls	are	located	in	the	top	right	corner	of	the	menu	bar.	"HBO	GO	Finally	Arrives	on	Apple	TV".	etcenter.org.	Baird	Television	website.	Television	Studios	International	&	Formats,	Warner	Horizon	Scripted	Television,	Warner	Horizon	Unscripted	&	Alternative	Television,	Telepictures
and	Alloy	Entertainment),	CNN	Worldwide	and	Turner	Entertainment	Networks	(including	content	from	Turner	Studios	and	Studio	T)—and	third-party	distributors.	"A	REALLY	GOOD	SHOW	CELEBRATES	10	YEARS".	After	the	camera	pans	skyward	at	flight's	end,	a	bursting	"stargate"	effect	(made	using	two	die-cut	film	slides)	occurs,	unveiling	a
chrome-plated,	brass	HBO	logo	that	flies	through	a	starfield.	Intermission	shorts	had	largely	vanished	from	the	channel	by	1988.	"LIVE,	FROM	WIMBLEDON,	HBO	SET	TO	SERVE".	Retrieved	October	18,	2018.	committing	a	$5-million	production	financing	investment	with	Columbia	over	a	period	of	between	12	and	18	months.[327][212]	Although
HBO	executives	were	reluctant	at	first	to	strike	such	arrangements,	by	the	mid-1980s,	the	channel	had	transitioned	to	exclusive	film	output	deals	(now	the	standard	among	North	American	premium	channels),	in	which	a	film	studio	licenses	all	or	a	proportion	of	their	upcoming	productions	to	a	partner	service	over	a	multi-year	contract.	10	August
2012.	^	"HBO	signs	$500-million	film	deal	with	Paramount"	(PDF).	Made	up	entirely	of	native	stereoscopic	programming	produced	and	owned	by	WildEarth	and	Sasashani	(WildEarth's	parent	company).	24	May	2010.	May	18,	2017.	"Sony	Pictures	Moves	Movie	Output	Deal	From	Starz	to	Netflix	in	Rich	Pact".	Retrieved	June	16,	2021	–	via	World	Radio
History.Donna	Petrozello	(October	27,	1997).	October	27,	1986.	Retrieved	20	April	2020.	(Prior	to	the	2015	launch	of	HBO	Now,	HBO	required	its	studio	output	partners	to	suspend	digital	sales	of	their	movies	during	their	exclusive	contractual	window	with	the	network;	the	Netflix	deal	was	not	subject	to	any	distribution	restrictions,	allowing
DreamWorks	Animation	to	continue	the	re-sale	of	its	films	through	digital	download	via	third-party	providers.)[355][356]	Other	film	studios	which	formerly	maintained	first-run	pay-cable	contracts	with	HBO	have	included	American	Film	Theatre	(non-exclusive,	1975–1977),[357]	Walt	Disney	Productions	(non-exclusive,	1978–1982),[358][359]	The
Samuel	Goldwyn	Company	(non-exclusive,	1979–1986),[360]	ITC	Entertainment	(non-exclusive,	1982–1990),	New	World	Pictures	(non-exclusive,	1982–1986),	PolyGram	Filmed	Entertainment	(non-exclusive,	1984–1989),	Hemdale	Film	Corporation	(non-exclusive,	1982–1986;	exclusive,	1987–1991)[361]	De	Laurentiis	Entertainment	Group	(non-
exclusive,	1988–1991)[362]	Lorimar	Film	Entertainment	(non-exclusive,	1987–1990),[363]	Hemdale	Film	Corporation	(non-exclusive,	1982–1986)	and	Savoy	Pictures	(exclusive,	1992–1997).[364]	Documentaries	HBO	maintains	an	in-house	documentary	production	and	distribution	unit,	HBO	Documentary	Films,	which	releases	between	10	and	15
documentaries	per	year	(averaging	about	two	premieres	per	month)	for	the	network	and	provides	limited	theatrical	distribution	of	certain	films	prior	to	their	initial	broadcast	on	HBO's	linear	television	and	streaming	services.	It	has	since	been	regarded	as	one	of	television's	best	all-time	series	including	under	rankings	by	Time,[140]	The	Guardian,
[141]	and	Empire.[142]	The	Wire,	premiering	in	June	2002,	never	won	any	major	television	awards,	but	earned	wide	critical	acclaim	for	its	writing	and	depictions	of	criminal	and	law	enforcement	issues.	Lotz	(2007).	Rachael	Ray	aired	a	3D	Halloween	Bash	on	29	October	2010.	Tricom.com.do.	WFL	Charlotte	Hornets.	Since	June	2018,	through	a
content	partnership	with	Enseo,	HBO	Go	is	distributed	to	some	Marriott	International	hotels	around	the	U.S.;	guests	staying	in	Marriott	hotels	that	have	access	to	HBO	Go	on	connected	in-room	TV	sets	are	not	required	to	sign	into	the	system	to	access	content.[15][16][17]	HBO	began	service	tests	at	around	one	dozen	hotels	beginning	in	1978;	it
began	authorizing	cable	affiliates	to	provide	the	service	to	local	hotels	and	motels	in	April	1978,	and	signed	its	first	wide	hospitality	distribution	deal	with	Holiday	Inn	in	July	1979.[18][19]	Many	HBO	programs	have	been	syndicated	to	broadcast	and	ad-supported	pay	television	services	(usually	with	edits	for	running	time	and/or	objectionable	content
that	indecency	regulations	enforced	by	jurisdictional	telecommunications	agencies	or	self-imposed	by	network	Standards	and	Practices	departments	may	prohibit	from	being	broadcast	terrestrially	or	through	ad-supported	cable	networks),	and	have	been	released	on	DVD	and	predecessor	home	video	formats.	and	by	pay	television	providers,	and	the
omission—for	reasons	not	made	public—of	Cinemax	content	on	HBO	Max	since	its	launch.)	Reese	Witherspoon's	Hello	Sunshine	and	Greg	Berlanti	signed	production	deals	with	the	service	to	develop	supplementary	original	programming	(branded	as	"Max	Originals"),	originally	to	be	co-produced	by	Warner	Max,	an	HBO	Max-specific	production	unit
formed	as	a	joint	venture	between	Home	Box	Office,	Inc.	p.	47.	February	4,	1974.	"HBO	Now	coming	in	April	for	$14.99	per	month,	Apple	TV	price	cut	to	$69".	5	January	2010.	Also	factoring	into	the	move	was	HBO	parent	WarnerMedia's	then-recent	ownership	transfer	to	AT&T,	and	the	network's	efforts	to	focus	around	its	scripted	programming;
network	executives	were	of	the	opinion	that	"HBO	[was]	not	a	sports	network."[437]	Since	then,	although	it	no	longer	produces	sporting	event	telecasts,	HBO	Sports	has	continued	to	exist	as	a	production	unit	for	the	network's	sports	magazine	shows	and	documentaries.	April	14,	1975.	^	"HBO	Go	Available	on	PS4	Later	Today".	subsidiary	of
WarnerMedia	Studios	&	Networks.	Also	in	2006,	documentary	artist	Lauren	Greenfield	directed	Thin,	a	feature-length	film	about	four	young	women	struggling	with	eating	disorders	seeking	treatment	at	the	Renfrew	Clinic	in	Florida.	The	binocular	shift	is	positive	for	the	left-eye-view	and	negative	for	the	right-eye-view.	ACM	SIGGRAPH.	The	Digital
TV	Group	(DTG),	has	committed	to	profiling	a	UK	standard	for	3DTV	products	and	services.	^	"Monitor:	Maximizing	Cinemax"	(PDF).	November	16,	1970.	^	"O	caso	"Monstro	da	Lagoa	Negra"".	Originally	billed	as	Something	Short	and	Special,	around	1980,	InterMissions	(as	the	interstitials	were	begun	to	be	called	in	September	1978)	were	bannered
in	two	groupings:	Video	Jukebox,	a	showcase	of	music	videos	from	various	artists	(eventually	separated	from	the	other	intermission	shorts	and	given	various	longform	spinoffs,	also	titled	as	Video	Jukebox	or	variants	thereof),	and	Special,	showcasing	short	films.	Archived	from	the	original	on	10	June	2011.	Take	2	was	the	first	of	three	efforts	by	HBO	to
maintain	a	family-oriented	pay	service,	predating	the	similarly	formatted	and	short-lived	mini-pay	service	Festival	(launched	in	1986)	and	the	present-day	multiplex	channel	HBO	Family	(launched	in	1996).	^	"FCC	ad-hocs	HBO-Yankees	issue"	(PDF).	^	a	b	c	"In	Brief"	(PDF).	Another	sequence	paying	homage	to	the	1982	opening—designed	by
Imaginary	Forces,	and	accompanied	by	a	Smith-derived	theme	arranged	by	Man	Made	Music—debuted	on	March	4,	2017.	It	won	the	Los	Angeles	3D	film	Festival	in	2010	as	best	pilot	or	series	in	3D.	In	May	1978,	the	New	York	Supreme	Court	ruled	then-Islanders	and	Nets	president	Roy	Boe	had	breached	an	exclusive	contract	with	Dolan's	successor
firm	Long	Island	Cable	Communications	Development	Co.	through	the	HBO	agreement	and	concurring	contracts	with	other	New	York-area	cable	systems.[399])	In	1974,	the	network	acquired	the	rights	to	broadcast	World	Football	League	(WFL)	games	from	the	New	York	Stars	(later	relocated	to	Charlotte	as	the	Charlotte	Hornets	midway	through	the
WFL's	inaugural	season)	and	the	Philadelphia	Bell;	18	WFL	games	aired	on	HBO	over	the	course	of	two	seasons	until	the	league	abruptly	folded	midway	through	the	1975	season.[400][401]	In	March	1973,	HBO	signed	a	$1.5-million	contract	to	acquire	the	regional	rights	to	a	selection	of	American	Basketball	Association	(ABA)	games	for	five	years;
notably,	it	carried	the	1976	ABA	Finals—the	league's	last	tournament	game	prior	to	the	completion	of	its	merger	with	the	NBA—a	six-game	tournament	in	which	the	New	York	Nets	beat	the	Denver	Nuggets	four	games	to	two.	January	25,	1986.	Because	of	inadvertent	consumer	impressions	of	the	name	appearing	as	"HEO,"	as	the	1975	design	had	the
"O"	obscure	the	"B"'s	double-curve,	marketing	firm	Bemis	Balkind	modified	it	into	the	current	trimmer	form;	introduced	in	April	1980,	it	shifted	the	"O"—now	attached	to	the	“B”'s	full	double-curve—"an	eighth	of	an	inch"	rightward,	and	slightly	widened	the	spacing	of	the	lettering	and	bullseye	mark.[444]	(The	1975	and	1980	versions	were	used
concurrently	in	on-air	identifications	and	certain	network	promos	until	the	former	was	fully	discontinued	in	June	1981.)	The	simplicity	of	the	logo	makes	it	fairly	easy	to	duplicate,	of	which	HBO	has	taken	advantage	over	the	years	within	its	own	imaging;	a	proprietary	typeface	adapted	from	ITC	Avant	Garde	(which,	like	the	similar	Kabel,	had
previously	been	used	in	some	on-air	and	print	marketing	dating	to	1978)	that	featured	bullseye-like	glyphs	within	the	'D'	and	'O'	capitals	was	developed	internally	in	2008	as	a	logotype	for	HBO	Sports	(including	the	unit's	boxing	productions	and,	by	2012,	Real	Sports	with	Bryant	Gumbel),	the	linear	HBO	high-definition	and	VOD	services,	and	was
later	used	for	the	logotype	for	HBO	Go.	Rotating	logo	segment	from	the	"HBO	in	Space"	feature	presentation	sequence,	used	from	September	20,	1982,	to	October	31,	1997.	"Inside	Move:	HBO	Home	Run".	p.	39.	^	"The	World	of	Man	Made:	HBO	Feature	Presentation".	p.	40.	Retrieved	March	13,	2013	–	via	HighBeam	Research.	TNT	(which	would	be
folded	into	WarnerMedia	Entertainment,	alongside	HBO,	as	part	of	the	realignment	resulting	from	AT&T's	2018	acquisition	of	Time	Warner)	and	CNN/SI	(later	moved	to	the	also	now-defunct	CNNfn	in	2002,	after	CNN/SI's	shutdown),	which	would	have	their	broadcasts	produced	through	the	TNT	Sports	unit,	assumed	cable	rights	to	the	event
beginning	with	the	2000	tournament.[420][421][422][423]	(Since	2003,	the	Wimbledon	cable	rights	have	been	held	by	ESPN,	which	assumed	full	U.S.	television	exclusivity	over	the	championship	in	2012.)[424][425]	Professional	tennis	briefly	returned	to	HBO	on	March	2,	2009,	when	it	broadcast	the	inaugural	edition	of	the	now-defunct	BNP	Paribas
Showdown	as	a	one-off	special	presentation.[426]	Boxing	Main	article:	HBO	World	Championship	Boxing	HBO's	sports	coverage	was	long	synonymous	with	its	boxing	telecasts,	fronted	by	matches	featured	on	HBO	Sports’	longtime	flagship	series,	HBO	World	Championship	Boxing.	HBO	offers	between	three	and	five	preview	events	each	year—
normally	scheduled	to	coincide	with	the	premiere	of	a	new	or	returning	original	series,	and	in	the	past,	a	high-profile	special	or	feature	film—to	pay	television	providers	for	distribution	on	a	voluntary	participation	basis.[284]	(The	total	of	participating	providers	that	elected	to	offer	a	free	preview	event	varies	depending	on	the	given	preview	period,
and	participating	multiple-system	cable	operators	may	elect	to	carry	the	event	only	in	certain	regions	where	they	provide	service.)	HBO	also	produces	short	segments	promoting	newer	movies	with	the	cooperation	of	the	film	studios	that	hold	distribution	rights	to	the	projects	(almost	universally	by	studios	maintaining	exclusive	pay	television	contracts
with	HBO	and	Cinemax,	and	which	have	been	rebroadcast	on	the	former	during	a	film's	pay-cable	distribution	window),	and	have	usually	consisted	of	either	interstitial	"behind-the-scenes"	and	interview	segments	on	an	upcoming/recent	theatrical	release	or	red	carpet	coverage.	Retrieved	February	25,	2011	–	via	HighBeam	Research.
3dinthehome.org.	Its	first	boxing	telecast,	on	January	22,	1973,	was	"The	Sunshine	Showdown",	the	world	heavyweight	championship	bout	from	Kingston,	Jamaica	in	which	George	Foreman	defeated	Joe	Frazier	in	two	rounds.	^	"OSN	extends	licensing	agreement	as	MENA	home	of	HBO".	Archived	from	the	original	on	20	July	2010.	Verizon	Media.	At
irregular	intervals	between	1986	and	2010,	HBO	served	as	the	primary	broadcaster	of	Comic	Relief	USA's	fundraising	specials	to	help	health	and	welfare	assistance	programs	focused	on	America's	homeless	population.	WildEarth	and	Sasashani	also	distribute	3D	series	and	shows	through	3D	Content	Hub.	January	13,	1986.	^	Alex	Sherman	(May	16,
2021).	^	"'Captain	Midnight'	strikes;	preempts	HBO	with	message	decrying	scrambling"	(PDF).	"Amazon	Prime	Video	&	IMDb	TV	Ink	Movie	Licensing	Deal	With	Universal".	"'Wonder	Woman	1984'	Going	In	Theaters	&	HBO	Max	On	Christmas	Day,	Unprecedented	For	A	Superhero	Tentpole".	^	"Cablecastings:	Face	lift"	(PDF).	2000s	Recent	uses	of	3D
in	television	include	the	drama	Medium	and	the	comedy	Chuck	(Season	2,	episode	12).	FierceCable.	Transmitting	from	the	Astra	2A	satellite	at	28.2°	east,	Sky	3D	broadcast	a	selection	of	live	English	Premier	League	football	matches	to	over	1000	British	pubs	and	clubs	equipped	with	a	Sky+HD	Digibox	and	3D	Ready	TVs,	and	preview	programmes
provided	for	free	to	top-tier	Sky	HD	subscribers	with	3D	TV	equipment.	"THE	MEDIA	BUSINESS;	HBO	Planning	to	Add	New	Movie	Channels".	^	Welch,	Chris	(6	January	2014).	"HBOs	Sopranos	Goes	High-Definition".	digitalspy.com.	November	26,	1990.	January	4,	1993.	Retrieved	2	April	2015.	Starz	Inc.	"Hooked	Up:	HBO	courts	Gen	X	with	laughs"
(PDF).	HBO	HD	is	available	on	all	major	cable	television	providers	including,	among	others,	Charter	Communications	(including	systems	once	owned	by	former	HBO	sister	company	Time	Warner	Cable);	Comcast	Xfinity	(which,	in	2016,	began	downconverting	HBO,	Cinemax	and	other	cable	channels	transmitting	in	1080i	to	720p60);[229]	Cox
Communications	and	Optimum;	as	well	as	DirecTV;	AT&T	U-verse;	and	Verizon	FiOS.	"Little	brother	Cinemax	gets	extensive	makeover".	October	5,	2017.	cited	the	inability	to	expand	distribution	because	of	channel	capacity	limitations	at	most	cable	company	headends	for	the	closure	of	the	channel.	National	Basketball	Association	(NBA)	and	National
Hockey	League	(NHL)	coverage	expanded	with	HBO's	transition	into	a	national	satellite	service,	covering	non-New	York-based	teams	in	both	leagues	(including	the	NBA's	Milwaukee	Bucks,	Boston	Celtics,	Portland	Trail	Blazers,	Golden	State	Warriors	and	Los	Angeles	Lakers;	and	the	NHL's	Los	Angeles	Kings)	under	individual	agreements	as	well	as
select	playoff	games.[397][398]	(The	NBA	and	NHL	discontinued	their	HBO	telecasts	after	their	respective	1976–77	seasons.	"Risk:	A	Game	of	Cable	Domination".	George	Carlin	headlined	the	most	comedy	specials	for	the	network,	making	12	appearances	between	1977	and	2008;	his	first,	On	Location:	George	Carlin	at	USC	(aired	on	September	1,
1977),	featured	Carlin's	first	televised	performance	of	his	classic	routine,	"The	Seven	Words	You	Can	Never	Say	on	Television".[105]	As	other	cable	channels	incorporated	comedy	specials	due	to	their	inexpensive	format,	HBO	began	to	model	its	strategy	with	its	comedy	specials	after	its	music	programming,	focusing	on	a	few	specials	each	year
featuring	popular	comedians.	^	"Video	of	Avi	Arad's	Pac-Man	TV	Show".	p.	10.	July	29,	1974.	Anil	Fernando;	Stewart	T.	Retrieved	June	15,	2018.	p.	49.	(The	Tri-Star	deal	became	non-exclusive	in	January	1988,	although	Showtime	elected	not	to	acquire	titles	from	HBO's	film	rights	lessees.)[328][329][330]	After	the	exclusive	contract	transferred	to
Showtime	in	January	1994,	in	July	1995,	HBO	preemptively	signed	a	five-year	deal	with	the	studio	that	took	effect	in	January	2000,	in	conjunction	with	a	five-year	extension	of	its	existing	deal	with	Columbia	Pictures.	"Justice	Department	Sues	to	Block	AT&T-Time	Warner	Merger".	^	"RedeTV!	Em	rede	com	você	|	Notнcias	|	RedeTV!	faz	a	primeira
transmissгo	3D	em	canal	aberto	do	mundo".	Dolan,	has	owned	the	Knicks	and	Islanders	through	The	Madison	Square	Garden	Company	since	2015,	and	Madison	Square	Garden	through	Madison	Square	Garden	Entertainment	by	way	of	the	former	company's	2020	spin-off	of	its	non-sports	entertainment	assets.)	The	contracts	related	to	this
arrangement	dated	to	May	1969,	when	Manhattan	Cable	Television	first	signed	a	one-year,	$300,000	contract	with	Madison	Square	Garden	to	broadcast	125	sports	events	held	at	the	arena,	and	was	extended	for	five	additional	years	in	November	1970.[393][394][395]	On	November	1,	1972,	one	week	before	HBO	formally	launched,	Madison	Square
Garden	granted	Sterling	the	rights	to	televise	its	sporting	events	to	cable	television	systems	outside	New	York	City.[396][34]	The	first	game	under	this	arrangement	was	the	New	York	Rangers-Vancouver	Canucks	NHL	game	that	launched	Home	Box	Office	on	November	8,	1972,	and	served	as	its	inaugural	sports	broadcast.	^	Roger	Yu	(October	22,
2016).	films	for	the	duration	of	their	joint	ownership.	Retrieved	September	27,	2011.	July	29,	1991.	^	Matt	Roush	(February	25,	2013).	The	Hollywood	Reporter.	^	"Time	and	Hilton	tie	pay-TV	knot"	(PDF).	Rapid	cuts	between	two	different	viewpoints	can	be	uncomfortable	for	the	viewer,	so	directors	may	lengthen	the	transition	or	provide	images	with
intermediate	depth	between	two	extremes	to	"rest"	the	viewer's	eyes.	^	"Sky	makes	3D	history".	Sky.com.	Originally	intended	as	a	secondary	service	for	HBO's	family-oriented	programming,	HBO	Family	assumed	exclusivity	over	the	children's	programs	(which	formerly	aired	in	a	daily	morning	block	on	the	main	channel)	and	family-oriented	specials
(previously	shown	on	HBO	in	late	afternoon	or	early	evening	timeslots)	when	HBO	stopped	running	these	programs	on	its	primary	channel	in	2001.	^	"Cable	firm	wins	suit	against	sports	owner"	(PDF).	^	"With	FCC	OK,	Sterling	considers	pay	cable"	(PDF).	^	"Emmy	Award	Database".	Retrieved	July	7,	2020	–	via	World	Radio	History."Pay	cable	says	it
will	pay	in	Pennsylvania"	(PDF).	Archived	from	the	original	on	June	11,	2014.	Archived	from	the	original	on	4	December	2012.	^	"Slut	med	Viasat	3D	i	dag".	(At	the	time	of	the	announcement,	HBO	paid	$8	million	annually—under	a	$40-million	deal	over	five	years—to	air	the	tournament.)[418][419]	Although	ESPN,	Fox	Sports	Net	and	USA	Network
each	expressed	interested	in	obtaining	the	cable	package	relinquished	by	HBO,	Time	Warner	kept	that	portion	of	the	Wimbledon	contract	within	its	corporate	umbrella:	on	January	23,	2000,	co-owned	subsidiary	Turner	Broadcasting	System	and	NBC	reached	a	joint	three-year,	$30	million	contract	with	the	All	England	Lawn	Tennis	and	Croquet	Club
for	the	tournament	rights.	^	"Jackson	concert	sets	HBO	record".	Retrieved	11	May	2020.	doi:10.1016/j.jvcir.2013.07.012.	A	high	technical	standard	must	be	maintained	because	any	mismatch	in	color,	alignment,	or	focus	between	two	cameras	may	destroy	the	3D	effect	or	produce	discomfort	in	the	viewer.	broadbandtvnews.com.	^	"BBC	3D
programming	'on	hold'	indefinitely".	Archived	from	the	original	on	17	November	2019.	Skysports.com.	ISBN	9781135902742.	TV	Guide.	computerworld.com.	Waddell	presented	tests	in	red-green	anaglyph	to	an	audience	at	the	Astor	Theater	in	New	York	City	and	in	1922	the	first	public	3D	movie	The	Power	of	Love	was	displayed.	^	"Kahn	still	puts	his
chips	on	cable"	(PDF).	(Two	additional	World	Championship	Boxing/Boxing	After	Dark	cards	would	follow	that	originally	scheduled	final	broadcast,	airing	respectively	on	November	24	and	December	8,	2018.)	HBO's	decision	to	bow	out	of	boxing	telecasts	was	due	to	factors	that	included	the	influx	of	sports-based	streaming	services	(such	as	DAZN	and
ESPN+)	and	issues	with	promoters	that	hampered	its	ability	to	acquire	high-profile	fight	cards,	and	resulting	declining	ratings	and	loss	of	interest	in	the	sport	among	HBO's	subscribers.	External	links	Wikimedia	Commons	has	media	related	to	HBO.	Retrieved	June	30,	2020	–	via	World	Radio	History."Top	of	the	Week:	TCI:	$200	Million	for	Channel
Explosion"	(PDF).	Retrieved	May	16,	2020	–	via	World	Radio	History.	^	"Top	of	the	Week:	TCI:	$200	Million	for	Channel	Explosion"	(PDF).	PlayStation.Blog.	Time	Warner	(Press	release).	oversaw	the	expansion	of	HBO's	service	to	international	markets,	establishing	three	major	subsidiaries	in	Latin	America,	Europe,	and	Asia,	as	well	as	forming	several
distribution	partnerships	to	syndicate	HBO	programs	to	other	broadcast	networks,	cable	channels,	and	video	services	on	request	outside	the	United	States.	HBO	has	maintained	near-ubiquitous	distribution	in	hotels	and	motels	across	the	United	States	through	agreements	with	DirecTV,	Echostar,	SONIFI	Solutions,	Satellite	Management	Services,
Inc.,	Telerent	Leasing	Corporation,	Total	Media	Concepts	and	World	Cinema	as	well	as	cable	providers	that	maintain	hospitality	service	arrangements	with	individual	hotels	and	local	franchisees	of	national	hotel/motel	chains.	After	six	months,	the	committee	produced	a	report	to	define	the	issues	and	challenges,	minimum	standards,	and	evaluation
criteria,	which	the	Society	said	would	serve	as	a	working	document	for	SMPTE	3D	standards	efforts	to	follow.	Eyecare	Trust.	First-run	theatrical	films	debut	on	average	from	ten	months	to	one	year	after	a	film's	initial	theatrical	run	has	concluded,	and	no	more	than	six	months	after	their	DVD	or	digital	VOD	download	release.[291][292][293]	COVID-
19-related	postponements	of	newer	theatrical	releases	by	its	distribution	partners	caused	HBO	to	reduce	the	frequency	of	scheduled	theatrical	premieres	in	September	2020;	since	then,	the	Saturday	8:00	slot	has	been	occupied	by	premieres	of	original	specials	and	documentaries	(scheduled	at	least	once	per	month)	and,	since	late	December	2020,
airings	of	older	hit	movies	(mainly	films	released	between	1979	and	2015)	distributed	under	library	content	deals	during	gap	weeks	in	the	monthly	premiere	schedule.	New	York	City.	"It's	Not	TV:	HBO,	The	Company	That	Changed	Television:	The	Movie	Duels".	In	addition,	HBO	also	carries	documentary	films	(mainly	produced	through	in-house
production	unit	HBO	Documentary	Films),	sports-focused	documentary	and	magazine	series	(produced	through	its	HBO	Sports	production	unit),	occasional	original	made-for-TV	movies,	occasional	original	concert	and	stand-up	comedy	specials,	and	short-form	behind-the-scenes	specials	centered	mainly	on	theatrical	films	(either	running	in	their	initial
theatrical	or	HBO/Cinemax	broadcast	window).	^	a	b	Time	Warner	(March	3,	2017).	^	"Sterling	opts	for	pay	cable	in	Manhattan"	(PDF).	"WarnerMedia	announces	new	streaming	service	to	compete	with	Netflix	and	Disney".	Retrieved	31	October	2014.	Retrieved	November	8,	2017	–	via	Business	Wire.	HBO	premieres	between	five	and	seven	comedy



specials	per	year	on	average,	usually	making	their	initial	broadcast	in	late	Saturday	prime	time,	following	its	weekly	movie	premiere	presentation.[citation	needed]	Regular	comedy	specials	on	HBO	began	on	December	31,	1975,	with	the	premiere	of	An	Evening	with	Robert	Klein,	the	first	of	nine	HBO	stand-up	specials	that	the	comic	headlined	over
35	years.	August	11,	1975.	The	2010	PGA	Championship	was	broadcast	in	3D	for	four	hours	on	13	August	2010,	from	3–7	pm	EDT.	Zoom	lenses	for	each	camera	of	a	stereo	pair	must	track	over	their	full	range	of	focal	lengths.	Scott	Birnbaum,	vice	president	of	Samsung's	LCD	business,	said	that	the	demand	for	3D	TV	would	skyrocket	in	the	next
couple	of	years,	fueled	by	televised	sports	(but	this	did	not	happen).	Retrieved	August	25,	2012	–	via	YouTube.	Most	modern	3D	television	sets	use	an	active	shutter	3D	system	or	a	polarized	3D	system,	and	some	are	autostereoscopic	without	the	need	of	glasses.	^	a	b	c	"HBO	goes	24	hours"	(PDF).	to	transmit	three	HBO	feeds	and	the	primary
Cinemax	channel	through	the	compression	standard	to	participating	systems	that	adopted	the	technology.[136]	Rising	prominence	of	original	programming	(1993–2016)	During	the	1990s,	HBO	began	developing	a	reputation	for	high-quality	and	irreverent	original	programming;	it	was	throughout	this	decade	that	the	network	experienced	increasing
success	among	audiences	and	acclaim	from	television	critics	for	original	series	such	as	Tales	from	the	Crypt,	Dream	On,	Tracey	Takes	On..,	Mr.	Show	with	Bob	and	David,	and	Arliss.	October	9,	2002.	^	"Ferdinand	Jay	–	Music	Made	for	Television".	Thieme	E-Journals.	p.	4.	Retrieved	July	22,	2020	–	via	World	Radio	History."Special	Report:	The	HBO
Story"	(PDF).	TVLine.	March	26,	1984.	^	"Tri-Star	gets	go-ahead	from	Justice"	(PDF).	Archived	from	the	original	on	7	March	2012.	announced	plans	to	expand	its	multiplex	services	across	HBO	and	Cinemax	to	twelve	channels	(counting	time	zone-based	feeds),	encompassing	a	fourth	HBO	channel	and	two	additional	Cinemax	channels,	originally
projected	for	a	Spring	1997	launch.[183]	The	HBO	multiplex	expanded	to	include	a	fourth	channel	on	December	1,	1996,	with	the	launch	of	HBO	Family,	focusing	on	family-oriented	feature	films	and	television	series	aimed	at	younger	children.	June	29,	1995.	Richard	Munro	became	stranded	in	traffic	on	the	George	Washington	Bridge	en	route	from
Manhattan,	and	was	not	able	to	arrive	in	Wilkes-Barre	for	the	ceremony.	"March	Gladness	For	HBO:	A	Billion-Dollar	Deal	And	Costner,	Too".	^	"Entertainment	Technology	Center	(ETC)".	February	21,	1977.	"It's	Not	TV:	HBO,	The	Company	That	Changed	Television:	The	Skies,	Junior	Birdmen!".	"Accord	on	Growth	of	Cable	TV	Unlikely	to	Affect	City
Soon".	All	three	deals	were	approved	under	a	U.S.	Department	of	Justice	review	greenlighting	the	Tri-Star	venture	in	June	of	that	year.	and	other	WarnerMedia	Entertainment	assets	were	consolidated	with	Warner	Bros.	There	are	two	pathways	around	this:	First	sign	in	to	My	Verizon	with	your	My	Verizon	user	name	and	password	(This	establishes
the	first	party	cookie).	^	"Science's	health	concerns	over	3D	films	–	Phone	News".	^	Bill	Carter	(May	9,	1991).	Retrieved	November	18,	2020.	Retrieved	July	7,	2020	–	via	World	Radio	History."HBO	makes	deals	for	movies,	cable	system"	(PDF).	^	Todd	Spangler	(May	14,	2019).	Archived	(PDF)	from	the	original	on	8	July	2011.	Retrieved	February	1,
2014.	Retrieved	June	5,	2019.	Feature	films	from	the	aforementioned	studios	that	maintain	joint	licensing	contracts	encompassing	both	services	will	typically	make	their	premium	television	debut	on	HBO	approximately	two	to	three	months	before	their	premiere	on	Cinemax	and	vice	versa.	Digital	Journal.	^	"HBO	claims	prohibition	on	Yankee	games
usurps	its	freedom	of	speech"	(PDF).	p.	104.	September	15,	2016.	In	the	late	1890s,	the	British	film	pioneer	William	Friese-Greene	filed	a	patent	for	a	3D	movie	process.	Routledge.	^	"Cable	Briefs:	Adding	to	total"	(PDF).	Functional	principle	of	polarized	3D	systems.	"Home	Box	Office"	redirects	here.	^	"TH-P65ST60K	VIERA	Plasma	TV	-	Panasonic".
At	the	time	the	multiplex	test	was	announced,	HBO's	then-executive	vice	president	of	marketing,	John	K.	^	"Panasonic's	HDC-SDT750	3D	Camcorder	Will	Cost	You	$1400".	[37]	Standardization	efforts	The	entertainment	industry	was	expected	to	adopt	a	common	and	compatible	standard	for	3D	in	home	electronics.	Along	with	movies	and	sports,
programming	at	this	time	had	expanded	to	include	concert	specials	and	other	music	programs,	daytime	children's	programs	and	various	instructional	series.[57]	Over	the	two	years	following	its	launch,	Home	Box	Office	steadily	expanded	its	regional	reach:	by	January	1974,	HBO	was	available	on	14	cable	systems	in	New	York	State	and	Pennsylvania;
[58]	and	by	June	of	that	year,	its	regional	coverage	expanded	into	New	Jersey.[59]	After	receiving	permission	by	the	New	York	City	Board	of	Estimate	to	offer	HBO	on	a	two-year	experimental	basis	on	a	leased	channel,	in	exchange	for	a	5%	fee	paid	to	the	city	from	the	system's	subscription	revenue	share,	Manhattan	Cable	began	offering	HBO	to	its
subscribers	in	Midtown	and	Lower	Manhattan	on	October	18,	1974,	giving	the	service	much	needed	distribution	in	America's	largest	city.[57][60][61][62][63]	(Manhattan	Cable	turned	its	first	quarterly	profits	in	the	first	half	of	1976,	generated	in	part	from,	among	other	factors,	revenue	from	HBO	subscriptions.)[64]	As	Home	Box	Office's	distribution
expanded	throughout	the	northern	Mid-Atlantic	and	southern	New	England	regions,	Time/Sterling	established	a	network	of	microwave	receivers	and	connecting	cables	on	utility	landlines	to	feed	HBO's	programming	from	the	New	York	relay	antenna	to	the	service's	participating	cable	systems.	"How	The	Wire	became	the	greatest	TV	show	ever	made".
Roku.	The	following	3D-TV	consumer	configurations	will	be	available	to	the	public:[50]	3D-TV	connected	to	3D	Blu-ray	Player	for	packaged	media.	Individual	programs,	devices	and	marks	are	the	property	of	their	respective	owners.	Archived	from	the	original	on	February	1,	2016.	^	"AT&T	Completes	Acquisition	of	Time	Warner	Inc".	July	20,	1981.	^
Lesley	Goldberg	(August	7,	2020).	^	"Awards	for	'The	Larry	Sanders	Show'".	CBS	News.	Seeking	Alpha.	^	"Monitor:	HBO	says	'Hi,	Mickey.'"	(PDF).	Archived	from	the	original	on	19	April	2013.	"TiVo	DVRs	will	lose	HBO	app	at	the	end	of	August".	"HBO	Pops	Cork	on	3D	Video-On-Demand".	You	can	add	TV	Online	Access	later	by	using	the	manage	sub
accounts	tool.	It	eventually	became	the	first	television	channel	in	the	world	to	begin	transmitting	via	satellite—expanding	the	growing	regional	pay	service,	originally	available	to	cable	and	multipoint	distribution	service	(MDS)	providers	in	the	northern	Mid-Atlantic	and	southern	New	England,	into	a	national	television	network—in	September	1975,
and,	alongside	sister	channel	Cinemax,	was	among	the	first	two	American	pay	television	services	to	offer	complimentary	multiplexed	channels	in	August	1991.	August	19,	1974.	"HBO	Going	All-HD	for	Boxing".	p.	75.	^	"Overseas	Readers	Column:	World's	First	3D	Video	Game	Unveiled	-	Developed	Jointly	By	Sega	and	World-famous	Matsushita"	(PDF).
They	unveiled	the	television	in	1981,	while	at	the	same	time	adapting	the	technology	for	use	with	the	first	stereoscopic	video	game,	Sega's	arcade	game	SubRoc-3D	(1982).[7]	3D	film	showings	became	more	popular	throughout	the	2000s,	culminating	in	the	success	of	3D	presentations	of	Avatar	in	December	2009	and	January	2010.[8]	Though	3D
movies	were	generally	well	received	by	the	public,	3D	television	did	not	become	popular	until	after	the	CES	2010	trade	show,	when	major	manufacturers	began	selling	a	full	lineup	of	3D	televisions,	following	the	success	of	Avatar.[9][10]	Shortly	thereafter,	consumer	and	professional	3D	camcorders	were	released	to	the	public	by	Sony	and	Panasonic.
[11][12][13]	These	used	two	lenses,	one	for	each	eye.	In	August	2008,	SMPTE	established	the	"3-D	Home	Display	Formats	Task	Force"	to	define	the	parameters	of	a	stereoscopic	3D	mastering	standard	for	content	viewed	on	any	fixed	device	in	the	home,	no	matter	the	delivery	channel.	The	service's	format	was	intended	to	cater	to	prospective
customers	who	were	reluctant	to	pay	for	an	HBO	subscription	because	of	its	cost	and	the	potentially	objectionable	content	in	some	of	its	programming.[211]	The	network	maintained	distinct	showcase	blocks	that	aired	at	various	times	throughout	its	schedule:	"Movie	of	the	Week"	(a	weekly	prime	time	presentation	of	network-premiere	theatrical
films),	"Center	Stage"	(featuring	movies	and	specials	with	leading	entertainers),	"Family	Theater"	(a	showcase	of	G-rated	films	for	family	viewing),	"Passport"	(an	anthology	block	featuring	programs	ranging	from	"popular	entertainment	to	cultural	events")	and	"Merry-Go-Round"	(a	showcase	of	children's	movies,	specials	and	short	films).	^	Archived
14	May	2013	at	the	Wayback	Machine	A	Simulator	for	the	Cafadis	Real	Time	3DTV	Camera,	IEEE	(20	June	2008)	^	Howard	Postley,	Sports:3D	TV's	Toughest	Challenge	in	IEEE	Spectrum,	ISSN	0018-9235	November	2012	(Volume	49	No.	11	North	American	edition)	pp.	DirecTV	previewed	a	live	demo	of	their	3D	feed	at	the	Consumer	Electronics
Show	held	7–10	January	2010.[64]	In	Europe,	British	Sky	Broadcasting	(Sky)	launched	a	limited	3D	TV	broadcast	service	on	3	April	2010.	As	an	out-of-spec	solution	for	the	bitrate	problem,	a	3D	image	may	be	displayed	at	a	lower	resolution,	like	interlaced	or	at	standard	definition.	Which	channels	you	receive	depends	on	the	channels	that	you	have	in
your	TV	package.	"HBO	burnishes	brand"	(PDF).	^	Geraldine	Fabrikant	(April	9,	1990).	As	of	2020[update],	Real	Sports	has	received	33	Sports	Emmy	Awards	(including	19	for	Outstanding	Sports	Journalism)	throughout	its	run,	as	well	as	two	Peabody	Awards	(in	2012	and	2016)	and	three	Alfred	I.	"A	flexible	architecture	for	multi-view	3DTV	based	on
uncalibrated	cameras".	Retrieved	June	27,	2020	–	via	World	Radio	History.	Broadcasting.	Television	Group—as	well	as	from	additional	third-party	distributors.[10]	HBO	also	maintains	a	la	carte	premium	add-ons—offering	its	live	linear	television	feeds,	which	are	not	currently	available	on	the	proprietary	HBO	Max	service,	and	its	VOD	content	library—
that	are	available	through	Hulu	(which	includes	East	and	West	Coast	feeds	of	all	seven	linear	HBO	channels),	and	to	legacy	subscribers	of	digital	"channel"	marketplace	The	Roku	Channel	(offering	the	primary	channel's	East/West	feeds).	Oklahoma	Publishing	Company.	^	"Future	looks	flat	for	3D	TV".	"PLUS:	BROADCASTING;	Wimbledon	Deals	Total
$30	Million".	Stereoscopic	3D	television	was	demonstrated	for	the	first	time	on	10	August	1928,	by	John	Logie	Baird	in	his	company's	premises	at	133	Long	Acre,	London.[4]	Baird	pioneered	a	variety	of	3D	television	systems	using	electro-mechanical	and	cathode-ray	tube	techniques.	February	22,	2008.	"'Friends'	to	Leave	Netflix	for	WarnerMedia's
HBO	Max	Streaming	Service	in	2020".	^	"Truth	is	steamier	than	fiction	in	new	HBO	documentaries"	(PDF).	^	Guy	Walters	(25	September	2014).	Beginning	in	1984,	it	incorporated	music	specials	and	some	limited	original	programming	(among	them,	SCTV	Channel	and	Max	Headroom)	into	the	channel's	schedule.	Retrieved	July	22,	2020	–	via	World
Radio	History."HBO	makes	deals	for	movies,	cable	system"	(PDF).	^	Jane	Greenstein	(May	13,	1991).	December	6,	1982.	The	transition	of	the	linear	DIY	Network	to	Magnolia	Network	occurred	on	January	5,	2022.[206][207]	In	April	2022,	Discovery	Inc.	^	Jube	Shiver,	Jr.	(January	16,	1986).	Retrieved	June	28,	2020	–	via	World	Radio	History.	^
Lawrence	Walter	Lynn	(1975).	{{cite	magazine}}:	Cite	magazine	requires	|magazine=	(help)	^	"Trotters	for	a	price"	(PDF).	Kiely	Design.	For	example,	the	line	of	scrimmage	that	appears	as	a	projected	yellow	line	on	the	field	during	an	American	football	broadcast	requires	about	one	thousand	times	more	processing	power	to	produce	in	3D	compared
to	a	2D	image.	September	8,	1975.	20	April	2010.	March	12,	2010.	^	"Four-way	venture	aims	at	pay	TV	link-up	for	hotels,	motels"	(PDF).	Archived	from	the	original	on	May	7,	2013.	"HBO	reups	Lions	Gate	deal	after	a	bid	war;	Deal	attributed	to	'Monster's	Ball,'	'O'	success".	^	"Rebrand	Advisory"	(PDF)	(Press	release).	April	30,	1984.	^	"AT&T	to	HBO,
Turner:	No	More	Fiefdoms".	The	first	such	movie	was	Bwana	Devil	from	United	Artists	that	could	be	seen	all	across	the	US	in	1952.	Polygon.	removed	sister	network	Cinemax's	Max	After	Dark	adult	programming	block	and	all	associated	programming	from	its	other	television	and	streaming	platforms	in	2018,	HBO	Zone	also	carried	softcore
pornographic	films	acquired	for	the	Cinemax	block	in	late-night,	dependent	on	their	inclusion	on	each	day's	program	schedule;	as	such,	it	is	the	only	HBO	channel	that	has	aired	adult-oriented	pornographic	movies	on	its	regular	schedule.[198]	Sister	channels	Cinemax	Main	article:	Cinemax	Cinemax	logo	Cinemax	is	an	American	pay	television
network	owned	by	the	Home	Box	Office,	Inc.	^	Borys	Kit	(October	23,	2020).	^	Linda	Moss	(January	15,	2001).	p.	55.	Retrieved	February	1,	2017.	^	Brent	Lang	(July	13,	2021).	pp.	xli.	Sports	Business	Daily.	On	September	22,	1977,	HBO	premiered	the	channel's	first	original	weekly	series,	and	its	first	sports-related	documentary	and	analysis	series,
Inside	the	NFL,	a	program	that	featured	post-game	highlights	and	analysis	of	the	previous	week's	marquee	National	Football	League	games	(using	footage	provided	by	NFL	Films)	as	well	as	interviews	with	players,	coaches	and	team	management.	9	January	2013.	For	very	distant	object	points,	the	eyes	will	be	looking	along	essentially	the	same	line	of
sight.	(All	boxing	events	shown	on	HBO	aired	on	average	in	two-	to	three-week	intervals.)	Through	1979,	HBO	also	carried	various	National	Golden	Gloves	competitions,	and	from	1978	to	1979,	carried	the	National	Collegiate	Boxing	Association	championships.	^	"Live	in	3D	Exclusively	on	MSG-3D	–	New	York	Rangers	vs	New	York	Islanders".	"THE
MEDIA	BUSINESS;	CBS	Is	Said	to	Get	10	Films	To	Show	Before	Cable	TV".	Click	the	Privacy	menu	Make	sure	Keep	until	is	set	to	they	expire	Make	sure	Accept	third-party	cookies	is	checked	Google	Chrome	In	the	top	right,	click	the	Menu.	p.	144.	(The	sequence	replaced	a	series	of	six-second	feature	presentation	bumpers	designed	by	Telezign—also
used	in	some	capacity	as	ID	bumpers	until	November	4,	1999—for	an	accompanying	imaging	package	introduced	on	November	1,	1997,	which	showed	the	HBO	logo	in	different	situations/settings—such	as	appearing	as	a	fish	in	water,	as	a	celebrity	arriving	at	a	film	premiere	in	a	limousine,	and	as	a	large	neon	sign	outlining	the	roof	of	a	skyscraper.)
[452][453]	It	commenced	outside	a	movie	theater	facade	(displaying	the	HBO	logo	and	the	words	"Feature	Presentation"	on	the	marquee),	leading	into	a	trek	across	countryside	road,	snowy	mountain	cliffside,	and	desert	settings—respectively	passing	under	an	electrical	transmission	tower	and	an	above-ground	tunnel,	and	through	a	tank	trailer
cylinder	shaped	in	each	letter	of	the	HBO	lettermark;	a	metropolitan	neighborhood	follows,	culminating	in	a	flying	leap	above	a	bridge	between	two	skyscrapers,	and	a	slower-speed	panning	shot	above	an	HBO-lettermark-shaped	lake	outlined	by	spotlights	before	a	3D	animation	of	the	"Feature	Presentation"	text	forms.	On	February	28,	1973,	Sterling
Communications	announced	it	would	spin-out	HBO	and	associated	assets	into	a	new	subsidiary,	Home	Box	Office,	Inc.	Home	Box	Office	Inc.	^	Dade	Hayes	(August	10,	2020).	December	22,	1980.	^	"Cablecastings:	HBO	scrambling"	(PDF).	5	September	2011.	There	were	many	active	3D	projects	in	SMPTE	for	both	TV	and	filmmakers	in	the	late	2000s.
^	"The	Cable	Network	Programing	Universe"	(PDF).	^	a	b	Sarah	Perez	(November	16,	2020).	Official	website	HBO	Program	Schedules	Portals:TelevisionUnited	StatesCompanies	Retrieved	from	"	2Television	that	conveys	depth	perception	to	the	viewer	An	example	of	three-dimensional	television.	HBO	Comedy	Launched	on	May	6,	1999,[192]	HBO
Comedy	features	comedic	films,	as	well	as	rebroadcasts	of	HBO's	original	comedy	series	and	stand-up	specials;	although	the	channel	broadcasts	R-rated	films	during	the	daytime	hours,	HBO	Comedy	only	airs	adult	comedy	specials	at	night.	The	first	iteration	of	the	current	HBO	lettermark,	designed	by	then	Time-Life	art	director	Betty	E.	To	check	this
do	the	following:	On	Windows:	double-click	the	volume	Icon	in	the	System	Tray	making	sure	none	of	your	settings	are	muted.	Archived	from	the	original	on	11	March	2016.	"3D	television	without	the	special	glasses".	For	the	1974–75	Rangers	and	Islanders	seasons,	HBO	contracted	MSG	announcers	for	play-by-play	and	color	commentating	duties;	this
created	a	burden	on	announcers	to	fill	what	otherwise	would	be	dead	air	over	the	HBO	feed	of	the	games,	since	the	service	does	not	accept	advertising,	during	the	MSG	Network's	commercial	airtime.	(Prior	to	the	arrival	of	Wimbledon,	HBO	also	carried	the	men's	and	women's	rounds	of	the	U.S.	National	Indoor	Championships	from	1972	to	1976,	and
selected	WTA	Tour	events	from	1977	to	1979.[417])	On	June	25,	1999,	HBO	Sports	announced	it	would	not	renew	its	share	of	the	Wimbledon	television	contract	after	the	conclusion	of	that	year's	tournament,	ending	its	25-year	broadcast	relationship	with	the	Grand	Slam	event.	Retrieved	29	March	2012.	Retrieved	May	15,	2020.	Federal
Communications	Commission.	Archived	from	the	original	on	June	2,	2018.	^	Anthony	D'Alessandro;	Nellie	Andreeva	(July	8,	2021).	Retrieved	March	1,	2019.	Museum	of	Broadcast	Communications.	For	the	Asian	pay	television	channels,	see	HBO	Family	(Asian	TV	channel)	and	HBO	Signature	(Asian	TV	channel).	gizmodo.com.	^	"HD	".	Home	Box
Office,	Inc.	(subscription	required)	^	Peter	Lambert	(January	20,	1992).	Photography	in	America,	page	23	^	"How	Stereoscopic	Television	is	Shown".	May	18,	2016.	"The	3D	TV	fad	is	already	over".	September	14,	1981.	Retrieved	July	22,	2020	–	via	World	Radio	History.	This	model	uses	a	lenticular	system	and	does	not	require	any	special	glasses
(autostereoscopy).	Gerald	M.	June	12,	1983.	^	"Give	Me	3D	TV,	Without	The	Glasses".	^	Marc	Leverette;	Brian	L.	"HBO	Buying	Rights	To	Paramount	Films".	^	"Introducing	Roku	LT	and	a	Sneak	Peek	at	HBO	GO".	^	"Cable	Briefs:	Record-breaker"	(PDF).	HD	Report.	Techday.	3D-TV	receiving	a	3D-TV	broadcast	directly	via	a	built-in	tuner	and	decoder.
Studios,	WarnerMedia's	various	television	network	and	distribution	properties—including,	among	others,	Warner	Bros.	Broadcast	Education	Association.	Bloomberg	News.	^	Rachel	DeSantis	(March	3,	2017).	p.	94.	and	satellite	dish	retailers	from	television	receive-only	(TVRO)	dish	users	who	previously	could	view	HBO	and	Cinemax	at	no	extra	cost,
particularly	because	of	the	cost	of	Videocipher	II	set-top	descramblers	needed	to	unencrypt	the	signal	(retailing	up	to	$395,	plus	$12.95	each	for	a	monthly	subscription	[or	$19.95	for	a	bundling	of	both	HBO	and	Cinemax],	equal	to	or	slightly	higher	than	the	networks'	cable	subscription	rates,	and	rental	fees	for	the	Videocipher	receivers),[112][113]
[114]	and	spurred	Congressional	lobbying	efforts	to	protect	access	to	satellite	transmissions	by	the	Satellite	Television	Industry	Association	(SPACE)	and	independent	satellite	dealers,	who	were	worried	about	the	negative	impact	that	the	full-time	signal	scrambling	of	HBO	and	Cinemax	and	its	expansion	to	other	basic	and	premium	cable	networks
had	on	the	satellite	business.	Retrieved	December	16,	2020.	^	"World	Cup	in	3D	for	Australians	–	LCD	TVs".	^	a	b	"Various	editions	of	HBO	On	Air/HBO	Guide".	^	"Fates	&	Fortunes:	Allied	Fields"	(PDF).	"Cinemax	Branches	Out	with	Four	Plexes".	In	the	event	that	none	of	these	steps	are	helpful,	you	may	need	to	reinstall	Flash		And	if	all	these	steps
fail,	you	might	want	to	consider	upgrading	your	computer	to	a	faster	processor.	^	"HBO	Releases	Multiplex	Schedule"	(PDF).	^	Jim	McConville	(June	10,	1996).	Archived	from	the	original	on	20	July	2016.	^	Maas,	Jennifer	(April	7,	2022).	"HBO	CELEBRATES	STANDING	AS	THE	Best	Destination	for	Theatrical	Films	by	Giving	Beloved	Saturday	Night
Feature	Intro	an	Update".	On	August	1,	1980,	HBO	launched	Cinemax,	a	companion	movie-based	premium	channel	created	as	a	direct	competitor	to	two	existing	movie-focused	premium	channels:	The	Movie	Channel,	then	a	smaller,	standalone	pay	movie	service	owned	by	Warner-Amex	Satellite	Entertainment	(then	part-owned	by	WarnerMedia
predecessor	Warner	Communications),	and	Home	Theater	Network	(HTN),	a	now-defunct	service	owned	by	Group	W	Satellite	Communications	that	focused	on	G-	and	PG-rated	films.[199]	Cinemax	succeeded	in	its	early	years	partly	because	of	its	reliance	on	classic	movie	releases	from	the	1950s	to	the	1970s—with	some	more	recent	films	mixed	into
its	schedule—that	it	presented	uncut	and	without	commercial	interruption,	at	a	time	when	limited	headend	channel	capacity	resulted	in	cable	subscribers	only	being	able	to	receive	as	many	as	three	dozen	channels	(up	to	half	of	which	were	reserved	for	local	and	out-of-market	broadcast	stations,	and	public	access	channels).	Red/green	3D	glasses
were	given	away	free	with	copies	of	the	TV	Times	listings	magazine,	but	the	3D	sections	of	the	programme	were	shown	in	monochrome.	^	Emma	Jones,	British	Broadcasting	Corporation	(April	12,	2018).	Archived	from	the	original	on	May	10,	2011.	"It's	Not	TV:	HBO,	The	Company	That	Changed	Television:	Title	Fights:	The	King	of	Pay-TV".	HBO
transmits	feeds	of	its	primary	and	multiplex	channels	on	both	Eastern	and	Pacific	Time	Zone	schedules.	Retrieved	October	10,	2020.	Archived	from	the	original	on	19	April	2012.	Archived	from	the	original	on	19	October	2010.	19)	^	"About	Fraggle	Rock".	CNNMoney/Time	Warner.	"HBO's	stealth	plan	to	kill	off	'Skinemax'".	January	10,	1977.	October
20,	1975.	maintains	a	marketing	unit,	HBO	Bulk	(originally	HBO	Direct	from	1986	to	2007),	which	handles	sales	of	HBO	and	Cinemax's	respective	linear	channel	packages	and	streaming	platforms	as	well	as	associated	consumer	marketing	materials	to	lodging	properties,	apartment	buildings,	co-op	condominiums,	college	and	university	dormitories,
residential	assisted	living	and	nursing	facilities,	trucking	fleets,	and	hospitals.	^	"Hitachi	Updates	Its	Amazing	Naked-Eye	3D	Display	Technology".	Archived	from	the	original	on	2	January	2017.	^	a	b	Spangler,	Todd	(November	22,	2021).	^	Derek	Thompson	(October	15,	2014).	"HBO	Go-It-Alone:	There	Goes	the	Cable	Bundle?".	Retrieved	July	22,
2020	–	via	World	Radio	History."All	set	in	Jackson"	(PDF).	The	Atlantic.	does	not	keep	counts	of	its	national	hotel	distribution,	content	and	connectivity	solutions	company	LodgeNet	(now	SONIFI	Solutions)	estimated	in	2008	that	HBO	was	available	to	98%	of	all	hotels	for	which	the	company	distributes	cable	or	satellite	service.	"AT&T	Sued	by	U.S.
Seeking	to	Block	Merger	With	Time	Warner".	The	Verge.	"'The	Jinx,'	6-Part	HBO	Documentary	on	Robert	Durst".	^	"Cablecastings:	More	for	less"	(PDF).	Since	1973,	the	network	has	produced	a	variety	of	original	programs	alongside	its	slate	of	theatrical	motion	pictures.	Using	a	directional	lenticular	lenslet	filter,	the	display	generates	nine	3D	views.
Most	of	the	six	HBO	thematic	multiplex	channels—except	for	HBO	Family,	which	prohibits	programming	containing	either	equivalent	rating	by	effect	of	the	channel's	target	audience	and	format[281]—air	TV-MA	and	R-rated	programming	during	morning	and	afternoon	time	periods.	May	24,	2013.	"It	Takes	a	Village—Recounting	HBO's	Early	Days".
February	27,	2019.	All	Rights	Reserved.	Discogs.	The	Nine	Network	broadcasts	the	first	Free-to-air	3D	telecast	when	the	Queensland	Maroons	faced	the	New	South	Wales	Blues	at	ANZ	Stadium	on	26	May	2010.	The	Bowling	News.	Magazine	and	documentary	series	Since	1977,	HBO	has	offered	documentary-	and	interview-based	weekly	series
focusing	on	athletes	and	the	world	of	athletics.	October	8,	1973.	"HBO	Says	It	Is	Leaving	the	Boxing	Business".	One	of	its	most	notable	documentaries	from	that	series	was	Dare	to	Dream,	a	2005	film	about	the	U.S.	Women's	Soccer	Team	and	the	roles	of	Mia	Hamm,	Kristine	Lilly,	Brandi	Chastain,	Joy	Fawcett	and	Julie	Foudy	in	the	team's	rise	to
prominence	in	sports.	^	Anthony	D'Alessandro	(December	3,	2020).	"HBO	boosts	made-for	slate"	(PDF).	^	a	b	Kathryn	Harris	(June	5,	1986).	"WarnerMedia	Begins	Layoffs	In	Latest	Streamlining	Effort".	^	a	b	John	Dempsey	(June	12,	1997).	May	27,	1974.	^	a	b	"HBO	grabs	more	sports"	(PDF).	Archived	from	the	original	on	9	January	2010.	^	Paige
Albiniak	(January	27,	2009).	Retrieved	July	22,	2020	–	via	World	Radio	History."Before	magic	in	space	comes	mundane	at	FCC"	(PDF).	3D	channels	This	section	needs	to	be	updated.	(In	September	1993,	the	latter	two	versions	were	discontinued	and	the	"Feature	Presentation"	variant	was	extended	to	all	films	aired	in	early	prime	time.)	Variants	of	the
intro	are	available	on	YouTube,	including	one—a	previously	unaired	version	including	two	children	sitting	with	the	aforementioned	couple—uploaded	to	HBO's	official	YouTube	channel;	the	sequence	is	also	used	as	a	movie	introduction	at	the	annual	HBO	Bryant	Park	Summer	Film	Festival	(held	since	1992,	near	HBO's	now-former	New	York	City
headquarters),	and	a	seldom-used	"World	Premiere	Presentation"	variant	was	featured	in	the	intro	of	the	2019	HBO	stand-up	comedy	special	Dan	Soder:	Son	of	a	Gary.[446][447]	The	twelve-note	musical	signature	of	the	sequence's	orchestral	fanfare—originally	composed	for	Score	Productions	by	Ferdinand	Jay	Smith	III	of	Jay	Advertising,	who
adapted	the	theme	from	the	Scherzo	movement	of	Antonín	Dvořák's	Ninth	Symphony—eventually	became	the	network's	audio	logo	in	November	1997,	being	styled	in	various	arrangements	(including	horns,	guitar	and	piano,	and	sometimes	arranged	as	an	abridged	nine-note	variant)	within	HBO's	programming	bumpers	and	network	IDs	since	then.
Further	reading	Mansi	Sharma;	Santanu	Chaudhury;	Brejesh	Lall;	M.S.	Venkatesh	(2014).	(The	"Sterling"	name	was	subsequently	removed	from	the	Manhattan	system,	which	was	renamed	"Manhattan	Cable	Television"	in	August	1974.)[50][51][52][53][54][55]	As	the	acquisition	was	being	completed,	HBO	was	struggling	to	grow:	by	October,	the
service	had	around	8,000	subscribers	across	13	cable	systems	in	Pennsylvania	and	southern	New	York	that	cumulatively	served	110,095	subscribers,[40][56]	and	it	was	suffering	from	a	significant	churn	rate	as	subscribers	who	found	the	channel's	program	scheduling	repetitive,	because	of	the	limited	allotment	of	movies	outside	of	special	events,
decided	to	cancel	their	service.[40]	In	January	1974,	HBO	expanded	its	programming	to	an	average	of	eight	hours	per	day	(from	5:30	p.m.	to	1:30	a.m.	ET/PT)	on	weekdays	and	twelve	hours	(from	1:30	p.m.	to	1:30	a.m.	ET)	on	weekends,	depending	on	that	day's	programming	lineup.	Satellite	delivered	Bell	TV	in	Canada	began	to	offer	a	full-time	pay-
TV,	3D	channel	to	its	subscribers	on	27	July	2010.	announced	plans	to	scramble	the	HBO	and	Cinemax	satellite	feeds	using	the	Videocipher	II	encryption	system,	becoming	the	first	satellite-delivered	television	networks	to	encrypt	their	signals	from	unauthorized	reception	by	approximately	1.5	million	C-band	dish	owners	as	well	as	by	various
businesses	(including	hotels,	motels	and	bars)	that	used	rooftop	satellite	antennas	to	freely	receive	HBO,	rather	than	paying	for	the	network	through	its	affiliated	cable	systems.[108]	Periodic	testing	of	Videocipher	II	signal	scrambling	began	to	be	carried	out	during	promotional	breaks	between	programs	on	HBO's	Pacific	Time	Zone	feed	on	April	15,
1985,	and	on	its	Eastern	Time	Zone	feed	on	April	29.[109][110][111]	HBO	and	Cinemax	began	scrambling	their	signals	full-time	on	January	15,	1986,	requiring	customers	to	pay	an	extra	fee	to	receive	one	or	both	networks	as	their	subscribers	through	cable	systems	had	long	done.	The	game	was	only	broadcast	in	3D	in	the	northeast.[86]	The	2010
AFL	Grand	Final,	on	25	September	2010,	was	broadcast	in	3D	from	the	Seven	Network.	September	19,	2009.	Discovery.	^	"Cablecastings:	Exclusivity	deals"	(PDF).	Or	Change	browser	cookie	settings	to	allow	3rd	party	cookies.	Since	2011,	HBO	no	longer	airs	"behind-the-scenes"	interstitials	during	promotional	breaks,	and	has	reduced	airings	of	First
Look	to	a	few	episodes	per	year	as	the	network	has	honed	its	focus	on	higher-profile	original	programs	and	studios	have	increasingly	limited	their	self-produced	"making	of"	featurettes	for	exclusive	physical	and	digital	media	release.[citation	needed]	During	the	network's	early	years,	HBO	aired	other	interstitials	in-between	programs.	Archived	from
the	original	on	3	February	2014.	Republished	and	archived	by	Archive.org	Archived	3	January	2012	at	the	Wayback	Machine	as	"3D	television	without	the	special	glasses".	"HBO	Knocks	Out	KO	Nation".	Archived	from	the	original	on	21	June	2017.	HBO	is	the	oldest	and	longest	continuously	operating	subscription	television	service	in	the	United
States.	^	"Dream	Defenders	To	Air	On	3net	September	25,	2011'".	Nickelodeon	had	a	special	lineup	of	shows	in	1997	that	also	showcased	specific	scenes	in	3D	promoted	as	Nogglevision;	ChromaDepth	was	the	technology	of	choice	for	Nickelodeon's	3D.	^	Todd	Spangler	(July	9,	2019).	^	Symes,	Peter.	Redetv.com.	^	"The	100	best	TV	shows	of	the
21st	century".	(Time	Warner).	DVB	3D-TV	standard	Main	article:	DVB	3D-TV	See	also:	High-definition	television	DVB	has	established	the	DVB	3D-TV	Specification.	Other	organizations	such	as	the	Consumer	Electronics	Association	(CEA),[44]	3D@Home	Consortium,[45]	ITU	and	the	Entertainment	Technology	Center	(ETC),[46]	at	USC	School	of
Cinematic	Arts	have	created	their	own	investigation	groups	and	have	already	offered	to	collaborate	to	reach	a	common	solution.	Jesse	Vartanian.	Retrieved	June	30,	2020	–	via	World	Radio	History.	^	"WFL	on	HBO	Sports".	Retrieved	July	7,	2020	–	via	World	Radio	History.	"Executive	Producer	Sheila	Nevins	Shares	Five	Career	And	Life	Lessons".
Retrieved	6	November	2012.	^	Jason	Aycock	(August	22,	2017).	Check	that	your	settings	were	saved.	"HBO	grabs	TriStar	rights".	September	24,	1986.	Inside	the	NFL	would	go	on	to	become	the	network's	longest-running	program,	airing	for	30	seasons	until	it	ended	its	HBO	run	in	February	2008.	^	"Cable	briefs:	Net	gain	for	HBO"	(PDF).	^	"Tit	for
tat"	(PDF).	Retrieved	25	June	2017.	The	logo	would	become	widely	recognized	through	a	program	opening	sequence,	often	nicknamed	"HBO	in	Space,"	produced	in	late	1981	by	New	York	City-based	production	firm	Liberty	Studios	and	used	in	some	capacity	from	September	20,	1982,	to	October	31,	1997.	Retrieved	December	13,	2016.	^	"New	HBO
on-air	look"	(PDF).	Retrieved	June	30,	2020	–	via	World	Radio	History."Time	Inc.	Background	HBO's	relationship	with	Warner	Bros.	HBO	Guide.	Retrieved	3	January	2022.	^	"HBO	fills	in	its	hand	for	fall"	(PDF).	Pennsylvania	Center	for	the	Book.	2008	saw	the	U.S.	television	premiere	of	Baghdad	High,	which	depicted	the	lives	of	four	boys	attending	a
high	school	in	the	Iraqi	capital	city	over	the	course	of	one	year,	through	a	video	diary	filmed	by	the	documentary's	principal	subjects	who	were	provided	cameras	to	film	the	project.[371]	Filmmaker	Alexandra	Pelosi	and	former	New	Jersey	Governor	Jim	McGreevey	at	the	New	York	City	premiere	of	Pelosi's	HBO	documentary	about	McGreevey,	Fall	to
Grace,	in	March	2013.	In	Brazil	Rede	TV!	became	the	first	Terrestrial	television	to	transmit	3D	signal	freely	for	all	3D	enabled	audience	on	21	May.[57][58][59]	Starting	on	11	June	2010,	ESPN	launched	a	new	channel,	ESPN	3D,	dedicated	to	3D	sports	with	up	to	85	live	events	a	year	in	3D.[60]	On	1	January	2010,	the	world's	first	3D	channel,	SKY	3D,
started	broadcasting	nationwide	in	South	Korea	by	Korea	Digital	Satellite	Broadcasting.	Archived	from	the	original	on	25	February	2012.	April	2,	1973.	August	18,	2014.	However,	management	found	out	that	the	city	and	its	vicinity	fell	within	the	Philadelphia	76ers's	75-mile	(121	km)	television	blackout	radius,	which	the	team	enforced	to	protect
revenues	generated	from	ticket	sales.	Originally	developed	to	produce	original	television	movies	and	miniseries	with	higher	budgets	and	production	values	than	other	telefilms,	the	film	unit's	first	original	movie	project	was	the	1983	biopic	The	Terry	Fox	Story.	Archived	from	the	original	on	September	21,	2017.	Sound	&	Picture.	"HBO	Go	now
available	on	select	Samsung	Smart	TVs".	Since	3D	images	are	effectively	more	immersive	than	2D	broadcasts,	fewer	fast	cuts	between	camera	angles	are	needed.	Archived	from	the	original	on	August	15,	2018.	Fierce	Video.	p.	95.	Dougherty	(January	17,	1978).	p.	44.	DiscoveryParentHome	Box	OfficeKey	people	John	K.	Archived	from	the	original	on
December	22,	2021.	47	(1):	1–17.	"Turner,	NBC	Double	Up	for	Wimbledon".	^	"Bird	in	the	hand	for	pay	cable"	(PDF).	^	"Pay	cable	and	sports	trouble	independents"	(PDF).	Retrieved	May	9,	2020.	^	"FCC	History	of	Communications	(Archive)".	^	Anthony	Ha	(May	27,	2020).	TelevisionWeek.	November	24,	1975.	It	was	also	available	in	the	Netherlands
from	2012	to	2016	through	a	partnership	with	the	Dutch	cable	operator	Ziggo.	September	22,	1975.	There	are	several	techniques	for	Stereoscopic	Video	Coding,	and	stereoscopic	distribution	formatting	including	anaglyph,	quincunx,	and	2D	plus	Delta.	Archived	from	the	original	on	October	18,	2018.	p.	34.	"Netflix,	Universal	Extend	and	Expand
Animated	Film	Licensing	Deal	(EXCLUSIVE)".	p.	32.	p.	88.	September	17,	1973.	^	Steve	Nidetz	(June	20,	1994).	^	"3D	TV-sales	growth".	^	Kelly	P.	p.	72.	^	"HBO	and	Cinemax	Coming	to	PS	Vue,	HBO	NOW	Launching	Soon	on	PS4,	PS3".	"Scramble	Is	On	for	Home	Dish	Owners	:	HBO,	Cinemax	Start	Full-Time	Signal	Protection".	(HBO	had	highlighted
said	"guarantee"	in	promotions	for	the	Saturday	premiere	night	dating	to	January	1994.)	Before	settling	on	having	Saturday	serve	as	its	anchor	premiere	night,	the	scheduling	of	HBO's	prime	time	film	premieres	varied	between	Saturday,	Sunday	and	Wednesday,	depending	on	competition	from	broadcast	fare	during	the	traditional	network	television
season.	It	has	also	been	available	in	other	Southeast	Asian	countries	from	1997	to	2020	such	as	Brunei,	Cambodia,	South	Korea,	Macau,	Myanmar,	Mongolia,	Nepal,	Palau,	Pope	New	Guinea	and	Sri	Lanka.[473]	HBO	South	Asia	has	been	a	subsidiary	of	HBO	Asia	since	2000	broadcasting	in	Bangladesh,	India,	Pakistan	and	the	Maldives,	which	closed
in	2020.[474]	Singtel	left	the	joint	venture,	being	followed	in	2008	by	Sony	and	Universal.[475]	The	on-demand	video	program	in	Southeast	and	South	Asia	is	still	on	the	old	HBO	Go	platform	as	of	April	2022,	while	HBO	Max	being	planned	for	launch.	Archived	from	the	original	on	9	April	2016.	In	rectangular	coordinates	with	the	screen	lying	in	the	Y–
Z	plane,	with	the	Z	axis	upward	and	the	Y	axis	to	the	right,	with	the	viewer	centered	along	the	X	axis;	we	find	that	the	screen	coordinates	are	simply	the	sum	of	two	terms.	TV	&	HBO	Max".	On	April	1,	1986,	HBO	began	test-marketing	Festival	on	six	cable	systems	owned	by	then-sister	company	American	Television	and	Communications	Corporation.
[213][214][215][216]	It	was	aimed	at	older	audiences	who	objected	to	programming	containing	violence	and	sexual	situations	on	other	premium	services,	television	viewers	that	did	not	already	have	cable	service,	and	basic	cable	subscribers	with	no	existing	subscription	to	a	premium	service,	focusing	classic	and	recent	hit	movies,	documentaries,	and
HBO's	original	stand-up	comedy,	concert,	nature	and	ice	skating	specials.	Archived	from	the	original	(PDF)	on	November	2,	2014.	Retrieved	June	16,	2021	–	via	World	Radio	History.	Academy	of	Television	Arts	and	Sciences.	If	we	imagine	projecting	an	object	point	in	a	scene	along	the	line-of-sight	for	each	eye,	in	turn;	to	a	flat	background	screen,	we
may	describe	the	location	of	this	point	mathematically	using	simple	algebra.	^	Rich	Brown	(May	31,	1993).	^	Jeff	Goodman	(June	28,	1999).	"HBO	cancels	'Vice	News	Tonight,'	severing	relationship	with	Vice	Media".	3D	contents	include	education,	animation,	sport,	documentary	and	performances.[61]	A	full	24-hour	broadcast	channel	was	announced
at	the	2010	Consumer	Electronics	show	as	a	joint	venture	from	IMAX,	Sony,	and	the	Discovery	channel.[62]	The	intent	was	to	launch	the	channel	in	the	United	States	by	year	end	2010.	Currently,	these	segments	air	under	the	HBO	First	Look	series	of	15-to-20-minute-long	documentary-style	interstitial	specials,	which	debuted	in	1992	and	has	no	set
airing	schedule.	^	Lee	Margulies	(August	2,	1987).	^	HBO	Family	channel	on-air	^	"HBO	Family	Schedule:	Grid	View".	The	format	offers	backwards	compatibility	with	2D	Blu-ray	players.[48]	HDMI	version	1.4,	released	in	June	2009,	defines	a	number	of	3D	transmission	formats.	Retrieved	July	7,	2020	–	via	World	Radio	History."Top	of	the	Week:	Pay
cable's	horizons	expand	even	further"	(PDF).	"HBO	Max	Finally	Agrees	to	Deal	With	Roku	Ahead	of	'Wonder	Woman	1984'	Debut".	^	"Cable,	pay	TV	make	inroads	on	pro	sports"	(PDF).	The	switchover	elicited	widespread	complaints	fielded	to	Home	Box	Office	Inc.	^	"Video	pirate	interrupts	HBO".	Retrieved	July	17,	2020	–	via	World	Radio
History."Cable	Briefs:	Pay	for	play"	(PDF).	p.	60.	3D	television	(3DTV)	is	television	that	conveys	depth	perception	to	the	viewer	by	employing	techniques	such	as	stereoscopic	display,	multi-view	display,	2D-plus-depth,	or	any	other	form	of	3D	display.	May	28,	1973.	brighthub.com.	(Comcast—which	offered	HBO	as	part	of	a	bundled	package	of	limited
basic	cable	and	Internet	service	from	October	2013	until,	depending	on	the	market,	July	2014	or	January	2015—is	the	only	major	provider	to	have	actively	sold	the	network's	multiplex	tier	under	the	regulation's	exact	structure.)[7][8][9]	As	a	consequence	of	the	primary	HBO	channel	(as	well	as	HBO2	and/or	HBO	Signature,	depending	on	their	local
availability	as	add-ons	to	their	basic	service)	being	migrated	to	digital	packages	on	most	systems	during	the	early-to-mid	2000s,	cable	providers	typically	require	the	use	of	a	digital	set-top	converter	box,	CableCARD	or	QAM	tuner	to	receive	HBO.	October	11,	1976.	USA	Today.	"TENNIS:	WIMBLEDON;	HBO	Won't	Renew	Wimbledon	Deal".	"HBO
Started	20	Years	Ago	in	Wilkes-Barre".	Differing	from	other	direct-to-cable	television	films,	most	of	HBO's	original	movies	have	been	helmed	by	major	film	actors	(such	as	James	Stewart,	Michael	Douglas,	Drew	Barrymore,	Stanley	Tucci,	Halle	Berry	and	Elizabeth	Taylor).	Dolan—who	reportedly	had	major	disagreements	with	Time-Life	management	on
policy	issues,	claims	which	the	company	denied—subsequently	resigned	as	chief	executive	officer	of	Sterling	Communications	and	HBO,	accepting	a	$675,000	buyout	of	a	portion	of	his	stock	while	remaining	on	the	board	of	directors	at	both	companies	in	the	interim;	Dolan	used	portions	of	the	sale's	proceeds	to	repurchase	Time's	share	of	the	Sterling
Nassau	systems	and	to	start	the	Long	Island	Cable	Community	Development	Co.	(the	forerunner	to	Cablevision	Systems	Corporation,	which	would	be	combined	with	the	Sterling/Cablevision	systems	on	Long	Island)	as	the	system's	parent	company.	"In	a	Hotel	Deal,	Showtime	Fights	HBO's	Dominance".	That	said,	it	utilizes	a	multi-core	processor	to
provide	excellent	upscaling	to	the	"4k2k"	resolution.	p.	58.	PC	Authority.	Retrieved	January	12,	2022.	HBO	expanded	its	boxing	content	to	pay-per-view	in	December	1990,	when	it	created	a	production	arm	to	distribute	and	organize	marquee	boxing	matches	in	conjunction	with	participating	promoters,	TVKO	(rebranded	HBO	PPV	in	2001	and	HBO
Boxing	Pay-Per-View	in	2013);	the	first	TVKO-produced	boxing	event	was	the	April	19,	1991,	"Battle	of	the	Ages"	bout	between	Evander	Holyfield	and	George	Foreman.	Manhattan	Cable	was	notable	for	being	the	first	urban	underground	cable	television	system	to	operate	in	the	United	States;[21][22][23]	because	of	a	longstanding	New	York	City
Council	ordinance	that	restricted	electrical	and	telecommunication	wiring	from	being	run	above	ground	to	prevent	widespread	service	disruptions	as	well	as	the	multitude	of	tall	buildings	on	Manhattan	Island	causing	impairment	of	television	signals,	the	company	had	laid	cable	lines	beneath	the	streets	of	and	into	buildings	throughout	Manhattan.[24]
With	external	expenses	resulting	in	consistent	financial	losses,	in	the	summer	of	1971,	while	on	a	family	vacation	to	France	aboard	the	Queen	Elizabeth	2,	a	desperate	Dolan—wanting	to	help	Sterling	Manhattan	turn	profitable	and	to	prevent	Time-Life,	Inc.	^	"General	Instrument	Corp.	However,	Dolan	managed	to	persuade	Time-Life	to	assist	him	in
backing	the	project.	(Most	cable,	satellite	and	IPTV	providers	as	well	as	its	Amazon	Prime	Video	and	Roku	OTT	channels	only	offer	the	East	and	West	Coast	feeds	of	the	main	HBO	channel;	some	conventional	television	providers	may	include	coastal	feeds	of	HBO2	in	certain	areas,	while	wider	availability	of	coastal	feeds	for	the	other	five	multiplex
channels	is	limited	to	subscribers	of	DirecTV,	YouTube	TV	and	the	Hulu	live	TV	service.)	HBO	maintains	a	separate	feed	for	the	Hawaii–Aleutian	Time	Zone—the	only	American	cable-originated	television	network	to	offer	a	timeshift	feed	for	Hawaii	viewers—operating	a	three-hour-delayed	version	of	the	primary	channel's	Pacific	Time	feed	for
subscribers	of	Oceanic	Spectrum,	which	otherwise	transmits	Pacific	Time	feeds	for	the	six	other	HBO	multiplex	channels.	Sesame	Workshop	(Press	release).	^	Erik	Pedersen	(October	29,	2019).	1976–1980.	Time	completed	its	acquisition	of	Sterling	on	September	18,	1973,	formally	dissolving	the	Sterling	holding	company	and	transferring	Home	Box
Office	and	Sterling	Manhattan	Cable	to	its	Time-Life	Broadcast	division.	"HBO	GO	is	Now	FREE	At	Hundreds	of	Hotels".	p.	79.	Retrieved	March	2,	2013	–	via	HighBeam	Research.	Telstra.	^	Chris	Welch	(April	7,	2015).	Archived	from	the	original	on	19	June	2006.	^	"Info".	^	Todd	Haselton	(March	25,	2019).	Following	HBO	Max's	launch,	the	HBO
streaming	service	had	served	as	the	network's	default	OTT	platform	for	Roku	customers,	as	WarnerMedia	has	not	yet	signed	deals	to	distribute	HBO	Max	on	that	platform;	until	its	replacement	by	HBO	Max	on	those	platforms	in	November	2020,	it	also	served	as	a	default	HBO	OTT	service	for	Amazon	Fire	and	Fire	TV	customers.[249]	As	a
consequence	of	an	agreement	with	WarnerMedia	announced	the	day	prior	to	offer	HBO	Max	on	Roku	devices	starting	the	following	day,	the	HBO	streaming	service	was	discontinued	on	December	17,	2020.[264]	HBO	Max	Main	article:	HBO	Max	HBO	Max	logo	HBO	Max	is	an	over-the-top	subscription	streaming	service	operated	by	WarnerMedia
Direct.	17	December	2009.	^	"Cablevision:	Charles	Dolan".	"Premium	Nets:	More	Screens	Mean	More	Value".	^	"2d	Cable	Movie	Service	From	Home	Box	Office".	Retrieved	16	June	2010.	February	6,	2008.	Then,	sign	in	to	the	Fios	TV	or	Mobile	App	again.	Archived	from	the	original	on	13	April	2016.	Archived	from	the	original	on	May	21,	2014.
Yahoo!	Movies.	^	Jeff	Baumgartner	(June	18,	2018).	The	production	was	filmed	at	the	Grauman's	Chinese	Theatre	in	Hollywood.	^	Donna	Petrozello	(October	27,	1997).	On	10	June	1915,	former	Edison	Studios	chief	director	Edwin	S.	As	of	2017,	most	3D	TV	sets	and	services	are	no	longer	available.[1]	History	Further	information:	3D	film	The
stereoscope	was	first	invented	by	Sir	Charles	Wheatstone	in	1838.[2][3]	It	showed	that	when	two	pictures	are	viewed	stereoscopically,	they	are	combined	by	the	brain	to	produce	3D	depth	perception.	^	Hadas	Gold	(June	12,	2018).	^	"Sky	to	launch	Sky	Atlantic	channel".	(That	year	saw	Arthur	Ashe	defeat	defending	champion	Jimmy	Connors,	6–1,	6–
1,	5–7,	6–4,	in	the	Gentlemen's	Singles	final,	becoming	the	first	Black	male	to	win	a	Wimbledon	singles	title.[415])	Initially,	the	HBO	telecasts	of	the	tournament	mainly	consisted	of	replays	culled	from	other	video	sources	(including	the	BBC);	HBO	Sports	began	to	employ	an	in-house	team	of	commentators	starting	with	the	1978	tournament.[416]
Throughout	its	tenure	on	the	channel,	Wimbledon	coverage	on	HBO,	which	was	the	first	to	offer	weekday	tennis	coverage	on	network	television,	consisted	of	singles	and	doubles	events	from	the	early	rounds	of	the	tournament;	NBC	(which	had	the	over-the-air	broadcast	rights	to	Wimbledon	since	1969)	maintained	rights	to	the	quarterfinal,	semi-final
and	final	rounds	as	well	as	weekend	early-round	matches.	HBO2	HBO's	secondary	channel;	HBO2	offers	a	separate	schedule	of	theatrical	and	original	made-for-cable	movies	(including	daytime	airings	of	R-rated	films	that	the	main	HBO	channel	is	usually	restricted	from	airing	in	the	morning,	early-	and	mid-afternoon	hours),	series	and	specials,	as
well	as	same-week	rebroadcasts	of	newer	films,	and	recent	episodes	and	occasional	complete-season	"catch-up"	marathons	of	original	series	first	aired	on	the	primary	HBO	channel.	Applied	Sciences.	In	addition,	cable	television	equipment	manufacturer	Scientific	Atlanta—per	a	proposal	by	company	president	Sid	Topol—agreed	to	build	earth-based
satellite	relay	stations	to	beam	the	signal	to	and	from	HBO's	Manhattan	headquarters	and	client	cable	systems.	"Daily	Yomiuri	(retrieved	25	August	2010)".	July	27,	1987.	p.	7.	Archived	from	the	original	on	8	February	2017.	The	network	pioneered	the	pay	television	industry	practice,	known	as	a	"pre-buy,"	of	buying	the	pay-cable	rights	to	a	movie	from
its	releasing	studio	before	it	started	filming,	in	exchange	for	agreeing	to	pay	a	specified	share	of	a	film's	production	costs;	this	allowed	HBO	to	maintain	exclusivity	over	film	output	arrangements	and	to	save	money	allocated	for	film	acquisitions.[326]	In	June	1976,	it	signed	a	four-year	exclusive	deal	with	Columbia	Pictures	for	a	package	of	20	films
released	between	January	1977	and	January	1981,	in	exchange	for	then-parent	company	Time,	Inc.	^	Tatiana	Siegel	(August	10,	2020).	^	"TV:	10	All-Time	Greatest".	Retrieved	March	19,	2019.	Thomas	Umstead	(January	2,	2000).	^	"Pay	cable	makes	it	into	Manhattan"	(PDF).	Retrieved	29	July	2018.	^	"The	Day	of	the	Doctor,	Doctor	Who	–	BBC	One".
p.	66.	Under	these	circumstances,	SMPTE's	inaugural	meeting	was	essentially	a	call	for	proposals	for	3D	television;	more	than	160	people	from	80	companies	signed	up	for	this	first	meeting.	HBO	Sports	has	been	headed	by	several	well-known	television	executives	over	the	years,	including	its	founder	Steve	Powell	(later	head	of	programming	at
ESPN),	Dave	Meister	(later	head	of	the	Tennis	Channel),	Seth	Abraham	(later	head	of	MSG	Network),[105]	and	Ross	Greenburg.	Sound	on	Sight.	Archived	from	the	original	on	May	22,	2014.	September	25,	1978.	Cinemax,	unlike	HBO,	also	maintained	a	24-hour	schedule	from	its	launch,	one	of	the	first	pay	cable	services	to	transmit	around-the-clock.
Standards	&	Engineering.	Retrieved	26	July	2018.	Thomas	Umstead	(August	20,	2000).	"Stereoscopic	3D	Film	and	Animation	–	Getting	It	Right".	^	"Cinemax	changing	@MAX	to	Spanish-language	MAX	Latino".	pp.	358–365.	New	York	Post.	"3D	television	is	dead:	Samsung	and	LG	cut	back	on	3D	TV	production".	The	Cable	Center.	"HBO	inaugurates
Obama	doc".	Retrieved	April	15,	2014.	^	Peter	Lambert	(January	20,	1992).	A	follow-on	effort	to	draft	a	standard	for	3D	content	formats	was	expected	to	take	another	18	to	30	months.[citation	needed]	Production	studios	were	developing	an	increasing	number	of	3D	titles	for	the	cinema	and	as	many	as	a	dozen	companies	were	actively	working	on	the
core	technology	behind	the	product.[when?]	Many	had	technologies	available	to	demonstrate,	but	no	clear	road	forward	for	a	mainstream	offering	emerged.	^	"CATV	gets	five-year	TV	sports	contract"	(PDF).	At	the	time	of	its	shutdown,	Festival	had	an	estimated	30,000	subscribers,	far	below	HBO's	reach	of	15.9	million	subscribers	and	a	distant	last
place	in	subscriber	count	among	the	eight	American	premium	cable	services	in	operation	at	the	time.[219][214][220][221][222]	Selecciones	en	Español	de	HBO	y	Cinemax	/	HBO	en	Español	Selecciones	en	Español	de	HBO	y	Cinemax	(later	renamed	HBO	en	Español	in	September	1993)	is	a	defunct	American	Spanish	language	premium	cable	television
service	that	was	owned	by	Home	Box	Office,	Inc.,	then	a	subsidiary	of	Time	Warner,	which	operated	from	1989	to	2000.	"All	HBO,	Cinemax	channels	to	be	in	HD".	HBO	also	produces	made-for-cable	television	movies	through	sister	production	unit	HBO	Films,	which	traces	its	origins	to	the	1983	founding	of	HBO	Premiere	Films.	Available	on	most
digital	platforms	and	to	linear	HBO	subscribers	of	participating	television	providers,	it	provides	an	extensive	library	of	HBO	original	programs	(including	current	and	past	series,	made-for-TV	films,	documentaries	and	specials),	and	theatrical	movies	from	sister	studio	Warner	Bros.	^	"PGA	Press	Release".	Restart	your	browser	and	try	to	watch	another
video.	"HBO	Buys	Rights	to	New	Studio's	Films".	^	a	b	"HBO	Home	Box	Office	first	broadcast".	^	a	b	"Cable	Briefs:	HBO	goes	to	Callfomia.,	Over	to	RCA"	(PDF).	June	8,	1981.	Giovanni	Andrade)	classes.	Yahoo!.	"HBO	Bids	Adieu	to	Wimbledon".	February	18,	2013.	November	6,	1972.	Retrieved	October	5,	2012	–	via	YouTube.[dead	YouTube	link]	^
January	26,	1993	HBO	Free	Preview	promos.	Digital	video:	an	introduction	to	MPEG-2.	April	28,	1975.	October	29,	1979.	Retrieved	May	9,	2020.[dead	link]	^	"U.S.	appeals	court	OKs	$81	billion	merger	of	AT&T	and	Time	Warner".	Discovery's	most	profitable	assets,	generating	operating	income	of	nearly	$2	billion	each	year	as	of	2017.[1]	Overview	As
of	September	2018[update],	HBO's	programming	was	available	to	approximately	35.656	million	U.S.	households	that	had	a	subscription	to	a	multichannel	television	provider	(34.939	million	of	which	receive	HBO's	primary	channel	at	minimum),[2]	giving	it	the	largest	subscriber	total	of	any	American	premium	channel.	cinemaxunga.net.	^	James
Johnson	(February	2,	1986).	^	"In	Brief"	(PDF).	Such	multiple	views	can	be	created	on	the	fly	using	the	2D-plus-depth	format.	^	"Programers	directory"	(PDF).	(Incidentally	since	the	early	2000s,	some	ad-supported	basic	cable	channels—like	FX	and	Comedy	Central—have	incorporated	stronger	profanity,	somewhat	more	pervasive	violence	and	sexual
themes	and/or	occasional	nudity	in	their	original	programs,	similar	to	content	featured	in	original	programs	shown	on	HBO	and	other	premium	services,	with	relatively	limited	advertiser	issues.)	Mainly	because	it	is	not	beholden	to	the	preferences	of	advertisers,	HBO	has	long	been	regarded	in	the	entertainment	industry	for	letting	program	creators
maintain	full	creative	autonomy	over	their	projects,	allowing	them	to	depict	gritty	subject	matter	that—prior	to	basic	cable	channels	and	streaming	services	deciding	to	follow	the	model	set	by	HBO	and	other	pay	cable	services—had	not	usually	been	shown	on	other	television	platforms.	July	10,	2012.	^	Schilling,	Mark	(4	April	2011).	p.	9.	The
biographical	film	profiled	the	Canadian	amputee	runner	(Eric	Fryer)	who	embarked	on	a	cross-country	run	across	Canada	to	raise	money	and	awareness	for	cancer	research	before	Fox's	deteriorating	health	from	advanced	cancer	(from	which	he	succumbed)	ended	the	trek	after	143	days.[105][106][107]	In	August	1984,	Home	Box	Office	Inc.	The
Television	Will	Be	Revolutionized.	New	York	City:	New	York	University	Press.	Retrieved	June	28,	2020	–	via	World	Radio	History."Top	of	the	Week:	Satellite	networking	of	pay	cable	in	works"	(PDF).	The	"HBO	Go"	moniker	remains	in	use	as	the	brand	for	HBO's	streaming	platforms	in	select	European,	Latin	American	and	Asian	markets.[249]	HBO	Now
(defunct)	Main	article:	HBO	Now	Former	HBO	Now	logo,	used	from	April	7,	2015,	until	July	31,	2020.	18	March	2013.	AT&T	(Press	release).	^	John	Dempsey	(July	10,	1995).	^	Matt	Donnelly;	Cynthia	Littleton	(April	8,	2021).	Disney	and	Sony	left	the	shareholding	in	2010	and	Ole	Communications	in	2020.[471]	HBO	Max	OTT	service	is	available.	As	a
Fios	TV	subscriber,	you	can	watch	your	favorite	original	programming,	TV	shows,	and	the	latest	movies	online,	thanks	to	a	growing	list	of	participating	networks.	1998	saw	the	debut	of	From	the	Earth	to	the	Moon,	costing	$68	million	to	produce	and	winning	three	Emmy	Awards,	including	for	Outstanding	Miniseries,	and	a	Golden	Globe	for	Best
Miniseries	or	Television	Film.	September	29,	1975.	The	program	was	repeated	the	following	weekend	followed	by	a	rare	screening	of	the	Western	Fort	Ti	starring	George	Montgomery	and	Joan	Vohs.	doi:10.1109/3DV.2013.54.	Retrieved	13	March	2020.	p.	70.	^	"Cable:	The	First	Forty	Years	–	Mileposts	on	the	Road	to	40"	(PDF).	This	marks	the	first
time	the	historical	3D	images	have	been	seen	anywhere	on	television	as	well	as	the	first	broadcast	of	a	Canadian	produced	3D	programme	in	Canada.[85]	FioS	and	the	NFL	partnered	to	broadcast	2	September	2010,	pre-season	game	between	the	New	England	Patriots	and	the	New	York	Giants	in	3D.	The	Telegraph.	Retrieved	May	13,	2020.	Sony
Interactive.	However,	when	a	Sub	Account	is	created,	the	Primary	Account	holder	must	select	the	option	to	enable	TV	Online	Access	for	that	sub	account.	21	April	2010.	(Cinemax	replaced	Take	2	as	an	add-on	to	HBO	on	many	cable	systems	that	carried	the	latter.)	Festival	Main	article:	Festival	(TV	channel)	Festival	is	a	defunct	American	premium
cable	television	network	that	was	owned	by	Home	Box	Office,	Inc.,	then	a	subsidiary	of	Time	Inc.,	which	operated	from	1986	to	1988.	Archived	from	the	original	on	3	January	2010.	According	to	DisplaySearch,	3D	television	shipments	totaled	41.45	million	units	in	2012,	compared	with	24.14	in	2011	and	2.26	in	2010.[14]	In	late	2013,	the	number	of	3D
TV	viewers	started	to	decline,[15][16][17][18][19]	and	in	2016,	development	of	3D	TV	is	limited	to	a	few	premium	models.[20]	Production	of	3D	TVs	ended	in	2016.[21]	Technologies	See	also:	Stereoscopy,	3D	display,	3D	film,	and	3D	camcorder	There	are	several	techniques	to	produce	and	display	3D	moving	pictures.	Entertainment	Weekly.	^	Richard
Sandomir	(July	3,	2011).	^	"Domsat	shows	for	Anaheim"	(PDF).	^	"HBO	Now	launches	on	Xbox	One,	360,	ending	winter	for	Game	of	Thrones	fans".	globalpost.com.	TV	In	the	USA:	A	History	of	Icons,	Idols	and	Ideas.	Kissel	(November	9,	1992).	Retrieved	May	5,	2020.	Retrieved	November	26,	2020.	p.	19.	Digital	technology	has	largely	eliminated
inaccurate	superposition	that	was	a	common	problem	during	the	era	of	traditional	stereoscopic	films.[26][27]	Multi-view	capture	uses	arrays	of	many	cameras	to	capture	a	3D	scene	through	multiple	independent	video	streams.	The	service	is	available	online,	through	participating	mobile	and	broadband	providers	(including	co-owned	AT&T	Mobility),
through	subscriptions	to	the	linear	HBO	add-on	tier	via	traditional	and	virtual	pay	television	providers	(including	YouTube	TV,[265]	Hulu,[266]	and	former	HBO	Max	sister	properties	DirecTV,	DirecTV	Stream	and	U-verse	TV,	which,	by	way	of	existing	deals	signed	prior	to	AT&T's	July	2021	spin-off	of	its	MVPD/vMVPD	assets	and	as	with	AT&T
Mobility,	allowed	their	subscribers	access	to	the	service	at	launch	for	no	additional	charge),	and	through	apps	for	Android	tablets,	phones	and	Android	TV	devices,	Apple	iOS	and	Apple	TV	devices,[267]	Amazon	Fire	OS	devices	(including	Amazon	Fire	tablets	and	Fire	TV	devices),[268]	Roku	devices,[264]	Xbox	One	and	PlayStation	4	consoles.[269]	On
October	10,	2018,	WarnerMedia	announced	that	it	would	launch	an	over-the-top	streaming	service	in	late	2019,	featuring	content	from	the	company's	various	entertainment	brands.[270]	In	mid-May	2019,	AT&T	CEO	Randall	Stephenson	indicated	that	the	planned	service	would	use	the	HBO	brand,	and	would	also	tie	into	HBO's	existing	relationships
with	cable	operators	as	subscribers	of	the	linear	HBO	television	service	would	have	access	to	the	then-unnamed	platform	as	would	broadband	providers	who	could	purchase	the	service	through	third-party	sellers.[271]	On	July	9,	2019,	WarnerMedia	announced	that	the	service—then	scheduled	for	a	Spring	2020	launch—would	be	named	HBO	Max.
Archived	from	the	original	on	19	October	2017.	Because	of	a	pay-television	franchise	agreement	provision	by	the	New	York	City	Council	that	prohibited	Sterling	Manhattan	and	other	local	cable	franchises	from	telecasting	theatrical	feature	films	directly	to	their	customers,	Dolan	chose	to	scout	another	city	with	two	competitive	cable	franchisees	to
serve	as	Home	Box	Office's	inaugural	distributor.	"ESPN	viewers	can	watch	World	Cup	matches	in	3D	–	at	a	price".	Archived	from	the	original	on	May	15,	2013.	"HBO	SETS	A	TREND	IN	CABLE	MOVIES".	This	technology	commonly	creates	deadspots,	which	Toshiba	avoids	by	using	an	eye-tracking	camera	to	adjust	the	image.	p.	18.	^	"HBO	adds
afternoon	boxing	series"	(PDF).	Optimum.	^	"Discovery	Communications,	Sony	and	IMA...	:	Discovery	Communications".	Sports.tmcnet.com.	Retrieved	July	7,	2020	–	via	American	Radio	History.	^	Rich	Brown	(August	8,	1994).	(then	the	book	publishing	unit	of	Time	Inc.)	from	pulling	its	investment	in	the	system—developed	a	proposal	for	a	cable-
originated	television	channel.	Retrieved	August	14,	2015.	^	Victor	Valle	(May	1,	1989).	Retrieved	January	29,	2010.	p.	38.	March	26,	1973.	Discovery-owned	parent	subsidiary,	see	Home	Box	Office,	Inc.	The	policy	began	to	be	weakened	in	January	2010,	when	the	main	HBO	channel	started	allowing	original	series,	movies	and	documentaries	given	a
TV-MA	rating	for	strong	profanity	and/or	non-graphic	violence	to	air	during	the	daytime	on	Saturdays	and	Sundays;	in	January	2012,	HBO	began	offering	occasional	Sunday	daytime	airings	of	R-rated	films	within	its	weekly	encore	showing	of	the	Saturday	movie	premiere	(airing	as	early	as	4:00	p.m.	ET/PT,	depending	on	the	previous	night's	scheduled
premiere	film,	that	film's	length,	and	the	Sunday	night	block	of	HBO	original	series	that	usually	follows	the	rebroadcast);	by	2017,	afternoon	R-rated	movie	airings	(which	occasionally	have	been	shown	as	early	as	2:00	p.m.	ET/PT	since	then)	were	permitted	in	random	afternoon	timeslots	any	day	of	the	week	on	the	main	channel	at	the	network's
discretion.	Retrieved	5	September	2011.	April	21,	1975.	^	"Monitor:	HBO's	wonder	years"	(PDF).	Because	of	the	demanding	nature	of	auto-stereoscopic	3D	technology,	the	display	features	a	3840x2160	display;	however,	there	was	at	the	time	no	video	content	available	at	this	resolution.	Entertainment	to	form	a	new	content	division,	WarnerMedia
Studios	&	Networks	Group.	June	1,	1986.	Archived	from	the	original	on	24	May	2012.	Archived	from	the	original	on	November	5,	2012.	^	"HBO	Shows	that	Brought	Home	Peabodys".	HBO	and	other	sponsors	handled	all	or	most	of	the	incurred	costs	of	the	Comic	Relief	events	to	ensure	that	money	raised	or	contributed	is	distributed	to	the	charity.
[389]	Concert-based	music	specials	are	occasionally	produced	for	the	channel,	featuring	major	recording	artists	performing	in	front	of	a	live	audience.	^	a	b	c	"Cablecastings:	HBO:	point	man	for	an	industry	makes	it	into	the	clear"	(PDF).	It's	a	turn	off	–	BBC	ends	pilot	as	viewers	fail	to	switch".	^	Engber,	Daniel	(24	August	2010).	NESN	Digital.	"Girls,
Gunfire	and	Despair:	'Baghdad	High'	Chronicles	Senior	Year	for	4	Iraqi	Boys".	^	Jacobsson,	Sarah	(14	March	2012).	September	24,	2012.	"HBO	Sets	New	Single	Season	Emmy	Nom	Record	With	137	&	Beats	Netflix".	^	Jill	Goldsmith	(May	17,	2021).	The	program	included	excerpts	of	test	footage	shot	by	Philips	in	the	Netherlands.	"Put	on	those	specs,
couch	potatoes	–	3D	poised	to	reinvent	TV:	tech	guru".	p.	71.	techcrunch.com.	^	"HBO	Latino	Launches	New	Boxing	Series,	Generación	Boxeo,	Debuting	Exclusively,	Thursday,	April	27".	"HBO	eclipses	Starz	in	8-year	U	pact".	"HBO	Go	Now	Available	on	iPad,	iPhone	and	Android".	Retrieved	February	8,	2011.	"Showtime	Inks	Deal	With	DreamWorks".
^	Various	publications	from	1980	including	People,	TV	Guide	as	well	as	YouTube.	Entertainment.	p.	12.	"HBO	Signs	Deal	for	Exclusive	Pay-TV	Rights	to	Warner	Movies".	^	Wasson,	Manveer	(9	January	2010).	^	Chinese	3D	Test	Channel	Website	Archived	8	January	2012	at	the	Wayback	Machine	(in	Chinese)	^	"EXTREME	SPORTS	CHANNEL	POWERS
INTO	ITALY	IN	HD"	(Press	release).	Archived	from	the	original	on	12	July	2010.	^	Oliver	Darcy	(June	10,	2019).	It	was	regarded	as	one	of	the	best	series	of	all	time	by	media	organizations	such	as	TV	Guide,[143]	Entertainment	Weekly,[144]	Rolling	Stone,[145]	and	the	BBC.[146]	The	2003	miniseries	Angels	in	America	became	the	first	(and	to	date,
only)	program	to	sweep	all	seven	major	categories	at	the	Primetime	Emmys	in	the	ceremony's	history,	as	well	as	the	second	program	(after	Caesar's	Hour	in	1957)	to	win	all	four	main	acting	categories	during	the	2004	ceremony.	6	June	2010.	"Chip	And	Joanna	Gaines's	Magnolia	Network	Reveals	Linear	Launch	Date,	Rebrand	Of	DIY	To	Kick	Off	With
'Fixer	Upper:	Welcome	Home'".	^	Steve	Meredith;	Sam	Kovach	(May	17,	2021).	February	12,	1973.	December	1,	2002.	Retrieved	March	26,	2017.	^	Szklarski,	Cassandra	(10	June	2010).	While	Cinemax	and	HBO	operate	as	separate	premium	services,	their	respective	channel	tiers	are	very	frequently	sold	as	a	combined	package	by	many	multichannel
television	providers;	however,	customers	have	the	option	of	subscribing	to	HBO	and	Cinemax's	corresponding	channel	packages	individually.	(This	solidified	an	existing	alliance	with	Paramount	dating	to	1979,	for	the	non-exclusive	rights	to	the	studio's	films.)	Though	this	contract	would	herald	the	end	of	its	embargo	on	new	film	exclusivity	deals,
HBO's	then-CEO	Michael	Fuchs	cited	Showtime–The	Movie	Channel	parent	Viacom	(which,	at	the	time,	had	debt	in	excess	of	$2.4	billion)	for	it	having	to	obtain	exclusivity	for	the	Paramount	package,	which	the	studio	approached	HBO	directly	to	bid.[345][346][347][348]	The	Paramount	package	remained	with	HBO/Cinemax	until	December	1997;
Showtime	assumed	the	pay-cable	rights	to	the	studio's	films	in	January	1998,	under	a	seven-year	deal	reached	as	a	byproduct	of	Viacom's	1994	purchase	of	Paramount	from	Paramount	Communications,	and	held	them	until	December	2008.	If	you	are	experiencing	video	playback	stutter,	especially	in	a	full	screen	playback	mode,	then	your	PC	most
likely	does	not	have	enough	memory	capacity	to	support	the	application.	"HBO	plans	high-def	startup	by	1998".	Around	this	time,	Cinemax	also	began	airing	adult-oriented	softcore	pornographic	films	and	series—containing	strong	sexual	content	and	nudity—in	varying	late	night	timeslots	(usually	no	earlier	than	11:30	p.m.	Eastern	and	Pacific);	this
programming	block,	originally	airing	under	the	"Friday	After	Dark"	banner	(renamed	"Max	After	Dark"	in	2008	to	better	reflect	its	prior	expansion	to	a	nightly	block),	would	become	strongly	associated	with	the	channel	among	its	subscribers	and	in	pop	culture.	(HBO)	and	Coca-Cola	(Columbia)	join	forces	to	prime	pump	in	movie	production"	(PDF).
The	sequence,	set	to	a	synth	and	electric	guitar	theme,	begins	with	a	rotation	shot	of	a	heliotrope	HBO	logo	on	a	film	strip	as	blue,	green	and	pink	light	rays	penetrate	it	and	four	radiating	CGI	slots;	one	ray	then	reaches	a	field	of	varied-color	spheres	that	zoom	outward	to	reveal	a	light	purple	HBO	logo,	which	is	overlaid	by	a	cursive	magenta	"Movie"
script	against	a	black	and	purple	sphere-dotted	background.[449][450][451]	A	CGI	feature	presentation	bumper	(designed	by	Pittard	Sullivan)	harkening	the	1982	sequence	was	used	from	November	5,	1999,	to	April	1,	2011.	"CES	2010	TV	Trends	–	3D,	Ridiculously	Thin	and	Connected".	^	Scott	Hettrick	(December	15,	1999).	^	Contributions	to	the
Physiology	of	Vision.—Part	the	First.	de	la	Merced	(November	20,	2017).	^	"HBO	Signs	Film	Pact	With	Soviet	Union".	June	24,	1974.	Safari	and	other	web	browsers	(particularly	on	iOS)	may	come	with	default	settings	set	to	reject	3rd	party	cookies.	November	20,	1978.	October	15,	1992.	No.	185.	Although	HBO's	base	was	steadily	growing,	Sterling
Manhattan	Cable's	deficits	continued	because	its	subscriber	base—totaling	20,000	customers—was	still	relatively	small	to	generate	revenue;	HBO	also	faced	financial	issues,	losing	nearly	$9,000	per	month	in	part	due	to	microwave	link	maintenance	fees	it	paid	to	AT&T	(averaging	$11,000)	that	it	could	not	make	up	for	from	the	monthly	fees—
amounting	to	a	share	of	$3.50	out	of	the	$6.50	monthly	fee	paid	by	subscribers	(equivalent	to	$42.11	in	2021	adjusted	for	inflation[65])—collected	from	its	subscribers.[39][41]	In	November	1974,	HBO—then	available	to	cable	television	and	multipoint	distribution	systems	(MDS)	in	Pennsylvania,	New	York	State,	New	Jersey,	Delaware,	and	Maryland
—had	reached	around	40,000	subscribers.[66]	By	April	1975,	the	service	had	around	100,000	subscribers	within	its	four-state	service	area.[40]	National	expansion,	innovation	and	rise	to	prominence	(1975–1993)	On	April	11,	1975,	Levin	and	Time-Life	unveiled	plans	to	begin	distributing	the	HBO	signal	via	geostationary	communications	satellite	and
feed	it	directly	to	cable	providers	throughout	the	United	States.	March	5,	1989.	As	of	10	August	2012	the	only	3D	channels	available	are	Wildearth,	3	Flow	3D,	and	High	TV	3D.[91]	Avi	Arad	is	currently	developing	a	3D	Pac-Man	TV	show.[92]	The	Xbox	Live	broadcasts	of	the	2012	Miss	Universe	and	Miss	USA	beauty	pageants	were	available	in	RealD
3D.	In	Japan	it	is	exclusively	available	on	U-Next	video	on	demand	service.	July	16,	2015.	Retrieved	December	22,	2020	–	via	YouTube.	^	"DIRECTV,	Inc.	"Is	3D	TV	dead?	Similar	to	3rd	Rock,	an	icon	alerted	viewers	when	to	put	on	the	3D	glasses.	www.panasonic.com.	digitalt.tv.	"'HBO	Now'	Goes	Live".	The	program	was	one	of	the	first	studio	shows	on
cable	television	to	offer	weekly	NFL	game	reviews,	predating	the	launches	of	similar	football	review	shows	on	ESPN	and	other	sports-centered	cable	networks.	These	TV	sets	usually	supported	HDMI	1.4	and	a	minimum	output	refresh	rate	of	120	Hz;	glasses	may	be	sold	separately.	Although	struck	with	the	intent	to	having	the	show	remain	on	PBS	in
some	fashion,	the	nonprofit	production	company	reached	the	deal	due	to	cutbacks	resulting	from	declines	in	public	and	private	donations,	distribution	fees	paid	by	PBS	member	stations	and	licensing	for	merchandise	sales.	Off-the-air	maintenance	periods	of	anywhere	from	a	half-hour	up	to	two	hours	occur	at	varied	overnight/early	morning	time	slots
(usually	preceding	the	6:00	a.m.	ET/PT	start	of	the	defined	broadcast	day)	once	per	month	on	each	channel.	October	15,	1979.	p.	73.	"Savoy	Pictures	and	HBO	Cut	a	Film	Deal".	p.	77.	The	basic	requirement	is	to	display	offset	images	that	are	filtered	separately	to	the	left	and	right	eye.	^	a	b	"Pay	television	reaches	12%	penetration	on	cable	systems
where	it's	offered"	(PDF).	^	a	b	c	d	Janko	Roettgers	(March	9,	2015).	^	a	b	c	Kimberly	C.	In	1946	the	Soviet	Union	also	developed	3D	films,	with	Robinzon	Kruzo	being	its	first	full-length	3D	movie.[5]	People	were	excited	to	view	the	3D	movies,	but	were	put	off	by	their	poor	quality.	^	Todd	Spangler	(May	1,	2020).	p.	83.	^	a	b	Joan	E.	Retrieved	July
23,	2020	–	via	World	Radio	History.	HBO	also	signed	an	agreement	to	distribute	the	satellite	feed	on	eight	UA-Columbia	Cablevision	systems	in	California,	Texas,	Florida,	Arizona,	Arkansas	and	Washington	State,	and	have	earth	station	receivers	built	at	their	headends	to	intercept	and	relay	the	signal.[40][49][67][68][69][70]	Time/HBO	reached
agreements	with	various	cable	system	operators—including	MSOs	like	American	Television	and	Communications	Corporation,[70][71]	Comcast,[72]	Cox	Cable,[73]	Jones	Intercable,[71]	Heritage	Communications[74]	and	TelePrompTer	Cable[75]—to	redistribute	the	satellite	feed.[76]	On	September	30,	1975,	at	9:00	p.m.	Eastern	Time,	Home	Box
Office	became	the	first	television	network	to	continuously	deliver	its	signal	via	satellite	when	it	transmitted	the	"Thrilla	in	Manila",	televised	from	the	Araneta	Coliseum	in	Cubao,	Philippines.	January	2,	1978.	Archived	from	the	original	on	11	February	2010.	p.	90.	International	Conference	on	3D	Vision	–	3DV	2013,	2013.	Retrieved	July	22,	2020.	In
1985	Portugal's	national	TV	channel	RTP	1	broadcast	the	movie	Creature	from	the	Black	Lagoon	in	anaglyph	format.	^	Catherine	E.	pp.	7,	10.	Beginning	in	2001,	most	of	the	family-	or	kid-oriented	programs	had	migrated	to	HBO	Family,	with	only	a	limited	amount	of	newer	family-oriented	series	being	produced	for	either	the	primary	channel	or	HBO
Family	since.	August	1,	1986.	Soon	after	the	move,	satellite	dish	sales	began	to	plummet	sharply	and	the	lost	revenue	forced	several	satellite	retailers	across	the	U.S.	to	close.[115][116]	In	protest	of	the	adoption	of	full-time	scrambling,	on	April	27,	1986,	John	R.	The	service—which	initially	launched	on	20	cable	systems	in	markets	with	significant
Hispanic	and	Latino	populations,	and	aimed	specifically	at	Spanish-dominant	and	first-language	Spanish	speakers—[223][224][219]	originally	provided	Spanish-dubbed	versions	of	recent	feature	film	releases	from	HBO	and	Cinemax's	movie	suppliers.	HBO	programs	are	also	distributed	through	agreements	with	third	parties	and	are	available	on
premium	TV	channels	of	local	operators:	Fox	Showcase	in	Australia,	Be	1	in	Belgium,	HBO	Canada	(brand	and	programming	licensed	under	agreement	with	Bell	Media),	Canal	+	and	OCS	City	in	France,[476]	Sky	Atlantic	(Germany)	in	Germany,	Austria	and	Switzerland,	Sky	Atlantic	(Italy)	in	Italy,	Sky	Atlantic	in	the	UK	and	Ireland,[477]	SoHo	in	New
Zealand,	M-Net	Binge	in	Sub-Saharan	Africa	and	OSN	First	Series	in	the	Middle	East	and	North	Africa.[478]	Apart	from	TV	channels,	the	programs	can	also	be	watched	on	the	OTT	platforms	of	the	operators.	(Event	presentations	that	have	followed	the	movie—such	as	boxing	coverage	or	concerts—have	caused	rare	variances	in	the	preceding	film's
start	time;	if	a	live	event	was	scheduled,	prior	to	the	December	2018	discontinuation	of	HBO's	boxing	telecasts,	the	premiered	film	would	air	after	the	event—in	reverse	order	from	the	Eastern	feed	scheduling—on	the	Pacific	Time	Zone	feed.)	From	June	1996	until	May	2006,	the	presentations	were	marketed	as	the	"Saturday	Night	Guarantee"	to
denote	a	promise	of	"a	new	movie	[premiering]	every	Saturday	night"	all	52	weeks	of	the	year.	Others:	In	a	CEATEC	2011	exhibition,	Hitachi	released	glasses-free	3D	projection	systems	that	use	a	set	of	24	projectors,	lenses,	and	translucent	half	mirrors	to	superimpose	3D	images	with	a	horizontal	viewing	angle	of	60	degrees	and	a	vertical	viewing
angle	of	30	degrees.	Archived	from	the	original	on	15	July	2010.	5	July	2013.	1980s	The	first-ever	3D	broadcast	in	the	UK	was	an	episode	of	the	weekly	science	magazine	The	Real	World,	made	by	Television	South	and	screened	in	the	UK	in	February	1982.	June	16,	1986.	3D	glasses	may	reduce	image	brightness.[25]	Producing	technologies	Modern
stereo	TV	camera.	p.	28.	(HBO	and	Cinemax	are	the	only	American	premium	television	services	not	to	include	live	network	feeds	in	their	proprietary	streaming	VOD	platforms.)	Based	on	the	prototype	HBO	on	Broadband	service	that	was	originally	launched	in	January	2008	to	linear	HBO	subscribers	of	Time	Warner	Cable's	Green	Bay	and	Milwaukee,
Wisconsin	systems,	HBO	Go	launched	nationwide	on	February	18,	2010,	initially	available	to	existing	HBO	subscribers	signed	with	Verizon	FiOS.[248]	Initially	carrying	1,000	hours	of	program	content	available	for	streaming	in	standard	or	high	definition,	the	on-demand	streaming	service	was	conceived	as	a	TV	Everywhere	platform	marketed
exclusively	to	existing	subscribers	of	the	linear	HBO	television	service.	London.	October	23,	2020.	^	"HBO	Latino	Launch	Is	Pushed	Back".	(The	Vice	docuseries	moved	to	Showtime	and	Vice	News	Tonight	moved	to	Vice	on	TV	in	March	2020.)[381][382][383][384]	Specials	Alongside	feature-length	movies	and	other	types	of	original	programming,	HBO
has	produced	original	entertainment	specials	throughout	its	existence.	^	Bill	Mesce	(August	29,	2013).	If	I	have	Fios	TV,	can	I	sign	in	and	watch	Fios	TV	Online	with	primary	and	sub	account	credentials?	Because	of	this,	their	popularity	declined	quickly.	3D	television	episodes	were	a	brief	fad	on	U.S.	television	during	the	May	1997	sweeps.	Retrieved
14	October	2010.	March	5,	1973.	^	"Time	Warner	to	Add	HBO	Video-On-Demand	to	Digital	Cable	in	Columbia,	South	Carolina".	^	"Hat	in	the	ring"	(PDF).	"Sterling	Is	Set	for	Test	Pay‐TV	in	Fall".	The	Independent.	October	4,	1993.	^	Tom	Kludt	(February	15,	2017).	Discovery's	U.S.	cable	networks);	Deadline	suggested	the	possibility	that	Magnolia
Network	could	contribute	content	(such	as	library	programs	or	original	series)	to	HBO	Max—noting	that	some	of	the	service's	scripted	series	have	appealed	to	a	similar	adult	female	demographic	to	Magnolia	Network,	HBO	Max's	own	forays	into	unscripted	content,	and	reports	that	the	Gaines	had	shown	interest	in	working	on	scripted	projects.[208]
[209][210]	Take	2	Take	2CountryUnited	StatesBroadcast	areaNationwide(in	select	markets)HeadquartersNew	York	CityProgrammingLanguage(s)EnglishOwnershipOwnerHome	Box	Office,	Inc.(Time-Life/Time	Inc.)Sister	channelsHBO	(1979–1981)Cinemax	(1980–1981)HistoryLaunchedApril	1,	1979;	43	years	ago	(1979-04-01)ClosedJanuary	31,	1981;
41	years	ago	(1981-01-31)	Take	2	(informally	referred	to	as	"HBO	Take	2")	is	a	defunct	American	premium	cable	television	network	that	was	owned	by	Home	Box	Office,	Inc.,	then	a	subsidiary	of	the	Time-Life	division	of	Time	Inc.,	and	which	operated	from	April	1979	to	January	1981.	"It's	Not	TV:	HBO,	The	Company	That	Changed	Television:	The



Green	Channel".	You	can	attempt	to	free	up	memory	by	shutting	down	other	programs	that	may	be	running.	^	"Safety	Geeks:SVI	Season	1".	IMDb.	Retrieved	December	4,	2010.	p.	24.	Retrieved	May	11,	2020.	Retrieved	September	27,	2018.	^	Robert	Seidman	(July	21,	2015).	^	Frank	Pallotta;	Brian	Stelter	(August	13,	2015).	Retrieved	August	13,
2015.	April	22,	2016.	Retrieved	July	18,	2020	–	via	World	Radio	History.	Retrieved	8	July	2010.	Santa	Barbara,	California:	Greenwood.	Retrieved	February	26,	2020.	If	the	above	link	does	not	work	for	you,	please	contact	us	to	retrieve	your	information.	March	18,	1985.	(subscription	required)	^	"Manhattan	Cable	begins	limited	CATV	service"	(PDF).
Get	a	free	preview	of	the	best	premium	channels	for	48	hours,	on	your	schedule,	starting	any	day	of	the	week.	pp.	16–17.	^	"HBO/Cannon	Nabs	Rights	To	DEG	Pix".	"HBO:	three	channels	are	better	than	one".	This	was	later	expanded	to	include	a	selection	of	films,	sports,	and	entertainment	programming	launched	to	Sky	subscribers	on	1	October
2010.[65]	On	28	September	2010,	Virgin	Media	launched	a	3D	TV	on	Demand	service.[66]	Several	other	European	pay-TV	networks	are	also	planning	3D	TV	channels	and	some	have	started	test	transmissions	on	other	Astra	satellites,	including	French	pay-TV	operator	Canal+	which	has	announced	its	first	3D	channel	is	to	be	launched	in	December
2010.	VOD	content	from	the	network	is	also	available	on	select	virtual	MVPD	services	(including	DirecTV	Stream,	YouTube	TV	and	Hulu),	and	through	HBO's	dedicated	Roku	video	channel.	March	3,	2015.	Time-Life	representatives	sent	a	technician	to	repair	the	antenna	in	time	for	the	service's	launch,	completing	maintenance	about	25	minutes
before	the	initial	telecast.[40][41][36][42][43]	By	the	end	of	1972,	the	service	was	received	by	1,395	subscribers,	all	from	Teleservice	customers	in	Wilkes-Barre;[44]	this	number	increased	to	around	4,000	subscribers	by	February	1973,	across	Teleservice's	Wilkes-Barre,	Allentown	and	Bethlehem,	Pennsylvania,	systems.	Retrieved	April	3,	2016.
Retrieved	January	13,	2022.	p.	132.	AOL.	The	evidence	leading	to	his	arrest	included	an	envelope	left	by	Berman	after	her	murder	and	provided	to	the	filmmakers	for	analysis	by	her	stepson,	Sareb	Kaufman,	with	misspelled	block	letter	handwriting	matching	an	anonymous	envelope	sent	to	police	in	December	2000	to	alert	them	to	Berman's	murder,
and	a	rambling	apparent	confession	by	Durst—unaware	that	the	microphone	attached	to	him	for	his	interview	with	Jarecki	was	still	recording—to	the	murders	of	all	three	victims.[376][377]	HBO	has	also	produced	recurring	documentary	series,	among	the	earliest	and	most	notable	being	America	Undercover,	a	monthly	one-hour	series	of	topical
documentaries	covering	subjects	in	an	un-sensationalized	manner.[378][379]	The	America	Undercover	banner	would	go	on	to	spawn	two	regular	sub-series:	Real	Sex	(a	late	night	magazine-formatted	series	of	specials	that	ran	from	1992	to	2009,	featuring	frank	explorations	on	a	variety	of	mainstream	and	non-mainstream	sexual	matters[105])	and
Autopsy	(a	series	of	specials	that	aired	between	1994	and	2008,	in	which	forensic	pathologist	Dr.	Michael	Baden	provides	analysis	on	criminal,	suspicious	and	health-related	death	cases).	"Why	Doesn't	HBO	Allow	Non-Cable	Subscribers	To	Subscribe	To	HBO	Go	à	la	Hulu?".	^	"Fall	to	Grace".	Vox	Media.	Retrieved	August	24,	2009.	"HBO	Go	Hits
Amazon	Fire	TV,	May	Bring	Cord-Cutting	Service	Too".	Programming	featured	on	the	network	consists	primarily	of	theatrically	released	motion	pictures	and	original	television	programs	as	well	as	made-for-cable	movies,	documentaries,	occasional	comedy	and	concert	specials,	and	periodic	interstitial	programs	(consisting	of	short	films	and	making-of
documentaries).	^	"Time	Warner	Divisions	–	Home	Box	Office".	^	"Top	of	the	Week:	Pay	cable's	horizons	expand	even	further"	(PDF).	^	a	b	c	John	M.	Corporate.discovery.com.	Ooyala.	www.techhive.com.	Through	the	agreement,	HBO	obtained	first-run	television	rights	to	Sesame	Street,	beginning	with	the	January	2016	debut	of	its	46th	season	(with
episodes	being	distributed	to	PBS,	following	a	nine-month	exclusivity	window	at	no	charge	to	its	member	stations);	Sesame	Workshop	also	produced	original	children's	programming	content	for	the	channel,	which	also	gained	exclusive	streaming	rights	to	the	company's	programming	library	for	HBO	Go	and	HBO	Now	(assuming	those	rights	from
Amazon	Video,	Netflix	and	Sesame	Workshop's	in-house	subscription	streaming	service,	Sesame	Go,	the	latter	of	which	will	cease	to	operate	as	a	standalone	offering).[286][287][288][289][290]	With	the	debut	of	HBO	Max	in	May	2020,	under	contract	renewal	terms	agreed	upon	between	the	studio	and	WarnerMedia	in	October	2019,	Sesame	Street
and	other	Sesame	Workshop	content	will	shift	from	the	linear	television	service	to	the	streaming-based	HBO	Max	later	in	the	year.[287]	Movie	library	See	also:	List	of	HBO	Films	films	On	average,	movies	occupy	between	14	and	18	hours	of	the	daily	schedule	on	HBO	and	HBO2	(or	as	little	as	12	hours	on	the	latter,	depending	upon	if	HBO2	is
scheduled	to	carry	an	extended	"catch-up"	marathon	of	an	HBO	original	series),	and	up	to	20	hours	per	day—depending	on	channel	format—on	its	five	thematic	multiplex	channels.	Through	a	partnership	with	Vice	Media,	the	network	ran	a	monthly	docuseries,	Vice,	featuring	in-depth	reports	from	host/creator/Vice	magazine	co-founder	Shane	Smith
and	a	team	of	correspondents	investigating	political	and	cultural	topics	and	using	an	immersionist	filmmaking	style.	Retrieved	May	17,	2021.	Yes,	Primary	and	Sub	Accounts	will	both	work	for	Fios	TV	Online	as	well	as	mobile	application	access,	provided	the	account	has	Fios	TV	on	it	plus	a	premium	service.	By	CHARLES	WHEATSTONE,	F.R.S.,
Professor	of	Experimental	Philosophy	in	King's	College,	London.	August	13,	1992.	Each	evening's	schedule	was	arranged	to	present	either	a	double	feature	(which,	under	FCC	anti-siphoning	rules	then	maintained	to	protect	programming	supply	for	broadcast	stations	until	they	were	struck	down	by	the	U.S.	Court	of	Appeals	for	the	District	of	Columbia
Circuit	in	March	1977,[38]	tended	to	be	releases	dating	no	more	than	two	years	from	their	initial	theatrical	exhibition),	or	a	combination	of	either	a	sports	or	special	event	and	a	theatrical	movie,	often	bridged	by	a	short	film	or	other	interstitial	content.[39]	HBO's	launch	came	with	very	little	fanfare	in	the	press;	other	than	print	advertisements
promoting	the	launch	in	the	Wilkes-Barre	Times	Leader,	the	service's	debut	lacked	coverage	from	local	or	national	media	outlets.	To	present	faster	frame	rate	in	high	definition	to	avoid	judder	(non-smooth,	linear	motion),	enhancing	3-D	film,	televisions	and	broadcasting,	other	unresolved	standards	are	the	type	of	3D	glasses	(passive	or	active),
including	bandwidth	considerations,	subtitles,	recording	format,	and	a	Blu-ray	standard.	News1130.	^	"Top	of	the	Week"	(PDF).	10	September	2010.	Retrieved	July	7,	2020	–	via	World	Radio	History."Cablecastings:	Exclusivity	deals"	(PDF).	Besides	Hitachi,	Sony	is	also	working	on	similar	technologies.[24]	Single-view	displays	project	only	one	stereo
pair	at	a	time.	Archived	from	the	original	on	28	May	2010.	Archived	from	the	original	on	April	12,	2013.	On	January	2,	1989,	Selecciones	en	Español	de	HBO	y	Cinemax	("Spanish	Selections	from	HBO	and	Cinemax"),	a	Spanish-language	audio	feed	transmitted	through,	depending	on	the	cable	system	affiliate,	either	an	auxiliary	second	audio	program
channel	(accessible	through	built-in	and	external	multichannel	audio	decoders)	or	audio	simulcasts	via	FM	radio,	launched.	Cord	Cutters	News.	Retrieved	9	July	2010.	January	7,	2001.	^	Anthony	D'Alessandro	(July	16,	2019).	Retrieved	October	22,	2013.	^	"HBO	BRANDING	&	PROMOTION	MOTION	GRAPHICS".	SAY	Media.	"HBO	seeks	younger	auds
with	'KO'".	Launched	on	August	1,	1991,	HBO2	originally	used	a	channel-specific	version	of	the	main	HBO	channel's	then-current	on-air	look;	by	1993,	this	was	replaced	with	a	spartan	"program	grid"	layout	during	promotional	breaks,	similar	to	the	visual	appearance	then	used	by	the	Prevue	Channel	(and	subsequently	applied	by	HBO	3	[now	HBO
Signature],	Cinemax	2	[now	MoreMax]	and	Cinemax	3	[now	ActionMax]).	Retrieved	March	4,	2013	–	via	HighBeam	Research.	The	channel's	programming	consisted	of	uncut	and	re-edited	versions	of	recent	and	older	theatrically	released	motion	pictures,	along	with	original	music,	comedy	and	nature	specials	sourced	from	the	parent	HBO	channel
aimed	at	a	family	audience.	^	a	b	Michael	Shain	(February	14,	2011).	Retrieved	July	12,	2014.	Retrieved	8	June	2012.	"Warner	Max	Restructures	as	WarnerMedia	Consolidates	Film	Production".	October	21,	1985.	Notably	for	a	premium	service,	Festival	aired	re-edited	R-rated	movies	intended	to	fit	a	PG	rating.[217][218]	Festival	ceased	operations	on
December	31,	1988;	Home	Box	Office,	Inc.	p.	160.	Discovery	(EXCLUSIVE)".	^	a	b	c	d	e	f	g	h	i	j	k	Bill	Mesce	(October	11,	2013).	^	a	b	"HBO	Soundtrack:	Home	Box	Office	5	Years".	From	its	launch	as	a	regional	service,	HBO	purchased	broadcast	rights	to	theatrical	movies	on	a	per-title	basis.	^	"Another	to	HBO	ranks"	(PDF).	It's	HBO."[470]	2006–
2009:	"Get	More"	(slogan	for	the	HBO	website)	2009–2011:	"It's	More	Than	You	Imagined.	The	channel	began	gradually	scaling	back	its	adult	programming	offerings	in	2011,	in	an	effort	to	shift	focus	towards	its	mainstream	films	and	original	programs,	culminating	in	the	removal	of	"Max	After	Dark"	content	from	its	linear	and	on-demand	platforms	in
2018,	as	part	of	a	broader	exit	from	the	genre	across	Home	Box	Office,	Inc.'s	platforms.[200][201][198]	In	terms	of	mainstream	programming,	Cinemax	began	premiering	original	action	series	in	the	early	2010s,	beginning	with	the	August	2011	debut	of	Strike	Back	(which	has	since	become	the	channel's	longest-running	original	program).	Penn	State
University.	(31	December	1996).	^	Barnett,	Emma	(28	September	2010).	Archived	from	the	original	on	16	July	2011.	May	1982.	EBU.	(HBO	had	been	requiring	the	producers	of	its	original	series	to	film	their	episodes	in	widescreen—subsequently	downconverted	for	the	standard	definition	feed—to	fit	4:3	television	screens	since	1996,	to	future-proof
them	for	remastering	in	HD.)	The	third-season	premiere	of	the	mob	drama,	"Mr.	Ruggerio's	Neighborhood,"	on	March	4	was	the	first	first-run	episode	of	an	HBO	series	to	be	transmitted	in	high-definition	from	its	initial	telecast,	with	all	subsequent	episodes	being	delivered	to	HBO	exclusively	on	HD	videotape	(and	downcoverted	for	the	main	standard-
definition	feed).	For	other	uses,	see	HBO	(disambiguation).	^	"Channel	4	plans	3D	shows,	The	Queen,	Derren	Brown	–	macworld.co.uk".	Satellite	News.	^	"HBO	begins	to	roll	its	own	entertainment	for	pay	cable"	(PDF).	December	5,	1977.	^	Cynthia	Littleton	(March	2,	2016).	Multichannel	News.	Chicago	Tribune.	p.	3.	^	"Cablecastings:	Pay-cable
additions"	(PDF).	Sets	Dissolution	Of	Sterling	Communications".	May	22,	1978.	The	hour-long	monthly	series	(originally	airing	quarterly	until	1999),	hosted	by	veteran	television	journalist	and	sportscaster	Bryant	Gumbel,	has	regularly	received	positive	reviews	for	its	groundbreaking	journalism	and	typically	features	four	stories	centering	on	societal
and	athletic	issues	associated	with	the	sports	world,	investigative	reports,	and	interviews	with	famous	athletes	and	other	sports	figures.	^	"Hooking	up	Holiday	Inns"	(PDF).	^	"Starz	renews	deal	to	get	Sony	movies	through	2021;	deal	seen	as	must-win	for	channel".	"Hulu	to	Offer	HBO	Max	at	Launch,	Free	to	Most	Current	HBO	Customers".	Lifewire.
Time-Life	subsequently	agreed	to	an	offer	by	Teleservice	president	John	Walson	to	launch	HBO	on	the	company's	Wilkes-Barre	system	(located	outside	of	the	76ers'	blackout	radius),	fed	from	an	AT&T	microwave	link	at	the	Pan	Am	Building	in	New	York.	September	1,	1980.	^	a	b	Les	Brown	(June	22,	1974).	(After	their	initial	limited	streaming	release,
each	film	will	return	to	HBO	Max	upon	their	pay	television	premiere	on	the	linear	HBO	service.)[276]	Programming	Main	article:	List	of	HBO	original	programming	HBO's	programming	schedule	currently	consists	largely	of	theatrically	released	feature	films	and	adult-oriented	original	series	(including,	as	of	April	2022[update],	dramas	such	as
Westworld,	Succession,	Euphoria,	Perry	Mason,	My	Brilliant	Friend	and	The	Gilded	Age;	comedies	such	as	Curb	Your	Enthusiasm,	Barry,	Los	Espookys	and	The	Righteous	Gemstones;	and	topical	satires	Last	Week	Tonight	with	John	Oliver	and	Real	Time	with	Bill	Maher).	(A	variant	that	begins	with	a	dark	cloudscape	fading	into	the	city	sequence
replaced	the	early	version	in	December	1983.)	As	the	camera	pans	out	of	the	apartment	window,	a	continuous	stop	motion	flight	(filmed	on	a	computer-controlled	camera)	occurs	over	a	custom-built	model	cityscape	and	countryside	set	against	a	painted	twilight	cyclorama.	HBO	Max	has	used	a	four-second	variant	to	open	films	on	its	main	HBO
content	portal	since	it	launched	in	May	2020.)[457][458][447][459]	Unlike	other	pay	television	networks	(including	the	multiplex	channels	of	sister	channel	Cinemax),	HBO	does	not	feature	in-program	on-screen	logo	bugs	on	its	main	feed	and	multiplex	channels;	however,	until	their	respective	"The	Works"-era	logos	were	discontinued	in	April	2014,
channel-specific	on-screen	bugs	were	previously	shown	during	promotional	breaks	between	programs	on	the	six	thematic	HBO	multiplex	channels.[460]	Network	slogans	Source:[461]	1972–1975:	"This	is	HBO,	the	Home	Box	Office.	"HBO	TO	TEST	A	NEW	SERVICE,	FESTIVAL".	After	its	launch	in	Hungary,	it	has	exapnded	in	several	central	european
and	balkan	countries	such	as	the	Czech	Republic	in	1994,	Poland	in	1996,	Slovakia	in	1997,	Romania	in	1998,	Moldova	in	1999,	Bulgaria	in	2001,	Serbia,	Montenegro	and	Bosnia	and	Herzegovina	in	2006,	and	Northern	Macedonia	in	2009.	Archived	from	the	original	on	October	16,	2012.	Retrieved	July	14,	2018.	Archived	from	the	original	on	12
December	2017.	I	am	having	an	issue	signing	into	a	Fios	TV	Online	or	mobile	app.	"HBO	officially	announces	April	launch	of	HBO	Now	at	Apple	event".	(All	other	HBO	multiplex	channels	provide	alternate	Spanish	audio	tracks	of	most	of	their	programming	via	second	audio	program	feeds.)	HBO	Latino	is	the	indirect	successor	to	HBO	en	Español
(originally	named	Selecciones	en	Español	de	HBO	y	Cinemax),	which	launched	in	1989.	p.	29.	Thomas	Umstead	(July	4,	1999).	Penske	Media	Corporation.	Discovery	and	Chip	and	Joanna	Gaines,	formerly	known	as	DIY	Network.	On	January	10,	1983,	HBO	premiered	its	first	regularly	scheduled	children's	program,	Fraggle	Rock.	ISSN	0362-4331.
Archived	from	the	original	on	6	June	2011.	The	city	administrator	of	Wilkes-Barre	declined	an	offer	to	attend	the	launch	ceremony,	while	Time	Inc.	merger.[205]	Due	to	the	delay	in	production,	some	Magnolia	Network	programming	debuted	as	part	of	the	January	4,	2021	launch	of	the	Discovery+	streaming	service.	p.	68.	August	1,	1977.	HuffPost.	The
series	was	cited	as	having	laid	the	groundwork	for	satirical	news	programs	that	came	in	later	years	(such	as	The	Daily	Show,	The	Colbert	Report	and	a	later	HBO	series,	Last	Week	Tonight	with	John	Oliver),	and	featured	Conan	O’Brien	and	Greg	Daniels,	among	other	notable	comics	and	comedy	writers,	among	its	writing	staff	over	its	eight-season
run.	The	moniker	was	intended	as	a	placeholder	name	to	meet	deadlines	to	publish	a	memorandum	and	research	brochures	about	the	new	service;	management	intended	to	come	up	with	a	permanent	name	as	development	continued;	however,	the	"Home	Box	Office"	name	stuck.[29][24]	Multiple	obstacles	had	to	be	overcome	to	get	the	service	on	the
air.	However,	the	Federal	Communications	Commission	(FCC)	requires	cable	providers	to	allow	subscribers	to	just	purchase	"limited"	basic	cable	(a	base	service	tier	including	local,	and	in	some	areas,	out-of-market	broadcast	stations	and	public,	educational,	and	government	access	channels)	and	premium	services	such	as	HBO	without	necessitating
that	customers	subscribe	to	expanded	service.	July	9,	1979.	^	a	b	"HBO	bags	Fox	films"	(PDF).	Archived	from	the	original	on	29	September	2011.	Retrieved	April	9,	2022.	October	17,	1977.	doi:10.3390/app5040926	–	via	MDPI.	"Captain	Midnight	Arrested,	FCC	says".	Retrieved	March	20,	2019.	^	Langdon	Brockinton	(January	24,	2000).	"The
Evolution	of	the	Cable-Satellite	Distribution	System"	(PDF).	This	is	termed	Frame	Compatible.	p.	51.	"Jim	McGreevey	Needs	Your	Approval".	(When	offered	on	analog	cable	tiers,	HBO	subscribers	had	the	option	of	receiving	it	through	cable-ready	tuners	that	were	built	into	analog	television	sets.)	HBO	also	provides	its	content	via	direct-to-consumer
web	and	mobile	platforms	sold	independently	of	an	existing	subscription	to	the	linear	HBO	channel	tier:	through	an	eponymous	unit	of	its	sister	subsidiary,	WarnerMedia	Direct	operates	a	co-branded	subscription	video	on	demand	(SVOD)	streaming	service,	HBO	Max,	which	launched	on	May	27,	2020.	The	future	of	3D	television	is	also	emerging	as
time	progresses.	^	Les	Brown	(June	26,	1974).	Deadline	Hollywood.	^	Todd	Gold	(1996).	Archived	from	the	original	on	November	5,	2012	–	via	HighBeam	Research.	"TeleCable	gives	'plex'	good	reviews".	The	first	3D	TV	was	produced	in	1935,	and	stereoscopic	3D	still	cameras	for	personal	use	had	already	become	fairly	common	by	the	Second	World
War.	The	overall	Home	Box	Office	business	unit—based	at	WarnerMedia's	corporate	headquarters	inside	30	Hudson	Yards	in	Manhattan's	West	Side	district—is	one	of	Warner	Bros.	Reports	Fourth-Quarter	and	Full-Year	2016	Results"	(Press	release).	HBO	experienced	additional	viewer	acclaim	with	the	2008	debut	of	True	Blood,	a	vampire-themed
fantasy	horror	drama	based	on	The	Southern	Vampire	Mysteries	gothic	novel	series	by	Charlaine	Harris.	Retrieved	May	18,	2020.	February	16,	1976.	"Fox	43	is	Back..On	Cox	43;	Daylong	Arbitration	Brings	WVBT	Back	to	Former	TV	Channel	Position".	Newer	episodes	of	most	HBO	original	programs	usually	air	over	its	main	channel	after	9:00	p.m.
Eastern	and	Pacific	Time;	depending	partly	on	the	day's	programming	schedule,	repeats	of	original	series,	made-for-cable	movies	and	documentaries	(typically	excluding	programs	with	graphic	violent	or	sexual	content)	are	shown	during	the	daytime	hours	on	the	main	channel,	and	at	various	times	on	HBO's	themed	channels.	(Cinemax	was	originally
scheduled	to	launch	a	tertiary	channel,	Cinemax	3,	on	November	1,	1991,	but	these	plans	were	shelved	until	1996.)[176][177][178][179][180]	While	most	cable	providers	collectively	offered	the	HBO	and	Cinemax	multiplex	channels	in	individual	tiers,	some	providers	had	sold	their	secondary	and/or	tertiary	channels	as	optional	add-ons	to	expanded
basic	subscribers;	this	practice	was	discontinued	when	HBO	and	Cinemax	began	migrating	to	digital	cable	in	the	early	2000s,	as	the	respective	multiplex	channels	were	being	packaged	in	each	tier	mandatorily.	Retrieved	June	27,	2020	–	via	World	Radio	History."Time	and	Hilton	tie	pay-TV	knot"	(PDF).	"HBO	to	offer	Spanish	version"	(PDF).	There	are
primarily	two	effects	of	3D	TV	that	are	unnatural	for	the	human	vision:	crosstalk	between	the	eyes	caused	by	imperfect	image	separation	and	the	mismatch	between	convergence	and	accommodation	caused	by	the	difference	between	an	object's	perceived	position	in	front	of	or	behind	the	screen	and	the	real	origin	of	that	light	on	the	screen.[110]	It	is
believed	that	approximately	12%	of	people	are	unable	to	properly	see	3D	images,	owing	to	a	variety	of	medical	conditions.[111][112]	According	to	another	experiment,	up	to	30%	of	people	have	very	weak	stereoscopic	vision	preventing	depth	perception	based	on	stereo	disparity.	"HBO's	Witness	Goes	Inside	the	Pulse-Pounding	World	of	Conflict
Photographers".	reached	an	agreement	to	purchase	and	assume	debt	of	Sterling	Communications	for	$6.2	million.	(The	three	prior	premium	services	that	HBO	launched	between	1979	and	1987,	Cinemax	and	the	now-defunct	Take	2	and	Festival,	were	developed	as	standalone	services	that	could	be	purchased	separately	from	and	optionally	packaged
with	HBO.)	On	August	1,	1991,	through	a	test	launch	of	the	three	channels	over	those	systems,	TeleCable	customers	in	Overland	Park,	Kansas,	Racine,	Wisconsin	and	suburban	Dallas	(Richardson	and	Plano,	Texas)	that	subscribed	to	either	service	began	receiving	two	additional	HBO	channels	and/or	a	secondary	channel	of	Cinemax.	^	"Showtime
expands	to	24	hours"	(PDF).	^	Georg	Szalai	(March	15,	2017).	p.	46.	Perspective	modifies	the	Z	and	Y	coordinates	of	the	object	point,	by	a	factor	of	D/(D–x),	while	binocular	shift	contributes	an	additional	term	(to	the	Y	coordinate	only)	of	s·x/(2·(D–x)),	where	D	is	the	distance	from	the	selected	system	origin	to	the	viewer	(right	between	the	eyes),	s	is
the	eye	separation	(about	7	centimeters),	and	x	is	the	true	x	coordinate	of	the	object	point.	Singapore	based	Tiny	Island	Productions	is	currently	producing	Dream	Defenders,	which	will	be	available	in	both	autostereoscopic	and	stereoscopic	3D	formats.[88]	3net,	which	acquired	the	series,	describes	it	as	the	first	stereoscopic	children's	series	and	will
air	on	25	September	2011.[89]	In	July	2011,	the	BBC	announced	that	the	grand	final	of	Strictly	Come	Dancing	in	December	2011	will	air	in	3-D.	Archived	from	the	original	on	4	March	2012.	In	February	2012	Telecable	de	Tricom,	a	major	Dominican	cable	TV	provider,	announced	the	launch	of	the	first	3D	TV	programming	package	in	Latin	America.
Autostereoscopy	Stereoscopy	2D-plus-Depth	2D	plus	Delta	3D	display	3D	film	List	of	3D	films	Blu-ray	3D	Disc	Crosstalk	Digital	3D	HD	TV	LED	TV	Nintendo	3DS	SES	References	^	Silva,	Robert.	The	program	typically	featured	fight	cards	involving	well-known	contenders	(generally	those	not	designated	as	"championship"	or	"title"	bouts),	and	up-and-
coming	boxing	talents	that	had	previously	been	featured	mainly	on	basic	cable	boxing	showcases	(such	as	ESPN's	Friday	Night	Fights).	^	Kenneth	Wittlief	(30	July	2007).	January	27,	1986.	July	16,	1973.	Higgins	(April	13,	1998).	Retrieved	August	31,	2020.	January	25,	1999.	"AT&T	announces	$43	billion	deal	to	merge	WarnerMedia	with	Discovery".
You	will	need	to	know	the	answer	to	your	secret	question.	^	a	b	c	Tim	Baysinger	(December	16,	2020).	Thomas	Umstead	(September	12,	2004).	^	HBO	Movie	Intro	(1986–1997)	[1080p60	VHS].	^	"HBO	enters	into	production	deal	for	made-for-pay	motion	picture"	(PDF).	"Showstoppers:	The	60	Greatest	Dramas	of	All	Time".	This	was	followed	by
enlargement	to	Thailand	and	the	Philippines	in	1993,	Taiwan	and	Indonesia	in	1994,	Hong	Kong	and	Malaysia	in	1995	and	Vietnam	in	2005.	^	Geraldine	Fabrikant	(March	9,	1995).	HBO	Sports	then	refocused	its	efforts	at	attracting	younger	viewers	through	Boxing	After	Dark.[433][434]	To	court	the	sport's	Hispanic	and	Latino	fans,	the	network's
boxing	franchises	expanded	to	HBO	Latino	with	the	January	2003	premiere	of	Oscar	De	La	Hoya	Presenta	Boxeo	De	Oro,	a	showcase	of	up-and-coming	boxers	represented	by	the	De	La	Hoya-founded	Golden	Boy	Promotions.	December	3,	1979.	^	Georg	Szalai	(February	17,	2010).	Deadline.	^	"Orange	Cinéma	Séries	launches	'new	generation'	with
OCS	City	and	Go".	"HBO	Won't	Renew	Contract	to	Cover	Wimbledon".	November	1977.	June	18,	1973.	"Bob	Greenblatt,	Kevin	Reilly	Out	Amid	Major	WarnerMedia	Restructuring".	22	February	2012.	A	second	franchise	extension,	KO	Nation	(which	ran	from	May	6,	2000,	to	August	11,	2001),	attempted	to	incorporate	hip-hop	music	performances
between	matches	involving	up-and-coming	boxers	to	attract	the	show's	target	audience	of	males	18	to	24	(later	broadened	to	ages	18	to	34)	to	the	sport;	former	Yo!	MTV	Raps	VJ	Ed	Lover	was	the	"face"	of	the	show	and	acted	as	its	ring	announcer.	Reuters.	NBCUniversal	News	Group.	"Here's	Why	HBO's	CEO	Doesn't	Want	You	To	Binge-Watch
Shows".	^	"Transponder	shifting	for	Satcom	I"	(PDF).	"Technology:	HBO,	Showtime,	Netlink	and	Southern	Satellite	Adopt	Videocipher-RS"	(PDF).	(HBO,	which	elected	to	forego	pursuing	telecast	rights	to	76ers	basketball	games,	would	sign	on	to	Teleservice's	Allentown	system	as	its	second	cable	affiliate	in	February	1973.)[24][27][30]	Original	HBO
logo,	used	from	November	8,	1972,	to	April	30,	1975.	^	"Monitor:	Now	In	HBO's	Inventory"	(PDF).	^	Amanda	D.	12	August	2010.	"Hooray	for	Hollywood".	tdvision.com.	Henry	W.	With	improvements	in	digital	technology,	in	the	late	2000s,	3D	movies	became	more	practical	to	produce	and	display,	putting	competitive	pressure	behind	the	creation	of	3D
television	standards.	OCLC	423286391	–	via	WorldCat.	"HBO	Max	Sets	Apple	Deal	For	Streaming	Distribution".	December	31,	2014.	^	"HBO	Family	schedule	website".	^	"Tricom	Programming".	Dolan	later	presented	his	idea	to	management	at	Time-Life,	who,	despite	the	potential	benefit	to	the	company's	cable	assets,	were	initially	hesitant	to
consider	the	"Green	Channel"	proposal.	(Home	Box	Office,	Inc.,	among	other	cable	companies,	sanitizes	original	versions	of	films	produced	for	commercial	television	consumption)".	Retrieved	March	25,	2019.	"It's	Not	TV:	HBO,	The	Company	That	Changed	Television:	An	Original	Voice".	^	"Cable	Subscribers	Need	Not	Order	Expanded	Packages	to
Get	Premium	Channels".	^	1974	PBA	New	Jersey	Open	Introduction.	"Vizio	announces	its	first	consumer	4K	TVs,	kills	all	3D	support".	(July	2018)	In	2008,	3D	programming	was	broadcast	on	Japanese	satellite	BS11	approximately	four	times	per	day.[51]	Cablevision	launched	a	3D	version	of	its	MSG	channel	on	24	March	2010,	which	was	a	limited
service	that	was	only	available	only	to	Cablevision	subscribers	on	channel	1300.[52][53]	The	channel	was	dedicated	primarily	to	sports	broadcasts,	including	MSG's	3D	broadcast	of	a	New	York	Rangers-New	York	Islanders	game,	limited	coverage	of	the	2010	Masters	Tournament,	and	(in	cooperation	with	YES	Network)	a	game	between	the	New	York
Yankees	and	Seattle	Mariners.[54]	The	first	Australian	program	broadcast	in	high-definition	3D	was	Fox	Sports	coverage	of	the	soccer	game	Australia-New	Zealand	on	24	May	2010.[55]	Also	in	Australia,	the	Nine	Network	and	Special	Broadcasting	Service	will	be	bringing	the	State	of	Origin	(matches	on	26	May,	16	June	and	7	July	2010)	(Nine)	and
FIFA	World	Cup	(SBS)	in	3D	on	Channel	40	respectively.[56]	In	early	2010,	Discovery	Communications,	Imax,	and	Sony	announced	plans	to	launch	a	3D	TV	channel	in	the	US	with	a	planned	launch	in	early	2011.	"Sesame	Street	is	killing	off	its	subscription	streaming	service,	Sesame	Go".	GigaOmniMedia,	Inc.	"HBO	and	20th	Century	Fox	renew	output
deal".	^	Yu,	Hsing-Cheng;	Tsai,	Xie-Hong;	Luo,	An-Chun;	Wu,	Ming;	Chen,	Sei-Wang	(2015).	After	MTV's	successful	rollout	in	1981,	the	Standing	Room	Only	series	began	to	produce	fewer	concerts,	eventually	ending	on	May	24,	1987	(with	the	premiere	of	the	Liza	Minnelli	concert	special	Liza	in	London);	HBO's	concert	telecasts	also	began	to	focus
more	on	"world	class"	music	events	featuring	artists	such	as	Elton	John,	Whitney	Houston,	Tina	Turner	and	Barbra	Streisand,	as	well	as	fundraisers	such	as	Farm	Aid.[105]	Michael	Jackson:	Live	in	Bucharest,	recorded	on	the	first	leg	of	his	1992–93	Dangerous	World	Tour,	holds	the	record	as	HBO's	highest-rated	special	with	3.7	million	viewers	(21.4
rating/34	share)	watching	the	October	10,	1992,	premiere	telecast.	Retrieved	October	5,	2012.	GameSpot.	^	a	b	John	Dempsey	(January	30,	2001).	^	"CBS	takes	Universal	films	passed	on	by	cable"	(PDF).	"AT&T's	WarnerMedia	And	Discovery	To	Merge,	Create	New	Company	Led	By	David	Zaslav".	^	"SATELLITE	DISH	SALES	SCRAMBLED	BY	HBO".
June	27,	2013.	May	18,	1987.	January	6,	2013.	^	Joan	Snyder;	Spencer,	Susan	(December	24,	2014).	"Robert	Durst	denied	bail;	new	details	emerge	in	case".	Retrieved	May	18,	2020	–	via	World	Radio	History.	^	Sara	Foden;	David	McLaughlin;	Scott	Moritz	(November	20,	2017).	Retrieved	4	April	2018.	ISBN	0-380-97391-X.	"Universal	Moves	Film
Licensing	Deal	From	HBO	to	Peacock,	Bolstering	Streaming	Service".	^	Julia	Alexander	(February	20,	2020).	"Showtime	Acquires	'Vice'	Weekly	Newsmagazine	For	Spring	Premiere".	Solsman	(June	12,	2020).	July	31,	1980.	^	"Hearst	dispute	with	Bright	House	pulls	WMOR-Ch.	32	and	digital	THIS	TV	off	Tampa	Bay	cable	system".	^	Mearian,	Lucas	(9
July	2013).	^	Sharon	Morshavi	(November	25,	1991).	Retrieved	14	June	2010.	^	"3D	Image	Processor	IF-2D3D1"	(PDF).	Retrieved	July	22,	2020	–	via	Chicago	Tribune.	Levin—an	entertainment	industry	attorney	previously	with	New	York	City-based	law	firm	Simpson	Thacher	&	Bartlett,	who	had	been	with	Home	Box	Office	since	it	began	operations	as
its	director	of	finance,	and	later	as	its	vice	president	and	director	of	programming—replaced	Dolan	as	the	company's	president	and	CEO.[45][46][47][48][49]	Following	an	aborted	attempt	by	Warner	Communications	to	purchase	Sterling,	on	July	19,	1973,	Time	Inc.	"HBO's	'Dream'	deal:	$600	million-$1	billion"	(PDF).	28	April	2010.	Archived	from	the
original	on	September	25,	2012.	January	7,	1974.	24	March	2010.	October	16,	2019.	^	"CBS,	Time	Inc.	During	the	"Executive	Actions"	symposium	held	by	The	Washington	Post	and	George	Washington	University	in	April	2015	(shortly	after	the	launch	of	the	HBO	Now	streaming	service),	then-HBO	CEO	Richard	Plepler	said	that	he	does	not	want	the
network	to	be	akin	to	Netflix	in	which	users	"binge	watch"	its	television	shows	and	film	content,	saying	"I	don't	think	it	would	have	been	a	great	thing	for	HBO	or	our	brand	if	that	had	been	gobbled	up	in	the	first	week[..]	I	think	it	was	very	exciting	for	the	viewer	to	have	that	mystery	held	out	for	an	extended	period	of	time."	Pleper	cited	that	he	felt
that	binge	watching	does	not	correlate	with	the	culture	of	HBO	and	HBO	watchers.[285]	Some	of	its	original	programs,	however,	have	been	aimed	at	families	or	children,	primarily	those	produced	before	2001	(through	its	original	programming	division	and	third-party	producers)	and	from	2016	to	2020	(under	its	agreement	with	Sesame	Workshop);
children's	programs	that	have	aired	on	HBO	have	included	Sesame	Street,	Fraggle	Rock,	Happily	Ever	After:	Fairy	Tales	for	Every	Child,	A	Little	Curious,	Crashbox,	Babar,	HBO	Storybook	Musicals,	Lifestories:	Families	in	Crisis,	Dear	America	and	The	Little	Lulu	Show	as	well	as	acquisitions	including	The	Wonderful	Wizard	of	Oz,	The	Legend	of	White
Fang,	Shakespeare:	The	Animated	Tales,	Animated	Hero	Classics	and	The	Country	Mouse	and	the	City	Mouse	Adventures.	^	Chris	Pursell	(November	17,	1999).	reached	a	definitive	Reverse	Morris	Trust	agreement,	in	which	WarnerMedia	would	spin	out	from	AT&T	as	an	independent	company	that	in	turn	will	acquire	Discovery's	assets.	HBO	Europe
was	launched	in	Budapest	in	1991	in	partnership	with	Sony,	which	was	joined	by	Disney	in	1996.	^	Ben	Munson	(August	27,	2020).	^	"Closed	Circuit:	Half-million	mark"	(PDF).	gets	more	deeply	into	cable"	(PDF).	13	August	2019.	^	Philip	H.	Retrieved	May	17,	2020	–	via	World	Radio	History.	On	September	10,	1971,	the	FCC	gave	preemptive
authorization	to	Time-Life	and	Sterling	Manhattan	Cable	to	begin	a	pay	television	operation.[25][26]	On	November	2,	1971,	Time	Inc.'s	board	of	directors	approved	the	"Green	Channel"	proposal,	agreeing	to	give	Dolan	a	$150,000	development	grant	for	the	project.[24][27][28]	Time-Life	and	Sterling	Communications	soon	proposed	for	the	"Sterling
Cable	Network"	to	be	the	name	of	the	new	service.	However,	this	did	not	materialize	in	time.	^	Mark	London	(February	9,	2017).	^	Roberto	Baldwin	(June	19,	2013).	"HBO	TO	PACK	IN	MORE	PROGRAMMING".	26	August	2010.	Retrieved	July	22,	2020	–	via	World	Radio	History."Walbridge	damns	Yankees	on	pay	cable"	(PDF).	Archived	from	the
original	on	May	24,	2015.	CBS	Interactive.	"It's	Not	TV:	HBO,	The	Company	That	Changed	Television:	The	Wall".	3DTV:	Processing	and	Transmission	of	3D	Video	Signals.	HBO	on	Air.	Seth	Abraham,	then-president	of	HBO	Sports	parent	unit	Time	Warner	Sports,	said	at	the	time	that	the	decision	was	guided	by	a	need	to	"refresh"	its	programming	slate
rather	than	because	of	issues	with	financial	terms	or	stagnant	viewership.	ISBN	9781438209999.	One	accounting	for	perspective	and	the	other	for	binocular	shift.	"It's	Not	TV:	HBO,	The	Company	That	Changed	Television:	Expanding	The	Brand	(Part	2)".	^	"The	National	Academy	of	Television	Arts	&	Sciences	Announces	Winners	at	the	38th	Annual
News	&	Documentary	Emmy®	Awards"	(PDF).	"NATPE	2009:	Studio	3's	New	Net	Will	Be	epix	Premium	channel	to	launch	Q4	2009".	15	August	2013.	HBO	Family	(beginning	in	1998)	and	HBO	Latino	(beginning	in	2000)	were	the	only	HBO	multiplex	channels	that	maintained	dedicated	websites	independent	of—although	managed	in	conjunction	with
—the	main	HBO	website,	to	which	the	other	five	multiplex	channels	had	their	promotion	limited;	both	channels	had	their	online	content	merged	into	HBO.com	in	February	2010.	The	former	premiered	in	August	2001,	won	nine	Emmys,	three	Screen	Actors	Guild	Awards,	three	Golden	Globe	Awards	and	a	Peabody	Award,	and	other	awards.
SHOWTIME®	and	related	marks	are	trademarks	of	Showtime	Networks	Inc.,	a	ViacomCBS	Company.	^	"Top	of	the	Week:	Satellite	networking	of	pay	cable	in	works"	(PDF).	September	6,	2007.	^	Les	Brown	(April	15,	1975).	Retrieved	18	December	2009.	^	"Cablecastings:	Change	of	heart"	(PDF).	"Vice	Media	eliminates	10%	of	its	workforce,
including	its	flagship	HBO	show".	Retrieved	28	March	2013.	began	marketing	the	HBO	channel	suite	and	related	coastal	feeds	under	the	umbrella	brand	"MultiChannel	HBO"	in	September	1994;	the	package	was	rebranded	as	"HBO	The	Works,"	now	exclusively	classified	to	the	four	HBO	multiplex	channels	(and	later	applied	to	the	three	thematic
channels	that	were	launched	afterward),	in	April	1998.	p.	20.	www.ddd.com.	(TVKO	signed	Holyfield	away	from	Showtime,	which	had	been	carrying	his	matches	since	its	Showtime	Championship	Boxing	telecasts	premiered	in	1986,	under	an	agreement	with	promoter	Dan	Duva	during	Holyfield's	reign	as	cruiserweight	champion.)[429]	HBO	expanded
its	boxing	slate	on	February	3,	1996,	when	HBO	Boxing	After	Dark	(titled	HBO	Late	Night	Fights	for	its	inaugural	edition)	premiered	with	title	fights	involving	contenders	in	the	junior	featherweight	(Marco	Antonio	Barrera	vs.	Archived	from	the	original	on	24	April	2012.	"STERLING	CABLE	TV	IN	200‐EVENT	DEAL".	December	15,	1980.	^	"Number
of	HBO	Now	subscribers	2019".	Archived	from	the	original	on	26	March	2010.	^	"Eyecare	Trust".	HBO2,	HBO3	and	Cinemax	2	(now	MoreMax)	each	offered	distinct	schedules	of	programs	culled	from	HBO	and	Cinemax's	movie	and	original	programming	libraries	separate	from	offerings	shown	concurrently	on	their	respective	parent	primary
channels.	p.	14.	A	late-night	telecast	of	the	1985	spy	drama	film	The	Falcon	and	the	Snowman	was	overridden	by	MacDougall	with	a	text-based	message	he	wrote	that	decried	the	channel's	decision	to	scramble	its	signal	for	home	satellite	subscribers	and	was	placed	over	SMPTE	color	bars;	the	message	also	warned	of	possible	backlash	against	other
premium	services	if	they	followed	suit	("$12.95/MONTH	?	Disney	continued	to	honor	the	output	deal	with	HBO	until	November	2021,	when	WarnerMedia	and	Disney	announced	that	the	deal	would	be	expanded	to	the	end	of	2022,	with	an	amendment	that	will	allow	half	of	20th	Century	Studios'	2022	slate	to	be	shared	between	HBO/HBO	Max	and
Disney+	or	Hulu	during	the	pay-one	window,	beginning	with	Ron's	Gone	Wrong.[298]	HBO's	relationship	with	Universal	first	began	in	March	1984,	when	it	signed	a	six-year	non-exclusivity	deal	with	the	studio;	in	April	1990,	Universal	elected	to	sign	a	deal	with	CBS	for	the	licensing	rights	to	a	package	of	the	studio's	ten	1989	releases,	bypassing	the
traditional	pay-cable	window.[300][315][316]	The	current	Universal	output	deal—which	began	as	an	eight-year	agreement	that	originally	lasted	through	December	2010,	assuming	the	studio's	pay-cable	rights	from	Starz—was	renewed	for	ten	years	on	January	6,	2013;	the	current	deal	gives	HBO	right	of	first	refusal	over	select	Universal	titles,
allowing	the	studio	to	exercise	an	option	to	license	co-distributed	live-action	films	to	Showtime	and	animated	films	to	Netflix	if	HBO	elects	not	to	obtain	pay	television	rights	to	a	particular	film.	Archived	from	the	original	on	14	June	2011.	^	"Cable	Mavericks	Collection:	David	Baldwin".	^	Andreeva,	Nellie	(April	9,	2022).	^	"Milestones	-	HBO	Asia".	^
"New	Network	Look:	Hairy,	Fat".	Two	strategies	have	been	used	to	accomplish	this:	have	the	viewer	wear	eyeglasses	to	filter	the	separately	offset	images	to	each	eye,	or	have	the	light	source	split	the	images	directionally	into	the	viewer's	eyes	(no	glasses	required).[23]	Common	3D	display	technology	for	projecting	stereoscopic	image	pairs	to	the
viewer	include:	With	filters/lenses:	Anaglyph	3D	–	with	passive	color	filters	Polarized	3D	system	–	with	passive	polarization	filters	Active	shutter	3D	system	–	with	active	shutters	Head-mounted	display	–	with	a	separate	display	positioned	in	front	of	each	eye,	and	lenses	used	primarily	to	relax	eye	focus	Without	lenses:	Autostereoscopic	displays,
sometimes	referred	to	commercially	as	Auto	3D.	"ESPN	Reaches	Deal	to	Carry	Wimbledon".	Although	television	broadcasters	at	the	time	were	hesitant	about	venturing	into	satellite	transmissions	because	of	concerns	that	the	satellites	may	inadvertently	shut	down	or	jettison	out	of	their	orbit	as	well	as	the	cost	of	purchasing	downlink	receiver	dishes
which	in	1974,	were	sold	for	as	much	as	$75,000	(equivalent	to	$312,225.27	in	2020	adjusted	for	inflation[65]),	among	the	limited	options	available,	HBO	found	satellite	technology	to	be	the	only	efficient	method	to	expand	it	into	a	national	pay	television	service,	as	developing	a	vast	infrastructure	of	microwave	and	coaxial	telephone	relay	towers	in	all
50	states	and	U.S.	territories—including	maintaining	HBO's	existing	microwave	network—would	have	been	cost-prohibitive	for	Time/HBO	due	to	limitations	by	time,	expense	and	geography.	^	John	Koblin;	Edmund	Lee	(February	28,	2019).	Retrieved	May	12,	2020.	Retrieved	January	17,	2008.	^	Eddie	Makuch	(June	4,	2014).	^	Carl	Swanson	(March
22,	2013).	Retrieved	October	5,	2012	–	via	YouTube.	"HBO	Max	arrives	on	Amazon	Fire	TV	devices".	Retrieved	August	15,	2015.	The	documentary	brought	worldwide	attention	to	the	plight	of	child	camel	jockeys	in	the	Middle	East	and	helped	the	Ansar	Burney	Trust	convince	the	governments	of	Qatar	and	the	UAE	to	end	the	use	of	children	in	the
sport.	Willcox	(May	11,	2020).	^	"Communications	History	–	Home	Box	Office".	The	New	York	Times.	"3D	TV's	harmful	effects	on	children".	^	"3D	TV	is	dead	–	ExtremeTech".	17	June	2010.	May	14,	1973.	May	26,	2011	–	via	The	Futon	Critic.	"HBO	Signs	An	Exclusive	Deal	For	New	World	Theatricals;	Paycabler	Muffles	Satisfaction".	Archived	from	the
original	on	May	11,	2011	–	via	HighBeam	Research.	Retrieved	August	13,	2019	–	via	Newspapers.com.	Main	article:	Stereo	photography	techniques	Stereoscopy	is	the	most	widely	accepted	method	for	capturing	and	delivering	3D	video.	Retrieved	October	19,	2014.	The	Virginian-Pilot.	Codenamed	"The	Green	Channel",	the	conceptual	subscription
service	would	offer	unedited	theatrical	movies	licensed	from	the	major	Hollywood	film	studios	and	live	sporting	events,	all	presented	without	interruptions	by	advertising	and	sold	for	a	flat	monthly	fee	to	prospective	subscribers.	^	HBO	Something	Special's	on	Falling	TV	Commercial	(1996).	^	"Tricom	lanza	primer	canal	3D	y	más	canales	HD".
November	14,	1983.	National	Academy	of	Television	Arts	&	Sciences.	^	Peter	Kerr	(March	16,	1985).	Archived	from	the	original	on	31	October	2014.	"Peacock	Will	Become	Pay-One	Partner	For	All	Universal	Pics	After	HBO	Deal	Expiration	At	Year's	End".	CNBC.	Engadget.	"HBO	Chief	Talks	HBO	Now,	International	Expansion	and	Summit	Output
Extension".	28	January	2010.	September	29,	1986.	Retrieved	April	22,	2020.	"Chip	&	Joanna	Gaines'	Magnolia	Network	To	Launch	Slate	On	App	&	Discovery+	First,	DIY	Takeover	To	Follow".	^	Kimberly	Nordyke	(June	13,	2007).	("Max"	has	been	a	trademark	and	on-air	shorthand	for	Cinemax	since	its	1980	launch,	resulting	in	some	confusion	between
the	co-owned	premium	and	streaming	services	since	the	latter's	branding	announcement,	particularly	because	of	longstanding	co-marketing	of	HBO	and	Cinemax	by	Home	Box	Office	Inc.	August	27,	1984.	+	Warner	Communications:	Media	giants	strike	merger	deal"	(PDF).	Why	is	my	audio	playback	garbled?	HBO	on	Demand	offers	theatrical	feature
films	from	HBO's	distribution	partners	and	original	programming	previously	seen	on	the	network	(including	weekly	series,	documentaries,	sports	magazine	and	documentary	programs,	and	concert	and	stand-up	comedy	specials).	Retrieved	May	7,	2020.	^	"Cablecastings:	Made-for-cable	programing"	(PDF).	Archived	from	the	original	on	19	January
2012.	List	of	3D	channels	Channel	Country(s)	Note(s)	Status	3flow	Worldwide	Wildlife	and	entertainment	Active	HIGH	TV	3D	Worldwide	Entertainment	Active	Penthouse	3D	HD	United	States	Porn	n3D	United	States	DirecTV	only	Defunct	Cinema	3D	United	States	DirecTV	only	Defunct	3net	United	States	DirecTV	only	Defunct	MSG	3D	United	States
Cablevision	only	Limited	service	ESPN	3D	United	States	Sport	Defunct	Xfinity	3D	United	States	Comcast	only	Defunct	Sky	3D	United	Kingdom	and	Ireland	Sky	only	Active	Foxtel	3D	Australia	Foxtel	only	Defunct	HD1	Belgium	(and	other	European	countries)	Free-to-air	Sky	3D	Germany	and	Austria	Sky	Deutschland	only	Defunct	Anixe	3D	German-
speaking	countries	Free-to-air	Defunct	Nova	3D	Greece	Entertainment	Sport	5	3D	Israel	Sport	Defunct	Sky	3D	Italy	Sky	Italia	only	Brava3D	Europe	Free-to-air	Defunct	Hustler	HD	3D	Italy	Porn	Canal+	3D	France	Canal+	only	Defunct	LaTV3D	Worldwide	–	France	LaTV3D	OTT	Active	Canal+	3D	España	Spain	Canal+	only	Active	CANAL+	3D	Poland
CYFRA+	only	NEXT	Man	3D	Poland	NEXT	Lejdis	3D	Poland	NEXT	Young	3D	Poland	nShow	3D	Poland	ITI	Group	only	Defunct	Viasat	3D	Sweden	Viasat	only	Defunct[75]	Teledünya	3D	Turkey	Teledünya	only	Digitürk	3D	Turkey	Digitürk	only	Smart	3D	Turkey	Presentations	Sky	3D	South	Korea	SkyLife	only	SBS	3D	South	Korea	Free-to-air	TV	Azteca
3D	Mexico	Free-to-air	Sukachan	3D169	Japan	Sky	PerfecTV!	only	Defunct	BS11	Japan	RedeTV!	Brazil	Active	3D	India	Videocon	d2h	only	MOBILESTAR	3D	TV	India	First	HD	3D	channel	in	India	Zhongguo	3D	dianshi	shiyan	pindao	China	Made	up	by	6	different	TV	companies	Standard	HD	channels	have	also	broadcast	in	3D.	^	"3D	TV".	WarnerMedia
(Press	release).	^	"HBO	and	Orion	group	buy	into	Filmways"	(PDF).	Sensio.tv.	On	1	January	2012,	China's	first	3D	Test	Channel	launched	on	China	Central	Television	and	5	other	networks.[71]	On	1	February	2012:	The	Extreme	Sports	Channel	–	the	home	of	Extreme	Sports	launched	in	Italy	on	Sky	Italia	marking	its	international	début	in	high
definition	(HD).[72]	The	channel's	HD	feed	will	be	a	simulcast	of	the	standard	definition	feed	launched	in	1999,	which	now	broadcasts	to	subscribers	in	66	territories	and	in	12	languages	across	Europe,	the	Middle	East	and	Africa	(EMEA).	Bylines	appearing	beneath	the	logo	differ	by	channel	and	daypart:	"Movie	Premiere"	(for	Saturday	film	premieres
on	the	main	channel),	"Movie	Presentation"	(used	by	most	HBO	channels,	except	HBO	Family,	as	a	generic	movie	bumper)	and	"Presentación	de	Película"	(for	movies	shown	on	HBO	Latino).	^	"1080i	Channels	are	Being	Changed	to	720p60	Channels".	^	David	Lieberman	(October	15,	2014).	The	service's	programming	consisted	of	Spanish-dubbed
versions	of	recent	and	older	theatrically	released	motion	pictures,	and	select	HBO	original	and	event	programming	aimed	at	a	Hispanic	and	Latino	audience.	^	a	b	Festival	program	guide,	Home	Box	Office,	Inc.,	1987	^	"Burgeoning	world	of	cable	programing"	(PDF).	^	Geraldine	Fabrikant	(August	29,	1994).	In	1855	the	Kinematoscope	was	invented.
^	"WarnerMedia	to	discontinue	HBO	and	WB	TV	channels	in	India,	and	select	other	South	Asia	markets".	^	"'Captain	Midnight'	unmasked"	(PDF).	February	11,	2013.	Casey	Bloys—who	has	served	as	President	of	Programming	for	HBO	and	Cinemax	since	May	2016—added	oversight	of	HBO	Max	and	WarnerMedia's	basic	cable	networks	to	his
responsibilities.[169][170][171]	Warner	Bros.	(Since	2010,	the	"making	of"	specials,	for	which	HBO	officially	no	longer	uses	the	First	Look	name,	are	only	identified	under	the	banner	for	program	listing	identification.)	The	network	previously	produced	three-to-five-minute-long	feature	segments	that	aired	during	longer-duration	between-program
promotional	breaks,	HBO	News	(1988–2011;	formerly	titled	HBO	Entertainment	News	from	1988	to	2007)	and	HBO	Behind	the	Scenes	(1982–1992).	"THE	CABLE-TV	SCRAMBLE".	"Just	Paying	Attention"	(PDF).	Variety.	^	Shayne	Pepper	(June	2014).	The	Washington	Post.	Retrieved	July	17,	2020	–	via	World	Radio	History."Four-way	venture	aims	at
pay	TV	link-up	for	hotels,	motels"	(PDF).	p.	41.	^	"Cablecastings:	HBO's	scrambling	to	scramble"	(PDF).	of	license	and	CP	to	change	name	from	Sterling	Manhattan	Cable	Television	to	Manhattan	Cable	Television"	(PDF).	"HBO	2017	Feature	Presentation	Open".	Original	programming	Further	information:	List	of	HBO	original	programming	HBO
innovated	original	entertainment	programming	for	cable	television	networks,	in	which	a	television	series	(both	dramatic	and	comedic),	made-for-television	movie	or	entertainment	special	is	developed	for	and	production	is	primarily,	if	not	exclusively,	handled	by	the	channel	of	its	originating	broadcast.	^	Brett	Sporich;	Nellie	Andreeva	(February	6,
2001).	Though	built	around	HBO's	programming,	HBO	Max	serves	in	principle	as	a	content	hub	for	WarnerMedia's	broader	entertainment	assets;	in	addition	to	featuring	original	programs	and	licensed	theatrical	films	from	HBO	(which	is	compartmented	into	a	dedicated	library	"hub,"	one	of	nine	focused	on	individual	WarnerMedia	properties,	that
includes	both	programs	available	on	the	linear	television	service	and	supplemental	VOD-exclusive	archive	programming),	it	offers	standalone	original	programming	and	library	content	sourced	from	Warner	Bros.	^	"3D-Television	and	the	Risk	of	Seizures	in	Children".	The	Sydney	Morning	Herald.	^	"HBO	one	year	later"	(PDF).	April	14,	2003.
Communication	Currents	–	via	NEIU	Digital	Commons.	Unlike	previous	British	3D	TV	experiments,	the	programmes	were	transmitted	in	ColorCode	3D.[79]	In	May	2006	Portugal's	national	TV	channel	RTP	1	broadcast	several	shows	in	anaglyph	format	("Real	3D")	for	a	week.	Pause	on	one	device,	resume	on	another	and	use	'My	List'	to	bookmark	and
view	your	favorite	programs.	(subscription	required)	^	a	b	Ray	Richmond	(December	6,	1998).	Archived	from	the	original	on	July	14,	2021.	Originally,	he	settled	on	the	Teleservice	Cable	(now	Service	Electric)	system	in	Allentown,	Pennsylvania.	Archived	from	the	original	on	25	April	2009.	"AT&T-Time	Warner	merger	approved	with	conditions	by
Chilean	regulators".	^	"Hard	times	for	home	dish	industry"	(PDF).	October	21,	1974.	^	"The	HBO-Showtime	struggle	for	Hollywood	films"	(PDF).	As	of	July	2021,[update]	HBO	and	sister	channel	Cinemax	(as	well	as	their	associated	streaming	platforms)	maintain	exclusive	licensing	agreements	to	first-run	and	library	film	content	from	the	following
movie	studios	and	related	subsidiaries:	Warner	Bros.	p.	59.	Retrieved	July	7,	2020	–	via	World	Radio	History."CBS,	Time	Inc.	^	Tony	Schwartz	(December	23,	1981).	"Judge	approves	$85	billion	AT&T-Time	Warner	deal".	Archived	from	the	original	on	December	14,	2013.{{cite	news}}:	CS1	maint:	unfit	URL	(link)	^	Michael	Clark	(February	5,	2000).
Retrieved	5	November	2012.	Archived	from	the	original	on	21	May	2010.	HBO	representatives	contended	that	regulatory	interference	over	the	game	broadcasts	was	prohibited	under	the	First	Amendment,	and	that	it	offered	only	weekday	games	as	WPIX	held	rights	to	selected	Yankees	weekend	games;	it	also	contended	the	anti-siphoning	rules	did
not	apply	as	there	was	not	a	per-program	charge	for	the	broadcasts.	A	block	of	children's	series	aimed	at	the	2–11	age	demographic,	"HBO	Kids"	(formerly	known	as	"Jam"	from	August	2001	to	January	2016),	consisting	of	programs	rated	TV-Y	and	TV-Y7,	is	also	offered	weekdays	from	6:00	to	(approximately)	8:00	am;	movies	and	family-oriented
original	specials	occupy	the	remainder	of	the	channel's	daily	schedule.[193][194]	Movie	presentations	on	HBO	Family	are	restricted	to	encompass	films	rated	G,	PG	or	PG-13	(or	the	equivalent	TV-G,	TV-PG	or	TV-14),	and	as	such,	it	is	the	only	HBO	channel	that	does	not	air	R,	NC-17	or	TV-MA	rated	program	content.	April	2,	1984.	Retrieved	June	30,
2020	–	via	World	Radio	History."'Captain	Midnight'	strikes;	preempts	HBO	with	message	decrying	scrambling"	(PDF).	^	Home	Box	Office	–	No	Place	Like	HBO	(1983).	September	13,	2019.	^	Bill	Kelley	(July	28,	1985).	"Channel's	Success	Breeds	Suitors,	Imitators	While	Tim	Robertson	Has	Helped	Turn	Family	Values	into	Big	Business,	His	Own	Family
Connections	Are	Impeding	His	Ambitious	Plans".	Archived	from	the	original	on	September	24,	2009.	October	6,	1975.	(HBO)	and	Coca	-Cola	(Columbia)	join	forces	to	prime	pump	in	movie	production"	(PDF).	^	Monica	Hogan	(January	7,	2001).	September	1,	1986.	Archived	from	the	original	on	12	May	2010.	September	11,	1971.	Biondi's	replacement,
Michael	J.	Retrieved	October	6,	2020.	Retrieved	10	August	2012.	All	three	resolutions	(720p50,	720p60,	and	1080p24)	have	to	be	supported	by	display	devices,	and	at	least	one	of	those	by	playback	devices.	Associated	Press.	"HBO	Multiplex	Test	Off	to	a	Good	Start"	(PDF).	Verizon	offers	Fios	TV	guides	and	channel	lineups	in	several	formats	to	suit
your	needs.	"3D	TV	falls	further	out	of	favour	as	Sky	omits	Premier	League	matches	from	schedule".	Archived	from	the	original	on	May	8,	2013	–	via	HighBeam	Research.	^	"HBO	Schedule:	Primary	HBO	channel".	Retrieved	July	17,	2020	–	via	World	Radio	History.	Info.abril.com.br.	"Is	3D	dead…again?".	^	Brooks	Barnes;	Brian	Stelter	(September	26,
2011).	(Shared	rival	Epix—created	as	a	consortium	between	Paramount/Viacom,	Lionsgate	and	now-sole	owner	MGM—took	over	pay	television	rights	upon	that	network's	October	2009	launch.)[349][350]	In	March	1995,	HBO	signed	a	ten-year	deal	with	the	then-upstart	DreamWorks	SKG	valued	at	between	$600	million	and	$1	billion,	depending	on
the	total	output	of	films	and	generated	revenue	during	the	contract,	covering	the	studio's	tentative	releases	between	January	1996	and	December	2006.[351][352][353]	By	result	of	the	2004	spin-off	of	its	animation	arm	DreamWorks	Animation	into	a	standalone	company,	DreamWorks'	pay-cable	distribution	rights	were	split	up	into	separate	contracts:
in	March	2010,	Showtime	acquired	the	rights	to	live-action	films	from	the	original	DreamWorks	studio	(coinciding	with	the	transfer	of	co-production	agreement	from	Paramount	Pictures	to	Touchstone	Pictures,	then	a	Showtime	distribution	partner)	for	five	years,	effective	January	2011.[354]	Then	in	September	2011,	after	HBO	agreed	to	waive	the
last	two	years	of	its	contract,	Netflix	acquired	the	DreamWorks	Animation	contract	effective	upon	the	December	2012	expiration	of	the	HBO	deal.	HBO	Asia	was	released	in	1992	in	Signapore	as	a	partnership	with	Singtel	and	was	later	joined	by	Sony	and	UIP	(Universal	and	Paramount).	^	"Cablecastings:	HBO	realities"	(PDF).	Thomas	Umstead	(July
2,	2001).	ISBN	9781119997320.	Click	the	Security	menu	For	Accept	cookies	select	Always	Firefox	3	on	Apple	OS	X:	Click	the	Firefox	menu	Click	Preferences...	July	14,	1975.	Archived	from	the	original	(PDF)	on	May	11,	2011.	3D	glasses	were	sold	in	shops	around	the	UK,	a	percentage	of	the	sales	going	to	the	Children	In	Need	charity.	^	"HBO's	via-
satellite	pay	package	hits	one-third	penetration"	(PDF).	The	network	operates	seven	24-hour,	linear	multiplex	channels	as	well	as	a	traditional	subscription	video	on	demand	platform	(HBO	On	Demand)	and	its	content	is	the	centerpiece	of	HBO	Max,	an	expanded	streaming	platform	operated	separately	from	but	sharing	management	with	Home	Box
Office,	Inc.,	which	also	includes	original	programming	produced	exclusively	for	the	service	and	content	from	other	WarnerMedia	properties.	(subscription	required)	^	Todd	Spangler	(January	3,	2011).	"TV	Makers	End	3D	TV	–	What	You	Need	To	Know".	Home	Box	Office,	Inc./Time	Warner.	There	are	a	range	of	Frame	Compatible	formats.	The	Jim
Henson	Company.	May	19,	1995.	February	28,	1983.	April	11,	1983.	"Virgin	beats	Sky	to	3D	service	launch".	Retrieved	March	13,	2013	–	via	World	Radio	History.	One	year	later,	in	1953,	came	the	3D	movie	House	of	Wax	which	also	featured	stereophonic	sound.	In	2001,	HBO	and	NFL	Films	began	to	jointly	produce	the	documentary	series	Hard
Knocks,	which	follows	an	individual	NFL	team	each	season	during	training	camp	and	their	preparations	for	the	upcoming	football	season.[105][442]	Branding	The	original	HBO	logo—used	from	the	channel's	November	8,	1972,	launch	until	April	30,	1975—consisted	of	a	minimalist	marquee	light	array	surrounding	a	left-adjusted	"Home	Box	Office"
nameplate,	rendered	in	mixed-caps,	accompanied	by	a	ticket	stub	image	(the	former	and	latter	signifying	the	channel's	initial	film	and	event	programming	focus).	The	Inauguration	of	Philippine	President	Noynoy	Aquino	on	30	June	2010	was	the	first	presidential	inauguration	to	telecast	in	live	3D	by	GMA	Network.	May	26,	1969.	Television	Group
(including	content	from	Warner	Bros.	(Apple	TV	Channels	discontinued	support	for	its	HBO	channel—which	was	available	for	sale	from	the	March	2019	launch	of	the	marketplace	until	the	May	2020	launch	of	HBO	Max—on	July	22,	2021,	while	Amazon	Video	Channels	discontinued	its	HBO	channel—which	remained	available	for	sale	for	ten	months
after	HBO	Max	was	added	to	Amazon	Fire	platforms	in	November	2020—on	September	15,	2021.)[11][12]	A	TV	Everywhere	service,	HBO	Go,	was	launched	in	February	2010	for	subscribers	of	the	linear	television	service;	since	HBO	Go	was	relegated	from	wide	distribution	in	July	2020,	it	has	been	available	as	a	default	service	for	providers	that	do
not	have	agreements	to	offer	HBO	Max,	which	replaced	HBO	Go	as	the	network's	companion	streaming	platform	on	most	pay	television	providers.	Another	program	built	on	similar	groundwork,	Real	Sports	with	Bryant	Gumbel—which	eventually	became	the	network's	flagship	sports	newsmagazine—premiered	on	April	2,	1995.	New	episodes	of	HBO
series	were	made	available	for	streaming	on	the	initial	airdate,	and	usually	uploaded	at	their	normal	airtime,	of	their	original	broadcast	on	the	main	linear	HBO	channel.[262]	By	February	2019,	subscribership	of	HBO	Now	subscribers	had	reached	over	8	million	customers.[263]	On	June	12,	2020,	WarnerMedia	announced	that	HBO	Now	would	be
rebranded	solely	as	HBO	on	August	1.	The	2000s	opened	with	two	series	that	maintained	similar	critical	acclaim	to	The	Sopranos,	further	cementing	HBO's	reputation	as	a	leading	producer	of	quality	television	programming:	Six	Feet	Under	and	The	Wire.	Red/cyan	3D	glasses	were	sold	with	magazines.[77][78]	1990s	In	November	1993,	the	BBC
announced	a	one-off	week	of	3D	programming	filmed	using	the	pioneering	Pulfrich	3D	technique.	^	"HBO	makes	deals	for	movies,	cable	system"	(PDF).	Verify	that	you	are	able	to	listen	to	audio	files	locally	on	your	computer.	Cablevision	Systems	Corporation.	(subscription	required)	^	Gregg	Kilday	(May	26,	2011).	July	26,	1976.	Retrieved	March	17,
2013	–	via	HighBeam	Research.	p.	22.	p.	64.	StereoscopicFilmmaker.com.	Review	the	device	activation	steps	I	forgot	my	Verizon	Online	user	name	and/or	password	-	What	do	I	do?	September	11,	2001.	Archived	from	the	original	on	20	May	2013.	^	"HBO:	Home	Box	Office".	"Comcast	Offers	HBO	Without	Other	Cable	Channels	in	Bundle	Aimed	at
Cord-Cutters	and	Cord-Nevers".	"AT&T	Sets	$85.4	Billion	Time	Warner	Deal,	CEOs	Talks	'Unique'	Potential	of	Combination".	McLaughlin	(March	24,	2015).	Five	months	after	its	launch,	on	March	23,	1973,	the	service	aired	its	first	non-sports	entertainment	special,	the	Pennsylvania	Polka	Festival,	a	three-hour-long	music	event	broadcast	from	the
Allentown	Fairgrounds	in	Allentown,	Pennsylvania.[385][386][105]	The	network	has	cultivated	a	reputation	for	its	stand-up	comedy	specials,	which	have	helped	raise	the	profile	of	established	comedians	(including	George	Carlin,	Alan	King,	Rodney	Dangerfield,	Billy	Crystal	and	Robin	Williams)	and	served	as	the	launchpad	for	emerging	comic	stars
(such	as	Dennis	Miller,	Whoopi	Goldberg,	Chris	Rock,	Roseanne	Barr,	Patton	Oswalt,	Margaret	Cho	and	Dave	Chappelle),	many	of	whom	have	gone	on	to	television	and	film	careers.	May	5,	1986.	"'Sesame	Street'	to	Air	First	on	HBO	for	Next	5	Seasons".	HBO.	HBO	currently	offers	no	children's	programming	on	its	main	channel,	since	WarnerMedia's
shift	of	the	production	contract	to	HBO	Max	resulted	in	the	July	2020	discontinuance	of	a	Saturday	morning	block	of	series	produced	by	Sesame	Workshop	added	to	the	primary	channel	in	2017.	^	"Michael	Jackson,	Live,	On	HBO	in	October".	^	Chris	Welch	(12	June	2013).	August	2,	1976.	Dolan	wanted	to	offset	the	service's	start-up	costs	by	having
Sterling	enter	into	carriage	agreements	with	other	cable	television	providers	to	transmit	and	sell	the	service	to	their	customers,	and	draw	revenue	from	fees	charged	to	subscribers	who	added	the	channel	onto	their	existing	cable	service	(which	then	consisted	exclusively	of	local	and	imported	broadcast	stations).	By	that	Spring,	Selecciones's	offerings
expanded	to	include	Spanish	audio	simulcasts	of	HBO's	live	boxing	matches	(except	for	certain	events	broadcast	exclusively	in	Spanish	on	networks	such	as	Galavisión).	Retrieved	July	7,	2020.	Thomas	Umstead	(March	15,	2010).	Launched	on	August	1,	1991,	the	channel	was	originally	known	as	"HBO	3"	until	September	30,	1998,	maintaining	a
genericized	format	similar	to	HBO	and	HBO2;	it	rebranded	as	HBO	Signature	the	following	day	(October	1),	when	its	programming	shifted	focus	around	movies,	series	and	specials	targeted	at	a	female	audience	and	retransmits	HBO	productions.[191][186]	HBO	Zone	Launched	on	May	6,	1999,[192]	HBO	Zone	airs	movies	and	HBO	original	programs
aimed	at	young	adults	between	the	ages	of	18	and	34.	^	Mike	Hale	(February	6,	2015).	Other	resolutions	and	formats	are	optional.[49]	While	HDMI	1.4	devices	will	be	capable	of	transmitting	3D	pictures	in	full	1080p,	HDMI	1.3	does	not	include	such	support.	^	"2015	Company	Overview"	(Press	release).	^	"True	Blood	averages	12.4	million	per
episode	across	platforms	in	second	season".	40–44	^	Martin,	Nicole	(30	May	2008).	^	Jack	Egan	(August	24,	2003).	^	Brian	Steinberg	(August	13,	2015).	Who	says	the	weekend	starts	on	Saturday?	Archived	from	the	original	on	8	December	2016.	"Warner	Bros	Sets	Entire	2021	Movie	Slate	To	Debut	On	HBO	Max	Along	With	Cinemas	In	Seismic
Windows	Model	Shakeup".	"List	of	how	many	homes	each	cable	network	is	in	as	of	July	2015".	Headquartered	in	NY	with	offices	in	Hong	Kong	and	London,	the	channel	broadcasts	through	eight	satellites	round	the	world,	covering	Europe,	Asia,	the	Nordic	region,	Russia,	South	America,	Africa,	Middle	East	and	North	America.	^	Bill	McCloskey	(July
22,	1986).	Retrieved	September	21,	2015.	^	a	b	HBO	1983	Intro	(HBO).	^	"Closed	Circuit:	Peculiarities	in	pay"	(PDF).	Archived	from	the	original	on	October	19,	2012.	Since	2014,	HBO	has	occasionally	aired	short	films	ranging	between	15	and	25	minutes	in	length	at	varying	times	each	week	during	the	overnight/early	morning	hours	on	its	primary
and	select	multiplex	channels,	in	addition	to	being	available	on	demand	via	HBO's	various	streaming	and	television	VOD	platforms	(including	its	dedicated	portal	on	HBO	Max).	Created	by	Jim	Henson	(who	produced	the	1978	ACE	Award-winning	special	Emmet	Otter's	Jug-Band	Christmas	for	HBO)	and	co-produced	with	Television	South,	the	Canadian
Broadcasting	Corporation	and	Henson	Associates,	the	series	(which	ran	for	five	seasons,	ending	in	March	1987)	centered	on	a	group	of	various	interconnected	Muppet	species.[104]	Later	that	year,	on	May	22,	1983,	HBO	premiered	The	Terry	Fox	Story,	the	first	television	movie	ever	produced	for	the	network	and	the	first	to	be	produced	for	a	pay
television	channel.	Archived	from	the	original	on	17	July	2011.	Archived	from	the	original	on	December	6,	2016.	Shoichet;	Eliott	C.	^	Lee	Winfrey	(March	14,	1995).	^	a	b	"HBO	Max	and	Sesame	Workshop	Announce	New	Content	Partnership	Cementing	a	Shared	Commitment	to	Kids	and	Families".	^	a	b	Ryan	Lawler	(April	29,	2011).	February	15,
1982.	In	2013,	in	Brazil,	NET	HD	pay-per-view	broadcasts	of	the	thirteenth	season	of	Big	Brother	Brasil	were	available	in	3D.[93][94]	In	July	2013,	the	BBC	announced	that	they	were	putting	3D	broadcasts	on	hold	due	to	lack	of	audience	interest,	even	from	those	who	owned	3D	TV	displays.[95]	As	one	of	their	final	3D	broadcasts,	23	November	2013,
the	BBC	aired	a	special	3D	episode	of	Doctor	Who	in	celebration	of	that	show's	fiftieth	anniversary.	The	Columbian.	p.	21.	Retrieved	June	30,	2020	–	via	World	Radio	History.Rich	Brown	(February	5,	1996).	Worldscreen.com.	for	$14.9	billion	in	cash	and	stock.	^	The	HBO	Guide	-	December	1981	(pg.	20th	Century	Fox	first	signed	a	non-exclusive	deal
with	HBO	in	January	1986,	covering	Fox	films	released	between	1985	and	1988,	along	with	a	production	co-financing	agreement	involving	HBO	original	programs;	the	pact	transitioned	to	an	exclusivity	arrangement	with	the	1988	renewal.[296][313][297]	The	first-run	film	output	agreement	with	Fox	was	renewed	by	HBO	for	ten	years	on	August	15,
2012	(with	a	provision	allowing	the	studio	to	release	its	films	through	digital	platforms	such	as	iTunes	and	Amazon	Video	during	the	channel's	term	of	license	of	an	acquired	film	for	the	first	time).[314]	While	The	Walt	Disney	Company	completed	its	acquisition	of	20th	Century	Fox	in	March	2019,	Disney	maintains	an	output	deal	with	its	in-house
streaming	services	Disney+	and	Hulu	for	films	produced	and/or	distributed	by	Walt	Disney	Studios	Motion	Pictures	and	its	subsidiaries	(which	have	not	distributed	their	films	over	a	traditional	pay-cable	service	since	the	studio's	agreement	with	HBO	rival	Starz	ended	in	2015).	(subscription	required)	^	Nolan	Marchand	(May	3,	1999).	6	January	2010.
Marketed	at	a	family	audience	and	the	first	attempt	at	a	companion	pay	service	by	the	corporate	HBO	entity,	the	channel's	programming	consisted	of	recent	and	older	theatrically	released	motion	pictures.	^	"HBO	completes	Central	Europe	acquisition".	^	Charlton,	Alistair	(8	February	2016).	"Disney,	WarnerMedia	Carve	Up	Fox	Film	Slate	Streaming
Rights	Through	End	of	2022	(EXCLUSIVE)".	Archived	from	the	original	on	26	July	2018.	Orlando	Sentinel.	^	a	b	c	Kevin	S.	FIOS	TV	Central(requires	sign	in)	Check	your	local	TV	listings	Manage	your	DVR	And	more!	On	Demand	Browse	On	Demand	programs	View	previews	of	current	On	Demand	content	Internet	Explorer	7	on	Windows	Click
the	Tools	menu	Click	Internet	Options	Select	the	Privacy	tab	Click	Advanced	Select	Override	automatic	cookie	handling	Select	the	Accept	button	under	Third-party	Cookies	and	click	OK	Firefox	3	on	Windows	Click	the	Tools	menu	Click	Options	Select	the	Privacy	menu	Make	sure	Keep	until	is	set	to	they	expire	Make	sure	Accept	third-party	cookies	is
checked	Safari	on	Apple	OS	X:	Click	the	Safari	menu	Click	Preferences...	(subscription	required)	^	Denise	Petski	(September	24,	2019).	Retrieved	July	7,	2020	–	via	American	Radio	History."HBO	goes	24	hours"	(PDF).	^	Chris	Morran	(April	28,	2015).	July	1,	1974.	This	requires	more	powerful	computers	to	calculate	the	correct	appearance	of	the
graphical	elements.	hboasia.com.	^	"H.B.O.	Signs	Studios'	Deal".	Retrieved	May	17,	2020	–	via	World	Radio	History."Burgeoning	world	of	cable	programing"	(PDF).	CNN.	Retrieved	June	30,	2020.	(subscription	required)	^	a	b	Tim	Baysinger	(August	28,	2018).	Samsung.	Simplifydigital.	It	was	accessible	through	play.hbogo.com,	and	through	apps	for
Apple	iOS	and	Apple	TV	devices;[239][240]	Android	devices	and	Android	TV;[239]	Amazon	Fire	TV;[241]	Chromecast;[242]	PlayStation	consoles	(PlayStation	3	and	PlayStation	4);[243]	Xbox	One	consoles;[244]	Roku	devices;[245]	and	most	Samsung	Smart	TV	models.[246]	Content	available	on	HBO	Go	included	theatrically	released	films	(sourced	from
the	network's	pay	television	contractual	windows	for	recent	studio	releases	and	from	library	content	agreements	with	film	distributors)	and	HBO	original	programming	(including	scripted	series,	made-for-cable	movies,	comedy	specials,	documentaries,	and	sports	documentary	and	magazine	programs).[247]	HBO	Go,	along	with	companion	service
HBO	Now	and	HBO	Max,	did	not	provide	live	simulcasts	of	the	seven	linear	HBO	channels.	Journal	of	Visual	Communication	and	Image	Representation.	^	Chris	Welch	(April	1,	2015).	^	"1970s:	Coming	of	Age	–	Sterling	Manhattan	Cable".	p.	11.	This	setting	essentially	breaks	the	Verizon	sign	in	experience.	^	"HBO	ready	to	go	with	HDTV".
Furthermore,	the	programs	are	available	exclusively	through	HBO	Max	in	Denmark,	Finland,	Norway,	Sweden,	Spain,	Portugal	and	the	Netherlands.	"City	Will	Open	Pay	Television	to	All	Producers".	For	very	near	objects,	the	eyes	may	become	excessively	"cross-eyed".	September	19,	1988.	It's	HBO."	2010–2011:	"This	is	HBO."	(only	used	for	IDs)
2011–2014:	"It's	HBO."	2014–2017:	"So	Original"	2017–2020:	"It's	What	Connects	Us"	2020–present:	"There's	More	to	Discover"	International	versions	Main	article:	List	of	HBO	international	channels	Since	1991,	the	Home	Box	Office,	Inc.	^	Gelman,	Vlada	(April	21,	2020).	Blu-ray	Disc	Association.	Space-Time	Parameterized	Variety	Manifolds:	A
Novel	Approach	for	Arbitrary	Multi-perspective	3D	View	Generation.	^	"3D@home	Consortium".	^	"HBO's	'VICE'	Wins	Emmy	for	Outstanding	Informational	Series	or	Special".	December	7,	1992.	^	Andreeva,	Nellie	(April	7,	2022).	p.	33.	Comic	Relief:	The	Best	of	Comedy	for	the	Best	of	Causes.	It	served	as	the	linchpin	for	the	creation	of	Standing
Room	Only,	a	monthly	series	featuring	concerts	and	various	stage	"spectaculars"	(including	among	others,	burlesque	shows,	Vaudeville	routines,	ventriloquism	and	magic	performances)	taped	live	in	front	of	an	audience;	SRO	premiered	on	April	17,	1977	(with	Ann	Corio's	'This	Was	Burlesque'	as	inaugural	broadcast).[390]	For	a	time	in	the	early
1980s,	HBO	produced	a	concert	special	almost	every	other	month,	featuring	major	music	stars	such	as	Boy	George	and	The	Who.	The	semi-finals,	Bronze	Final	and	Final	matches	of	the	2011	Rugby	World	Cup	will	be	broadcast	in	3D.	To	recover	your	Verizon	User	ID,	Password	or	both	you	may	use	this	tool.	^	Joe	Flint	(August	15,	2012).	^	Amanda
Demetrio	De	São	Paulo	(23	May	2010).	(HBO	stopped	billing	its	comedy	specials	under	the	Comedy	Hour	banner	after	the	February	6,	1999,	premiere	of	the	Carlin-headlined	You	Are	All	Diseased.)[105]	The	network's	library	of	comedy	specials	would	become	part	of	the	initial	programming	inventories	of	two	comedy-focused	basic	cable	networks
started	by	HBO	through	Time	Inc./Time	Warner,	The	Comedy	Channel	(launched	on	November	15,	1989)	and	its	successor,	Comedy	Central	(launched	on	April	1,	1991,	as	a	consolidation	of	The	Comedy	Channel	and	Viacom-owned	Ha!).	The	2011	3D	Creative	Arts	Awards	"Your	World	in	3D"	was	the	first	award	show	filmed	in	native	3D	and	televised
on	3net	3D	channel	broadcast	on	DirectTV.	You'll	also	find	hit	Hollywood	movies,	hilarious	comedy	specials,	hard-hitting	sports	programming,	groundbreaking	documentaries	and	so	much	more.	^	Jack	Gould	(November	13,	1971).	^	"SES	ASTRA	AND	SAMSUNG	TO	PROMOTE	3D	TV"	(Press	release).	May	30,	1988.	Van	Schoick	(Fall	2010).	(Summit
is	currently	the	only	"mini-major"	movie	studio	and	the	only	studio	not	among	the	five	core	majors	that	maintains	an	exclusive	output	deal	with	HBO.)[324]	On	March	2,	2021,	it	was	announced	that	the	deal	with	HBO	through	to	the	end	of	2022	expires.[304]	Former	first-run	contracts	Being	the	first	pay-cable	service	to	go	national,	for	many	years,
HBO	was	advantageous	in	acquiring	film	licensing	rights	from	major	and	independent	studios;	until	Showtime,	The	Movie	Channel	and	other	premium	channels	started	beefing	up	their	movie	product	to	compete	with	HBO	in	the	early	1980s,	HBO's	dominance	in	the	pay-cable	led	to	complaints	from	many	motion	picture	companies	of	the	network
holding	monopoly	power	in	the	pay	cable	industry	and	a	disproportionate	advantage	in	film	acquisition	negotiations.[325]	During	the	early	years	of	premium	cable,	the	major	American	movie	studios	often	sold	the	pay	television	rights	to	an	individual	theatrical	film	title	to	multiple	"maxi-pay"	and	"mini-pay"	services—often	including	HBO	and	later,
Cinemax—resulting	in	frequent	same-month	scheduling	duplication	amongst	the	competing	services.	^	"AJA	Introduces	Hi5-3D	Mini-Converter	For	Stereo	3D	Monitoring	by	Scott	Gentry	-	ProVideo	Coalition".	"Daily	Telegraph	Newspaper".	^	a	b	Thomas	Morgan	(February	13,	1986).	Archived	from	the	original	on	11	June	2017.	p.	106.	^	"Time	Inc.	Iol
Scitech.	New	York.	July	23,	1973.	^	Daniels,	Bill	(August	6,	1986).	p.	120.	The	respective	coastal	feeds	of	each	channel	are	usually	packaged	together,	resulting	in	the	difference	in	local	airtimes	for	a	particular	movie	or	program	between	two	geographic	locations	being	three	hours	at	most;	the	opposite-region	feed	(i.e.,	the	Pacific	Time	feeds	in	the
Eastern	and	Central	Time	Zones,	and	the	Eastern	Time	feeds	in	the	Pacific,	Mountain	and	Alaska	Time	Zones)	serves	as	a	timeshift	channel,	allowing	viewers	who	may	have	missed	a	particular	program	at	its	original	local	airtime	to	watch	it	three	hours	after	its	initial	airing	or	allowing	them	to	watch	a	program	up	to	four	hours,	depending	on	the
applicable	time	zone,	in	advance	of	their	local	airtime	on	their	corresponding	primary	coastal	feed.	^	"Explanatory	video:	David	Wood	on	the	nature	of	3DTV".	Forsyth	(2002).	^	a	b	James	K.	In	most	cases,	cable	operators	tended	to	sell	Cinemax	and	HBO	as	a	singular	premium	bundle,	usually	offered	at	a	discount	for	customers	that	decided	to
subscribe	to	both	channels.	The	film—which	had	a	limited	theatrical	release	in	New	York	City	and	Los	Angeles,	and	aired	on	HBO	in	November	2009—covered	Obama's	2006	trip	to	Africa,	his	presidential	primary	campaign,	the	2008	general	election	and	his	first	Presidential	inauguration.[372]	In	November	2012,	HBO	aired	the	four-part	documentary,
Witness,	which	devoted	each	part	to	one	of	four	conflict	regions—Juarez,	Libya,	South	Sudan	and	Rio	de	Janeiro—as	covered	by	a	team	of	photojournalists	based	in	those	regions.[373]	On	March	28,	2013,	the	channel	premiered	the	Alexandra	Pelosi-directed	Fall	to	Grace,	about	the	infidelity	scandal	that	led	to	the	2011	resignation	of	New	Jersey
Governor	Jim	McGreevey	and	resulted	in	him	coming	out	as	gay.[374][375]	In	February	2015,	HBO	premiered	a	six-part	documentary	from	Andrew	Jarecki,	The	Jinx:	The	Life	and	Deaths	of	Robert	Durst,	chronicling	the	mystery	surrounding	the	New	York	real	estate	heir's	alleged	involvement	in	the	unsolved	1982	disappearance	of	his	wife,	Kathie
Durst;	the	2000	execution-style	killing	of	writer	Susan	Berman;	and	the	2001	death	and	dismemberment	of	Durst's	neighbor,	Morris	Black.	^	November	1985	HBO	promos.	(From	2006	to	2018,	this	distinction	was	held	by	Starz	Encore—currently	owned	by	Lionsgate	subsidiary	Starz	Inc.—which,	according	to	February	2015	Nielsen	estimates,	had
40.54	million	pay	subscribers	vs.	^	Anthony	D'Alessandro	(July	6,	2021).	Retrieved	May	21,	2020	–	via	World	Radio	History.	^	R.	June	9,	1986.	June	20,	1988.	(After	HBO	canceled	the	program,	Inside	the	NFL	was	subsequently	acquired	by	Showtime,	under	arrangement	with	CBS	Sports,	formally	moving	to	the	rival	premium	channel	in	September
2008.)[438][439][440]	The	network	would	build	upon	the	concept	behind	Inside	the	NFL	through	the	debuts	of	additional	sports	talk	and	documentary	programs:	the	Major	League	Baseball-focused	Race	for	the	Pennant	(1978–1992),	HBO	Sports	Magazine	(1981–1982),	On	the	Record	with	Bob	Costas	(2001–2005)	and	its	revamped	iteration	Costas
Now	(2005–2009),	and	Joe	Buck	Live	(2009).	"HBO	GO	heads	to	FiOS".	June	9,	1975.	It	involves	capturing	stereo	pairs	in	a	two-view	setup,	with	cameras	mounted	side	by	side	and	separated	by	the	same	distance	as	is	between	a	person's	pupils.	July	20,	1987.	Attempts	to	launch	pay	television	services,	dating	back	as	far	as	1951,	had	experienced
minimal	success	because	of	campaigns	backed	by	movie	theater	chains	and	commercial	broadcasters	to	convince	television	viewers	that	pay	television	would	threaten	the	viability	of	the	movie	industry	and	free-to-air	television	access;	limited	user	interest;	and	FCC	restrictions	on	the	types	of	programming	offered	to	subscription	services.
(subscription	required)	^	"HBO:	About:	Frequently	Asked	Questions:	HBO	HD".	However,	by	2011,	the	SMPTE	board	had	"abandoned	all	further	work	on	3D	television".[43]	However,	SMPTE	was	not	the	only	3D	standards	group.	(Universal	put	a	50%	cap	on	title	acquisitions	for	the	first	year	of	the	initial	2003–10	contract,	intending	to	split	the	rights



between	HBO	and	Starz	as	consolation	for	the	latter	outbidding	HBO	for	the	Sony	Pictures	output	deal.)[317][318]	On	July	6,	2021,	Universal	Filmed	Entertainment	Group	announced	it	would	begin	releasing	its	theatrical	films	on	Peacock	after	its	exclusivity	agreement	with	HBO	concludes	at	the	end	of	2021,	under	a	fragmented	window	(starting
within	120	days	of	a	film's	theatrical	release)	through	which	Peacock	will	hold	exclusive	rights	to	Universal	titles	in	bookending	four-month	windows	at	the	beginning	and	end	of	the	18-month	pay-one	distribution	period.[319][320]	Subsequently,	Amazon	(on	July	8)	and	Starz	(on	July	16)	signed	separate	multi-year	sub-licensing	agreements,	in	which
Universal	films	would	stream	on	Prime	Video	and	IMDb	TV	in	a	10-month	non-exclusivity	window	during	the	middle	of	the	period	and	air	on	Starz's	linear	and	streaming	platforms	following	the	Peacock/Amazon	windows;	HBO	will	continue	to	release	Universal's	2021	film	slate	under	their	existing	contracts	through	2022,	while	Netflix	will	continue	to
offer	the	studio's	animated	films	thereafter.[321][322][323]	The	first-run	output	deal	with	Summit	Entertainment—which	initially	ran	through	December	2017,	and	replaced	Showtime	(which	had	exclusive	rights	to	its	films	from	January	2008	until	December	2012)	as	the	studio's	pay-cable	output	partner	when	it	initially	went	into	effect	in	2013—was
renewed	by	HBO	for	an	additional	four	years	on	March	1,	2016.	Frederick	News-Post.	Porter	and	William	E.	HBO	pioneered	modern	pay	television	upon	its	launch	on	November	8,	1972:	it	was	the	first	television	service	to	be	directly	transmitted	and	distributed	to	individual	cable	television	systems,	and	was	the	conceptual	blueprint	for	the	"premium
channel,"	pay	television	services	sold	to	subscribers	for	an	extra	monthly	fee	that	do	not	accept	traditional	advertising	and	present	their	programming	without	editing	for	objectionable	material.	Retrieved	21	December	2011.	Many	3D	movies	were	produced	for	theatrical	release	in	the	US	during	the	1950s	just	when	television	started	to	become
popular.	November	21,	1988.	"HBO	sets	new	digital	networks".	^	"Cablecastings:	De	Laurentiis	deal"	(PDF).	February	26,	1979.	^	Jakob	Schiller	(November	21,	2012).	^	Hayes,	Dade	(September	28,	2021).	^	Bill	Mesce	(November	18,	2013).	^	Imaginary	Forces.	Retrieved	July	7,	2021.	March	1,	2019.	Wired.	and	Discovery	Inc.	BBC	HD	occasionally
broadcast	high-profile	events	in	3D	including	the	Wimbledon	men's	&	ladies'	singles	finals	and	the	opening	and	closing	ceremonies	of	the	2012	Summer	Olympics.	September	15,	2000.	March	12,	1984.	April	24,	1978.	^	"HBO's	Festival	to	go	dark"	(PDF).	One	of	HBO's	first	successful	specials	was	The	Fabulous	Bette	Midler	Show,[note	1]	a	stage
special	featuring	Midler	performing	music	and	comedy	routines,	which	debuted	on	June	19,	1976.	^	"Pay	cable	says	it	will	pay	in	Pennsylvania"	(PDF).	Retrieved	June	30,	2020	–	via	World	Radio	History."'Captain	Midnight'	unmasked"	(PDF).	New	York	Daily	News	and	Knight-Ridder	News	Service.	It	is	available	in	Hispanic	America,	including	the
Caribbean.	and	all	other	assets	of	WarnerMedia	would	be	combined	with	the	Discovery	assets	(such	as	Discovery	Channel,	Animal	Planet,	Food	Network	and	more).	"HBO	updates	Feature	Presentation	intro	with	a	nostalgic	twist".	Time	Warner.	November	12,	1979.	Sony	Computer	Entertainment.	The	Guardian.	"HBO	Checks	In	With	Marriott	Deal".
Archived	from	the	original	on	2	April	2012.	^	Ben	Drawbaugh	(February	17,	2010).	ESPN	3D	to	shut	down	by	end	of	2013".	Pictures	and	other	studios	that	distribute	film	content	to	the	linear	HBO	television	service	(including	titles	not	licensed	for	broadcast	on	HBO	and/or	its	multiplex	channels);	HBO	Max,	however,	augments	HBO	linear	content
with	a	proprietary	slate	of	original	programming	distributed	by	WarnerMedia	Direct,	and	library	content	sourced	from	other	WarnerMedia	units—including	its	broadcast	and	basic	cable	networks	(primarily	The	CW,	CNN,	TBS,	TNT	and	Cartoon	Network/Adult	Swim),	and	Warner	Bros.	Questex	LLC.	Retrieved	June	30,	2020	–	via	WarnerMedia
Pressroom.	March	13,	1989.
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